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Appendix A - Definition of key terms and expressions

The description of the four elements of the SYDP1M process model requires the

use of unambiguous terms and expressions. The key ones employed throughout

are defined below in sub-groups.

Definitions of project behaviour

• project behaviour— a set of continuous patterns or discrete series of data-

points over-time. Each pattern or series of data-points describes how a

variable of a project model changes over-time. The term is employed

independently from the source of the information, but this information is

available and stored as data.

• project past behaviour— sub-component of "project behaviour" considering only

the period of time from the beginning of the project to the present moment.

• past segment of project behaviour— same as "project past behaviour" but

considering explicitly that this is the past sub-component of the "project

behaviour". It is assumed that the project behaviour has two segments: past

(includes present) and future.

• present data-point of past behaviour— the last data-point of all patterns of the

"project past behaviour" that corresponds to the present moment in time. In

SYDPIM, the present moment corresponds to the period of time where progress

is being assessed and the project plan revised. For purposes of specifying the

project behaviour, this is considered as part of its past segment.

• project future behaviour— sub-component of "project behaviour" considering

only the period of time from the present moment (excluded) to the anticipated

moment when the project will be completed.

• future segment of project behaviour— same as "project future behaviour" but

considering explicitly that this is the future sub-component of the "project

behaviour". It is assumed that the project behaviour has two segments: past

(includes present) and future.

• project planned behaviour— same as "project future behaviour" but specifying

that the source of the information is a project plan. This plan is available and

can be stored either in the PERT/CPM model or in the SD model.
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• steady behaviour— a project behaviour where the patterns of the variables

"estimated cost at completion" and "estimated schedule at completion" are

constant over time within the period specified. This implies a project being

implemented with no cost and schedule slippage or compression.

• unsteady behaviour— a project behaviour where the patterns of the variables

"estimated cost at completion" and "estimated schedule at completion" vary

over time within the period specified. This implies a project being implemented

with some cost and schedule slippage or compression.

Specification of project behaviours from SD and PER T/CPM model

• extract project past behaviour from PER T/CPM model— operation that consists

in specifying the patterns of the "project past behaviour" from one or more

PERT/CPM plans stored in the PERT/CPM model. This is, the PERT/CPM

model is the source of information used. The set of patterns that can be

defined and their granularity over-time will depend on the data available in the

PERT/CPM model and the number of PERT/CPM plans stored in the model.

• extract project future behaviour from PER T/CPM model - operation that

consists in specifying the patterns of the "project future behaviour" from one or

more PERT/CPM plans stored in the PERT/CPM model. This is, the

PERT/CPM model is the source of information used. The set of patterns that

can be defined and their granularity over-time will depend on the data available

in the PERT/CPM model and the number of PERT/CPM plans stored in the

model. The "current PERT/CPM plan" is the most important one and in

SYDPIM it is of no use to carry out this operation is the this plan is not available

in the PERT/CPM model.

• PER T/CPM past behaviour— the "project past behaviour" as extracted from the

PERT/CPM model.

• PER T/CPM future behaviour— the "project future behaviour" as extracted from

the PERT/CPM model.

• PERT/CPM project behaviour— the "project behaviour" as extracted from the

PERT/CPM model, including both past and future behaviours.

• SD project past behaviour— set of continuous patterns of "project past

behaviour" produced by the simulation of the SD model.
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• SD project future behaviour— set of continuous patterns of "project future

behaviour" produced by the simulation of the SD model.

• SD project behaviour— set of continuous patterns of "project behaviour"

produced by the simulation of the SD model, including both past and future

behaviour.

• Reproduce project behaviour— the patterns of the "project behaviour" produced

by the simulation of the SD model match a given set of patterns of project

behaviour. This matching consists in running and passing statistical tests of

"goodness-of-fit". The given patterns of "project behaviour" are defined as

series of discrete data-points over-time.

Metrics and project results:

• Project result metrics - data collected from the project referring to its outcome

up to present. For example, lines of code developed, effort spent, actual

completion date of a task, or defects detected. The term "metrics" implies that

the data is measured within a degree of accepted accuracy and can be used in

the PERT/CPM and/or SD model.

• Project actual results - information describing the project outcome up to

present. This includes "project result metrics" but it can be more than that, also

including more subjective information or the reporting of the certain complex

events.

• SYDPIM metrics database - a database containing the project result metrics

specified in the "SYDPIM metrics plan". These metrics refer to the project

outcome up to present and are updated in every control cycle as result metrics

are collected.

• SYDPIM metrics plan - a metrics plan part of the SYDPIM methodology. It

specifies which metrics are to be collected, how they are measured, and how

they are to be used in the SYDPIM process framework.

• Improve past beha viour from metrics database - operation that consists in

enhancing a given "project past behaviour" (typically one "extracted from the

PERT/CPM model"), with the data available in the SYDPIM metrics database.

For example, the pattern "cumulative defects detected" cannot be extracted
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from the PERT/CPM model but can be derived from the SYDPIM metrics

database.

Derive past beha v/our pattern from metrics database - definition of a specific

behaviour pattern of the "project past behaviour" as a senes of discrete data-

points over time using the data available in the SYDP1M metrics database.

Model readjustment and calibration:

• Re-plan project future in PER T/CPM model - operation that consists in

changing the future segment of the current PERT/CPM plan (see "future

segment of PERT/CPM plan) to re-plan the work remaining. This is a

conventional operation of the traditional PM framework: tasks are created

and/or re-scheduled, etc..

• Re-plan project future in SD model— operation that consists in changing the

future segment of the SD plan in the SD model (see "future segment of SD

plan") to re-plan the work remaining. This consists of implementing exogenous

control decisions in the model (e.g. changing the future profile of allocated

resources) as well as changing future control policies (e.g. changing the pattern

of "willingness to hire more people in face of schedule pressure").

• Re-calibrate SD model for past behaviour— calibrate the SD model, changing

only model variables that refer to the project past, so that the model reproduces

a given "project past behaviour" (see "reproduce project behaviour"). Typically

the "project past behaviour" was extracted from the PERT/CPM model and

eventually improved from the metrics database.

• Re-calibrate SD model for planned behaviour— calibrate the SD model,

changing only variables that refer to the project future, so that the model

reproduces a given "project planned behaviour" (see "reproduce project

behaviour"). Typically, the "project planned behaviour" will be extracted from

the PERT/CPM model (see "PERT/CPM future behaviour"). In some cases it

may be considered changing some variables in the SD model that refer to the

project past, in which case this will be mentioned explicitly.

• Re-calibrate SD model for future behaviour— calibrate the SD modei, changing

only variables that refer to the project future, so that the model reproduces a

given "project future behaviour' (see "reproduce project behaviour"). Typically,
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the "project future behaviour Will be extracted from the PERTICPM model (see

"PERT/CPM future behaviour"). In some cases it may be considered changing

some variables in the SD model that refer to the project past, in which case this

will be mentioned explicitly.

• Re-calibrate SD mode! for PERT/CPM plan - same as "Re-calibrate SD model

for planned behaviour", but making explicit that the "project planned behaviour

is the "project future behaviour to be extracted, or already extracted, from the

PERT/CPM model (see "extract project future behaviour from PERT/CPM

model").

• Readjust PERT/CPM model to SD plan - change the "future segment of the

PERT/CPM plan" so that the "PERT/CPM future behaviour matches the "SD

project future behaviour. This matching consists in running and passing

statistical tests of "goodness-of-fit". This operation implies changing the

PERT/CPM plan for the project future so that it becomes consistent with the

one developed in the SD model.

Update PERT/CPM model with actual results - update of the past segment of

the current PERT/CPM plan with the result metrics collected. This generally

consists of entering actual results in the task fields, like the actua' completion

date or effort spent.

Use of models:

• PER T/CPM analysis of pmject future - conventional critical-path based analysis

of the project future using the PERT/CPM model. Typically this involves

identifying the critical path, task floats, cost and resources profiles, and

sometimes Monte Carlo simulation analysis.

• PERT/CPM diagnosis of project past - conventional critical-path based analysis

of the project past using the PERT/CPM model. Typically this involves

identifying changes in the critical path, tasks' floats and duration, cost and

resources profiles, against a base-line previous plan.

• SD analysis of project future - simulation of the project future, identification of

deviations from targets, assessment of performance and diagnosis of causes.

What-if analysis is carried to identify best corrective actions in the current

project plan for the future.
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• SD diagnosis of project past - simulation of project past, identification of

deviation from established targets, assessment of performance and diagnosis

of causes. "What-would-have-happened-if" analysis is carried out to identify

whether better or worse results could have been achieved and thereby support

process improvement initiatives.

Models and project plan:

• PER T/CPM model— a logical network model that stores one or more project

work plans and other data about the project (e.g. resources availability over-

time). Typically, but not necessarily, the model will contain a "current

PERT/CPM plan" and an "initial PERT/CPM plan".

• PER T/CPM plan - a project work plan in the form of a logical network

specifying the task schedules, task dependencies and resource allocation to

the tasks (conventional PM tool).

• Current PER T/CPM plan - the most updated PERT/CPM plan available. It is

updated in terms of project past and project future.

• Past PERT/CPM plan or plans - a set of PERT/CPM plans that were

elaborated in the past. They may no longer reflect what is specified in the

"current PERT/CPM plan". The most relevant for SYDPIM is the "initial

PERT/CPM plan". As the project unfolds and this plan is updated, the

organisation may (or not) store the evolving versions over-time of this plan.

• Initial PER T/CPM plan - the "PERT/CPM" plan developed in the "day zero" of

the project, generally prior to implementation.

• Past segment of PER T/CPM plan - sub-component of a PERT/CPM plan which

includes only those tasks which are already complete or are in progress (i.e.

they started but are not finished).

• Future segment of PER T/CPM plan - sub-component of a PERT/CPM plan

which includes only those tasks which have not started yet or are in progress

(i.e. they started but are not finished).

• SD plan - a project work pan as specified in a SD project model. The

information contained in this plan depends on the structure and details of the

specific SD model. Typically, it will include a set of major phases, their
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schedu{ed dates, scope and resource allocation, and also project control

policies and exogenous decisions.

Future segment of SD plan - same as "SD plan" but considering only those

variables that refer to the project future.

. Past segment of SD plan -- same as "SD plan" but considering only those

variables that refer to the project past.

Pmjecf plan - work plan specified for the project specified in one of the models,

generally in both.
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SD model	 Model development process

Roberts (1978)	 "Top down" approach to model conceptualisation, based on the identification of policies. The
process comprises the following steps:

1. Identification of management policies
2. Identification of information used as input to policies
3. Modelling of the direct effects of policies
4. Modelling of managerial perceptions of the project status
5. Modelling of the indirect effects of policies
6. Modelling of other uncontrolled feedback effects

The model simulates a R&D project.

Cooper	 An iterative process with an initial prototype. Comprised the following phases:
(1980)	 1. Structural model design based on identification of physical processes

2. Specification of data requirements
3. Data collection and information gathering from interviews
4. Development, quantification and review of a prototype single-phase model
5. Development and refinement of full multi-phase model in three iterations
6. Model validation (mainly behaviour reproduction of real scenarios)

This process required extensive data collection and close staff and management involvement. The
model simulates a shipbuilding development programme.

Richardson	 An iterative process, comprising the following steps:
and	 1. Problem identification through the dynamic definition of key reference modes of behaviour
Pugh (1981) (patterns over-time): "problem free" and "disruption". Identification of key variables to

represent the project state. Identification of likely relationships by comparing the two
reference modes.

2. Definition of model boundaries: what to include and exclude, level of detail/aggregation.
3. Identification of feedback structure using Ids. a "top-down" approach based on the

identification of the physical process. Specification of "dynamic hypothesis" used to
"validate" feedback structure.

4. Conversion of the IDs into "level/rate" diagrams, through the identification of the levels,
rates and auxiliaries in the IDs.

5. Model quantification. Model parameters and parameter estimating techniques are
classified into categories.

6. Validation testing.
As the model is progressively quantified, each iteration should finish with a testing phase based on
sensitivity analysis in order to identify eventual needs for re-formulation. The model simulates a
R&D project.

Abdel-Hamid and A life-cycle approach comprising the following steps:
Madnick (1991)	 1. Identification of generic feedback project dynamics using IDs

2. Specification of model boundaries: project life-cycle phases, activities, managerial
policies, and project size

3. Specification of model architecture: sub-systems of project activity and their
interrelationships

4. Interviews with managers for information gathering about the sub-systems
5. Development of a prototype model
6. Literature review based on the prototype model to quantify relationships
7. Development of detailed model
8. Iterative revision of detailed model based on interviews with managers
9. Validation

The model simulates a software development project.

rable 5.2 - Summary comparison of the model development process followed in past
SD project models
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SD model	 Model development process

Lin and Levary	 "Top down" process, decomposing a software project into main functional sub-systems, based on a
(1989), Lin 1993) dual life-cycle view of engineering and management. No specific phases of model development are

specified, but final validation is comprehensively addressed.

Williams et al 	 An iterative process using cognitive maps, focusing on a mix soft and hard modelling techniques.
(1995)	 The process compnsed the following stages:

1. Development of managers' individual cognitive maps
2. Development of a merged global cognitive "group map"
3. Conversion of cognitive "group map" into an influence diagram (ID)
4. Quantification of the influence diagram into a "level/rate" simulation model
5. Validation

The relationships between the cognitive map, the ID and simulation model involves aggregation and
decomposition of variables. The model simulates a development project of train wagons.

Ford (1995)	 Top-down process of decomposing the project into sub-systems and further into sectors. New
generic structures are developed and existing structures from other models are re-used. These
structures are used as "building-blocks", which are then integrated into a final model. The following
phases were followed:

1. Identification of the model sub-systems and their activities
2. The product development process is specified as a network of tasks
3. Development / re-use of generic structures for each sub-system
4. Integration of the generic structures into a generic model
5. Validation of generic model (behaviour reproduction and sensitivity testing)
6. Tailoring of the structures of the generic model to a specific project
7. Validation (behaviour reproduction and sensitivity testing)

The model is generic and aimed at modelling any type of product development project.

PMMS (1993—	 Iterative process based on a "building-block" approach, comprising the following phases:
present)	 1. Design: model architecture, specifying the project decomposition

2. Programming: "building blocks" are assembled and basic calibration is performed
3. Refinement: detailed calibration for the specific project. Validation.

taIle b,2 (cont.) - Summary comparison ot the mouel Uevelopment process toflowell
in past SD project models
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SD model	 Model structure

Roberts (1978)	 No breakdown of project schedule and budget, and of work activities. The project is aggregated
______________ into a single task.
Cooper	 Project breakdown into a life-cycle of work phases, according to the process of product
(1980)	 development. Therefore, there is an explicit breakdown of schedule and budget. Each work phase

is modelled by a building block containing a core generic structure called the rework cycle.
Building blocks include design, build, testing, and acquisition. Management control is implemented
at the phase-level and at the project level (though not specified how). Management decisions
include work scheduling, materials acquisition allocation of manpower among phases. The product
development process is not split into separate entity-flows of work and defects; tasks cycle back if
flawed. The model structure has never been published and so it is not available in the literature for
analysis.

Richardson and No breakdown of project schedule and budget, and of work activities. The project is aggregated
Pugh (1981)	 into a single task.

Abdel-Hamid and No breakdown of project schedule and budget. The project is aggregated into a single task.
Madnick (1991) Within this task there is a breakdown of the software development process into three main entity-

flows: work, errors and staff. There is also a breakdown of the development process into four main
continuous development activities: development, QA, rework from QA, testing (includes rework).

Lin and Levary	 Prolect breakdown into a life-cycle of work phases, according to the classic life-cycle model of
(1989), Lin 1993) software development - unlike in Cooper (1980) phases are not implemented in parallel. There is

an explicit breakdown of schedule and budget.

Williams et al	 Project is decompose into two main phases of design and construction, with individual schedules
(1995)	 and budgets. Each of these phases is modelled in great detail by specialised SD structures. The

overall product development process is split into two main entity-flows of work and resources.

Ford (1995)	 Project is decomposed into a network of tasks linked through dynamic dependencies. Each task
has its own targets and so there is an explicit schedule and budget breakdown. Management takes
place at both task and project level and include schedule, budget and quality control. Within each
task the following activities are modelled: base-work, rework QA and co-ordination. Defects are
modelled as flawed tasks in a co-flow which is linked to the flow of tasks. Resources are
decomposed into categories, one per task and are controlled at the task level.

PMMS (1993—	 Like in Cooper (1980). The project is decomposed into a high level network of phases or activities
present)	 with individual schedules and budgets. These phases/activities are linked through dependencies

and can overlap. The rework-cycle structure at the core of each phase suggests all phases are only
finished at the end of the project, hence representing more continuous activities than phases.

Table 6.3 - Summary comparison of the model structure in past SD project models
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SD model	 Model quantification

Roberts (1978)	 Most relationships considered as generic and quantified based on empirical reasoning, and on
general empirical knowledge gained from experiences with real past projects

Cooper	 Quantification of "hard" relationships is based on extensive data collection.
(1980)	 Empirical approach to quantify "soft" relationships, based on information gathering from managers

and staff in a real project.

Richardson and Suggests some validation principles. Equations should be subjected to dimensional consistency
Pugh (1981)	 checking, and their structure should be supported by a rationale. Sources of information used were

data collection, expert judgement, and literature. Based on this information, empirical reasoning is
used to produce intelligent estimates. Suggests a classification framework for parameters and
estimating techniques. Stresses the risks of statistical and of behaviour based parameter
estimating techniques. Advocates the use of information from the real world, below the level of
aggregation in the model.

Abdel-Hamid and Quantification of all relationships supported by a rationale using information from interviews, data
Madnick (1991)	 collection and from extensive literature review. "Soft" relationships and intangible parameters

quantified based on empirical reasoning.

Lin and Levary	 Quantification ol relationships is based on data available in the literature, structured questionnaires,
(1989), Lin 1993) and interviews with managers.

Williams et al 	 Quantification based on extensive metrics collection from the real project, and on information
(1995)	 gathered from interviews and workshops with managers.

Ford (1995)	 Quantification of all relationships supported by a rationale, using information from previous SD
project models and form literature. Quantification of the model for the case-study project based on
information from interviews and extensive data collection.

PMMS (1993—	 Quantification of relationships is based on numerous experiences with using the model to replicate
present)	 real past projects.

rable 6.4 - Summary comparison of model quantification in past SD project models
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SD model	 Model validation

Roberts (1978)	 Model's ability to reproduce typical general behaviour patterns of R&D projects.
Model's ability to provide plausible explanations for fictitious scenarios.
No requirement to reproduce a real project.

Cooper	 Based on accurate reproduction of project history, assessed through statistical tests of "goodness-
(1980)	 of-fir. The calibration for specific scenarios was validated based on the definition of valid ranges for

parameter values, and on the definition of "axioms" of consistency among the values of various
parameter. "Extreme condition" tests carried out with assessment of the plausibility of the behaviour
produced. Structural alternatives were tested and compared.

Richardson and Based on the use of confidence tests to assess both (I) purpose suitability and (ii) consistency with
Pugh (1980)	 reality. In this specific model, there was no requirement to reproduce a real project.

Abdel-Hamid and Based on the model's ability to reproduce the history behaviour of a real past project, and on its
Madnick (1991)	 ability to reproduce known generic behaviour of software projects (e.g. Raleigh curve).

Lin and Levary	 Validation based on the model's ability of reproducing the behaviour of a real past project.
(1989), Lin 1993) Basic confidence tests used and other particular tests based on management expert judgement

(e.g. Turing tests).

Williams et at	 Validation primarily based on model's ability to reproduce the past behaviour of a real project.
(1995)	 Empirical evidence used to support parameter calibration. Use of general confidence tests

(Forrester and Senge 1980)

Ford (1995)	 Based on the plausibility of the behaviour produced by the generic model and on its ability of
explaining this behaviour based on its feedback structure. Sensitivity testing also carried out. The
model was tailored for a specific project and had to reproduce its past behaviour. Validity ranges for
the model parameters were specified based on data collection and on interviews.

PMMS (1993—	 Validation based on "parameter tuning", so that the model replicates the past behaviour of the real
present)	 project. Managers' expert judgement used to support the specification of the high level "building-

block" structure (i.e. phases and their interdependencies).

rable 6.5 - Summary comparison of model validation in past SD project models
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SD model	 Model use

Roberts (1978)	 "What-it" analysis for policy analysis and improvement, using fictitious scenarios.

Cooper	 Post mortem diagnosis (i.e. "what-would-have-happened-it" analysis): real past behaviour vs.
(1980)	 behaviour with no Client disruptive actions. Aimed at providing accurate estimates of costs for

which Client actions were responsible.

Richardson and "What-it" analysis for policy analysis and improvement, using fictitious scenarios.
Pugh (1980)

Abdel-Hamid and Post mortem analysis to diagnose past behaviour and uncover information about the project past
Madnick (1991)	 performance. As a generic model of software projects, "what-it" analysis was carried out to

investigate the perfomiance and impact of generic control policies on the software development
process.

Lin and Levary	 A generic model of software projects aimed at supporting the management of an on-going software
(1989), Lin 1993) project. Model adjustment for a specific project based on parameter calibration during the

requirements phase.

Williams et al 	 Post mortem diagnosis (i.e. "what-would-have-happened-if analysis): real past behaviour vs.
(1995)	 behaviour with no Client disruptive actions. Aimed at providing accurate estimates of costs for

which Client actions were responsible.

Ford (1995)	 Post mortem and retrospective policy analysis and improvement.

PMMS (1993—	 Claims that range of uses covers past, on-gorng, and prospective projects.
present)	 Based on calibration for a reference mode of behaviour for the project ("problem free" or "disrupted",

followed by "what-it" analysis (risks, Client actions, policies, uncertainties).

[able 6.5 - Summary companson or model use in past SD project models
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Analytical Link
Structural links
Correspondence
SC-WBS
SC-OBS

SCN-WD
Data Links

DEI-2.SD-PERT
DEOI-1O.1 SD-PERT
DEOI-1 O.2.SD-PERT
DEl-i PERT-SD
DEI-2.PERT-SD
DEI-3.1 .PERT-SD
DEI-3.2.PERT-SD
DEI-3.3 PERT-SD
DEOI-1 .PERT-SD
DEOI-2. PERT-SD
DEOI-3.PERT-SD
DEOI-4. PERT-SD
DEOI-5.PERT-SD
DEOI-6.PERT-SD
DEOI-7. PERT-SD
DEOI-8.PERT-SD
DEOI-9.1 .PERT-SD
DEOI-9.2. PERT-SD
DEOI-9.3.PERT-SD

Descrintion

Mapping of PERT/CPM tasks to SD-Tasks
Mapping of PERT/C PM resources to SO-Resources
Mapping of PERT/C PM dependencies to SD-Depeni

Check consistency of SC-WBS with SC-OBS regarc
Check consistency of SC-WBS with SC-WD

Transfer profiles of project resources availability in initial plan
Transfer project start date in initial plan
Transfer profiles of project resources availability in future segn
Transfer profiles of project resources availability in past segm
Transfer profiles of project resources availability in initial plan
Transfer prolect start date in initial plan
Transfer profiles of project resources availability in future segn
Transfer present level of project resources availability in future
Transfer profiles of project resources availability in past segm
Transfer start and finish dates of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Transfer budget of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Transfer scope of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Transfer profiles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in initial p1
Transfer budget breakdown of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Transfer present planned start! finish dates of SD-Tasks
Transfer present CAC of SD-Tasks
Transfer present SCAC of SD-Tasks
Transfer profiles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in future
Transfer present level of resource allocation to SD-Tasks
Transfer oroliles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in Dast Se

DCI-1
DCI-2
DCOI-1 PERT-SD
DCOI-2. PERT-SD
DCOI-3. PERT-SD
DCOI-4.PERT-SD
DCOI-5.PERT-SD
DCOI-6.1 .SD-PERT
DCOI-6.2.SD-PERT
DCO-1 .1
DC 0-1.2
DCO-2.1
DCO-2.2
DCO-3.1
DC 0-3.2
DCO-4.l
DCO-4.2
Data-Structural Links
Readjustment

Check profiles of project resources availability in initial plan
Check project start date in initial plan
Check start and finish dates of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Check budget of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Check scope of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Check profiles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in initial
Check budget breakdown of SD-Tasks in initial plan
Check profiles of project resources availability in future seq
Check profiles of project resources availability in past segrr
Check planned start / finish dates of SD-Tasks in future se
Check planned start / finish dates of SD-Tasks in past seg
Check CAC of SD-Tasks in future segment of current plan
Check CAC of SD-Tasks in past segment of current plan
Check profiles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in future
Check profiles of resource allocation to SD-Tasks in past s
Check SCAC of SD-Tasks in future segment of current pIe
Check SCAC of SD-Tasks in past seqment of current plan

DSR-1	 Generate shape of intra-task dependencies of SD-Tasks in future segment of current plan
DSR-2	 Generate shape of inter-task dependencies of SD-Tasks in future segment of current plan
Consistency
DSC-1	 Check shape of intra-task dependencies of SD-Tasks in future segment of current plan
DSC-2	 Check shape of inter-task dependencies of SD-Tasks in future segment of current plan

Table 7.6 - Summary of the analytical links of SYDPIM basic mode
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Algorithm	 Description

Structural Links
SC-WD-1	 Map PERT/CPM dependencies to SD intra-task dependencies
SC-WD-2	 Map PERT/CPM dependencies to SD inter-task dependencies
SCN-RA-1	 Consistency-check work and organisation breakdown links for resource allocation
SCN-WD-1	 Consistency-check intra-task work dependency links with work breakdown links
SCN-WD-2	 Consistency-check inter-task work dependency links with work breakdown links
Data-structural links
DSR-1-1	 Derivation of progress curve for SD intra-task dependency
DSR-2-1	 Derivation of progress curve for SD inter-task dependency

Table 7.7 - Summary of automated algorithms of SYDPIM basic mode
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Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Schedule________________________________________ _____________________
SAC[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan

Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = MAX planned finishing date of all
tasks in the PERT/CPM current plan mapped to
the SD-Task.
Project: = Max SAC[t] of all SD-Tasks.

Start Date[t} For each SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = MIN planned start date of all tasks in
the PERT/CPM current plan mapped to the SD-
Task.

Table 7.8— Calculation and requirements of the schedule patterns of future behaviour
extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Effort_________________________________ _________________
ACWP[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan

Vanes over-time until currently planned 	 SC-WBS link
completion date is reached.
Can be split into engineering and management
type of effort.
SD-Task: = ACWP[present] + SUM of
cumulative over-time effort allocated to all tasks
in the future segment of the PERT/CPM current
plan mapped to the SD-Task.
Project: = SUM ACWP[t] of all SD-Tasks.

BCWP[tl	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Varies over-time until currently planned 	 Initial PERT/CPM plan
completion date is reached. 	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = BCWP[present] + SUM of initially 	 SC-WBS link (initial)
planned budget times the planned % scope
accomplished over-time, for all tasks in the initial
PERT/CPM plan which are present in the future
segment of the current PERT/CPM plan and are
mapped to the SD-Task.
Project: = SUM BCWP[t] of all SD-Tasks.

BCWS[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Initial PERT/CPM plan
Varies over-time until initially planned completion SC-WBS link (initial)
date is reached.
SD-Task: = BCWS[present] + SUM of planned
budget allocation over-time for all tasks in the
initial PERT/CPM plan which are mapped to the
SD-Task and fall in the future segment of the
project.

__________ Project: = SUM BCWS[t] of all SD-Tasks. 	 ____________________
CTC[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan

Varies over-time until currently planned 	 SC-WBS link
completion date is reached.
SD-Task: = CAC[t] - ACWP[t]
Project: = SUM CTC[tl of all SD-Tasks.

CAC[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = ACWP[SAC[tJ]
Project: = SUM CAC[t] of all SD-Tasks.

Fable 7.9 - Calculation and requirements of the effort patterns of future behaviour
extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Scope___________________________________ __________________
SCAC[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan

Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = ASCWP[SAC[t]]
Project: = SUM SCAC[t] of all SD-Tasks.

CSCC[tJ	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 —
Constant value - steady behaviour.
SD-Task: = 0
Project: = SUM CSCC[tJ of all SD-Tasks.

ASCWP[tI	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Vanes over-time until currently planned 	 SC-WBS link
completion date is reached.
SD-Task: = ASCWP[presentj + SUM of
cumulative over-time scope planned to be spent
for all tasks in the future segment of the
PERT/CPM current plan mapped to the SD-Task
Project: = SUM ASCWP[t] of all SD-Tasks.

SCTC[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Varies over-time until currently planned 	 SC-WBS link
completion date is reached.
SD-Task: = SCAC[t] - ASCWP[t]
Project: = SUM SCTC[tJ of all SD-Tasks.

rable 7.10— Calculation and requirements of the scope patterns of future behaviour
extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Resources_______________________________________ ____________________
ASP[tl	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Current PERT/CPM plan

SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link
Varies over-time until currently planned 	 SC-OBS link
completion date is reached.
SD-Task: = SUMT of planned allocation profiles
of all resources mapped to the SD-Resource,
allocated to all tasks in the future segment of the
current PERT/CPM plan mapped to the SD-Task.
Project: same as actual availability profiles of all
resources in the current PERT/CPM plan

PSP[t]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Initial PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task. SC-WBS link (initial)
Vanes over-time until initially planned completion SC-OBS link (initial)
date is reached.
SD-Task: = SUMT of planned allocation profiles
of all resources mapped to the SD-Resource
allocated to all tasks in the initial PERT/CPM
plan which are mapped to the SD-Task and fall
in the future segment of the project
Project: same as planned availability profiles of
all resources in the initial PERT/CPM plan

CASPEt]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link
Varies over-time until currently planned 	 SC-OBS link
completion date is reached.
SD-Task: = CASPipresenti +
CUMULATIVE(ASP[t])
Project: CASP[present] + CUMULATIVE(ASP[t])

CPSP[t]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Initial PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link (initial)
Vanes over-time until initially planned 	 SC-OBS link (initial)
completion date is finished.
SD-Task: = CPSP[present] +
CUMULATIVE(PSP[t])
Project: = CPSP[presentj +
CUMULATIVE(PSPEtI)

CSPAC[t]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link
Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 SC-OBS link
SD-Task: = CASP[SAC[t]]
Project: = CASP[SAC[t]J

Fable 7.11 - Calculation and requirements of the resource patterns of future
behaviour extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Appen dir B: Tables

Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Schedule_______________________________________ ____________________
SAC[t] (*)	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of

SD-Task: = for each time-point MAX planned	 PERT/CPM plan (mci.
finishing date of all tasks in the PERT/CPM plan Initial plan)
of that time-point mapped to the SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
Project: = for each data-point Max SAC[t] of all SC-WBS link
SD-Tasks.	 SC-WBS link (past ver.)

Start Date[t] For each SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of
(*)	 SD-Task: = for each time-point MIN planned 	 PERT/CPM plan (mci.

start date of all tasks in the PERT/CPM plan of	 Initial plan)
that time-point mapped to the SD-Task.

	

	 Current PERT/CPM plan
SC-WBS link

___________ _________________________________________ SC-WBS link (past ver.)
Table 7.26 - Calculation and requirements of the schedule patterns of past behaviour

extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Appendix B: Tables

Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Effort_________________________________ _________________
ACWP[t}	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan

Can be split into engineering and management
type of effort.	 SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = SUM of cumulative over-time effort
allocated to all tasks in the past segment of the
PERT/CPM current plan mapped to the SD-Task.
Project: = SUM ACWP[t] of all SD-Tasks.

BCWP[t]	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task: = SUM of initially planned budget	 Initial PERT/CPM plan
times the planned % scope accomplished over- SC-WBS link
time, for all tasks in the initial PERT/CPM plan	 SC-WBS link (initial)
which are present in the past segment of the
current PERT/CPM plan and are mapped to the
SD-Task.
Project: = SUM BCWP[t] of all SD-Tasks.

BCWS[tl	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Initial PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task: SUM of planned budget allocation 	 SC-WBS link (initial)
over-time for all tasks in the initial PERT/CPM
plan which are mapped to the SD-Task and fall
in the past segment of the project.

___________ Project: = SUM BCWS[t] of all SD-Tasks. 	 ____________________
CTC[t] (*)	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of

SD-Task: = CAC[tJ - ACWP[t]	 PERT/CPM plan (mci.
Project: = SUM CTC[t] of all SD-Tasks.	 Initial plan)

Current PERT/CPM plan
SC-WBS ltnk

____________ ___________________________________________ SC-WBS link (past ver.)
CAC[t] (*)	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of

SD-Task: = for each time-point SUM of	 PERT/CPM plan (md.
cumulative over-time effort allocated to all tasks Initial plan)
in the	 Current PERT/CPM plan
PERT/CPM plan of that time-point mapped to the SC-WBS link
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link (past ver.)
Project: = SUM CAC[t] of all SD-Tasks.

rable 7.27 - Calculation and requirements of the effort patterns of past behaviour
extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Appendix B: Tables

Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Scope__________________________________ __________________
SCAC[tl (*)	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of

SD-Task: = for each time-point SUM of	 PERT/CPM plan (md.
cumulative scope allocated to all tasks in the 	 Initial plan)
PERT/CPM plan of that time-point mapped to the Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link
Project: = SUM SCACEtI of all SD-Tasks. 	 SC-WBS link (past ver.)

CSCC[tl	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of
Constant value - steady behaviour. 	 PERT/CPM plan (mci.
SD-Task: = for each time-point SUM of actual	 Initial plan)
scope accomplished of all completed tasks in the Current PERT/CPM plan
PERT/CPM plan of that time-point mapped to the SC-WBS link
SD-Task, minus the SUM of initially planned 	 SC-WBS link (past ver.)
scope of all tasks in the initial PERT/CPM plan,
scheduled to be completed at that time-point,
mapped to the SD-Task
Project: SUM CSCC[t] of all SD-Tasks.

ASCWP[tI	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task: = SUM of cumulative actual scope	 SC-WBS link
accomplished in all tasks in the past segment of
the PERT/CPM current plan mapped to the SD-
Task
Project: = SUM ASCWP[tJ of all SD-Tasks.

SCTC[t] (*)	 For the whole project and per SD-Task. 	 Set of past versions of
SD-Task: = SCAC[t] —ASCWP[t]	 PERT/CPM plan (mci.
Project: = SUM SCTCItI of all SD-Tasks. 	 Initial plan)

Current PERT/CPM plan
SC-WBS link

___________ ________________________________________ SC-WBS link (past ver.)
[able 7.28 - Calculation and requirements of tile scope patterns of past behaviour

extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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Appendix B: Tables

Pattern	 Calculation	 Requirements

Resources_______________________________________ ____________________
ASP[t]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Current PERT/CPM plan

SD-Task. SC-WBS link
SD-Task: = SUMT of actual allocation profiles of SC-OBS link
all resources mapped to the SD-Resource,
allocated to all tasks in the past segment of the
current PERT/CPM plan mapped to the SD-Task.
Project: same as actual availability profiles of all
resources in the current PERT/CPM plan

PSP[tJ	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Initial PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task. SC-WBS link (initial)
SD-Task: = SUMT of planned allocation profiles SC-OBS link (initial)
of all resources mapped to the SD-Resource
allocated to all tasks in the initial PERT/CPM
plan which are mapped to the SD-Task and were
scheduled to be completed at the present
moment.
Project: same as planned availability profiles of
all resources in the initial PERT/CPM plan

CASP[tJ	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Current PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS hnk
SD-Task: = CUMULATIVE(ASP[t])	 SC-OBS link
Project: = CUMULATIVE(ASP[t])

CPSP[t]	 Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Initial PERT/CPM plan
SD-Task.	 SC-WBS link (initial)
SD-Task: = CUMULATIVE(PSP[tI) 	 SC-aBS link (initial)
Project: = CUMULATIVE(PSP[t])

CSPAC[t] (*) Per SD-Resource, for the whole project and per Set of past versions of
SD-Task.	 PERT/CPM plan (md.
SD-Task: = for each time-point SUM of over- 	 Initial plan)
time cumulative resources allocated to all tasks Current PERT/CPM plan
in the PERT/CPM plan of that time-point mapped SC-WBS link
to the SD-Task	 SC-WBS link (past ver.)
Project: = for each time-point SUM of
cumulative resources made available to the

____________ project in the PERT/CPM plan of that time-point ______________________
Table 7.29 - Calculation and requirements of the resource patterns of past behaviour

extracted from the PERT/CPM model.
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date
date
date
date
R+

R+
:R^

R+
:R-'-

R+
{(rk, n)} or {(rk,{(tI, y)))}
{(rk, n)} or {(rk,{(tl, y)})}

:ENGIMAN

Appendix C - SYDPIM objects

C.1 - PERT/CPM model

Object: PERT/CPM model

PERT/CPM model =
Initial date	 : date
Current PERT/CPM plan =

Past segment	 : plan-segment
Future segment	 : plan-segment

Initial PERT/CPM plan 	 : plan-segment
Past PERT/CPM plans 	 : {plan-segmentkj
PERTJCPM project behaviour =

Past segment	 : {behaviour-pattern}
Future segment	 {behaviour-pattern)

Data-types:

plan-segment =
Tasks
Dependencies
Resources
Plan_Resource-availability
Actual_Resource-availability

dependency = (task, task)
behaviour-pattern = {(t1 , y)}
Task =

planned start date
actual start date
planned completion date
actual completion date
planned duration
actual duration
planned budget
actual effort spent to date
planned scope
actual scope to date
planned resource profile
actual resource profile
task type

{taskk}
dependencyk3

{resource
{(SD-Resourcek,(t,y)})}
{(SD_Resourcek,{(ti,y)})}

Formal specification of the SYDPIM object 'PERT/CPM model"
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Appendir C: SYDPJM objects

C.2 - SD project model

Object: SD project model

SD project model =
SD model architecture =

SD-Tasks	 : {SD-Taskk.)
SD-Inter-Task-Dependencies : {SD-dependency}
SD-Resources	 : {SD-Resourcek)

SD plan
Initial plan	 plan-initial
Past segment
	

plan-segment
Future segment
	

plan-segment
Project conditions =

Past segment
	

{input-parameter}
Future segment
	

{input-parameterk)
Project behaviour =

Past segment
	

SD-Behaviour
Future segment
	

SD-Behaviour

Data-types:

Plan-initial =
Sthedue =

Project schedule =
Start Date
	

date
Finish Date	 date

Task schedule =
Start date
	

{(SD-Taskk, date))
Finish date
	

{(SD-Taskk, date)}
Budget =

Project budget
	

R^
Task budget
	

{(SD-Taskk, R+)}
Scope =

Project scope
	

R+
Task scope
	

{(SD-Taskk, R+)}
Resources =

Task Resources (allocation)	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource,{(t,, y)})}
Project Resources (availability) : {(SD-Resourcek,{(t, y)})}

Plan-segment =
Schedule =

Project schedule =
Finish date =

Decision-roles : {finish-date-adjustment-role}
Exogenous	 : {(t, date-adjustment))

Task schedule =
Start date =

Decision-roles
Exogenous

Finish date =
Decision-roles
Exogenous

{(SD-Taskk, {start-date-adjustment-role})}
{(SD-Taskk, ((tI , date-adjustment)})}

{(SD-Taskk, {finish-date-adjustment-roleD}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, date-adjustment))))
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Appendix C: SYDPIM objects

Budget =
Project budget =

Decision-roles
Exogenous

Task budget
Decision-roles
Exogenous

Scope =
Project scope =

Decision-roles
Exogenous

Task scope =
Decision-roles
Exogenous

{budget-adjustment-role}
{(t, budget-adjustment))

{(SD-Taskk, {budget-adjustment-role})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t,budget-adjustment)})}

{scope-adjustment-role,}
{(t, scope-adjustment))

{{SD-Taskk, {scope-adjustment-role}}
{SD-Taskk, {(t,scope-adjustcnect)})

Resources =
Task Resources (allocation) =

Decision-roles : {{SD-Taskk, {resource-adjustment-rolei<}}
Exogenous	 : {SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t, resource-adjust)))

Project Resources (availability) =
Decision-roles :{{SD-Resourcek, {resource-adjustment-role}}
Exogenous	 {SD-Resourcek, (t1 , resource-adjust)))

SD-Behaviour =
Schedule =

Project Schedule =
Finish date

Tasks Schedule
Start date
Finish date

Effort =
Project Effort =

ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Task Effort =
ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Scope =
Project Scope =

SCAC
CScC
ASCWP
SCTC

Task Scope
SCAC
CSCC
ASCWP
SCTC

{(t, date)}

{(SD-Taskk. {(t, date))))
{(SD-TasKK {(t, date))))

{(t1 , Ri-)}
{(t. R+)}
{(t, R+))
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+))
{(t1 , R4-))

{(SD-TaSkk. {(t1 , R+)D}
{(SD-TaSKk {(t1 , R+)})}
{(SD-TaskK {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-TaSkK {(t, R4-)))}
{(SD-TasKk1 {(t, Ri-))))
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R4-)}))
{(SD-Taskk {(t,, R4)))}

{(t1 , R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t1 , R^))
{(t1 , R-'-)}

((SD-Taskk {(t, R+)}))
{(SD-TasKk {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, Ri-))))
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, Ri-))))
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Appendix C: SYDPJM objects

Resources =
Project Resources (availability)

ASP
PSP
GASP
CPSP
CSPAC

Task Resources (allocation) =
ASP
PSP
CASP
cPSP
CSPAC

Other Patterns : behaviour-pattemk}

SD-Task =
lntra-task-curve: {(R+,R+)}
Other elements: <SDstn,cture>

{(SD-Resource1, {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Resource 1 , {(t,, R4-)})}
{(SD-Resource i , {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R+)})}

{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resourcei, {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resourcei, {(t 1 , R+)})}
{(SD-Task, SD-Resource S , {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource1, {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t 1 , R-f)})}

SD-Dependency =
Predecessor
Successor
Progress-curve
Other elements

SD-Task
SD-Task

{(R+ , R+)}
<SD structure>

SD-Resource	 <SD structure>
start-date-adjustment-role k	 = <SD structure>
date-adjustment	 : date
finish-date-adjustment-rolek 	 = <SD structure>
budget-adjustment-role k	 = <SD structure>
budget-adjustment	 : R
scope-adjustment-role k 	 = <SD structure>
scope-adjustment	 : R
resource-adjustment-role k 	 = <SD structure>
resource-adjust	 : R
input-parameter	 = y 1 {(, y)} 1 {(x, y)} <SD structure>
behaviour-pattern	 =_{(t1, y)}

Formal specification of the SYDPIM object "SD model"
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{(t, date)}

{(SD-Taski<, {(t, date)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, date)})}

Appendix C: SYDPJM objects

C.3 - SYDP!M metrics database (SYMDB)

Object: SYDPIM metrics database (SYMDB)

SYDPIM metrics database (SYMDB) =
PERTICPM derived metrics =
Schedule =

Project Schedule =
Finish date

Task Schedule =
Start date
Finish date

Effort =
Project Effort =

ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP-Eng-QA
ACWP-Eng-rework
ACWP-Eng-dev
ACWP Management
ACWP-Man-HRM
ACWP-Man-Control
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Task Effort =
ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP-Eng-QA
ACWP-Eng-rework
ACWP-Eng-dev
ACWP Management
ACWP-Man-HRM
ACWP-Man-Contro$
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Scope =
Project Scope =

SCAC
cScc
ASCWP
SCTC

Task Scope =
SCAC
CSCC
ASCWP
SGTC

{(t1 . R+)}
{(t 1 , R+)}
{(t, Ri-)}
{(t 1 , Ri-)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t1 , Ri-)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t 1 , R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t, R+)}

{(SD-TaSkk, {(t 1 , R+ll)}
{(SD-Tasl4. {(t,, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-TasK {(t, R4)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R4)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-TasKc, {(t, R4)})}
{(SD-TaS1(K {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R4)})}
((SD-Ta5K.k {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-TaSl(k {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-TasK {(t, R4)})}

{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R^)}

{(SD-TasKk1 {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t1, Ri-)})}
{(SD-Tasl(k {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Task, (t, R^)})}

Resources
Project Resources (availability) =

ASP	 {(SD-Resource:, {(t, R+)})}
PSP	 : {(SD-Resource1 , {(t, R+)))}
GASP	 : {(SD-Resource, {(t, R+)})}
CPSP	 : {(SD-Resourcet, {(t, R)})}
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{(t, Ri-))
{(t, Ri-))

{SD-Taskk, (ti , Ri-))
{SD-Taskk, (t, Ri-))

{(t, Ri-))
{(t 1 , Ri-))
{(t, Ri-))

{SD-Taskk, (t, R+)}
{SD-Taskk, (t, R+)}
{SD-Taskk, (t, Ri-))

Appendix C: SYDPIM objects

CSPAC	 : {(SD-Resource1 , {(t, R+)})}
Task Resources (allocation) =

ASP	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resourcei, {(t 1 , R+)})}
PSP	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t 1, R+)))}
CASP	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t, R-'-)})}
CPSP	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t 1 , R)})}
CSPAC	 : {(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource1, {(t, R*)})}

Collected metrics =
Quality =

Project Quality =
defects detected: {(t 1 , R+)}
defects reworked	 : {(t, R+)}
cum defects detected : {(t, Ri-))
cum defects reworked : ((t 1 , Ri-))
defects awaiting rework : {(t, R+)}

Task Quality =
defects detected: {SD-Taskk, (t, R+)}
defects reworked	 : {SD-Taskk, (t, Ri-))
cum defects detected : {SD-Task k, (t, R4-)}
cum defects reworked : {SD-TaSkk, (ti , Ri-))
defects awaiting rework : {SD-Taskk, (, Ri-))

Calculated metrics =
Performance indices =

Project indices =
EV
CPl
SPI
CV
SV
AV
TV

Task indices =
EV
CPI
SPI
CV
SV
AV
TV

{(t1, R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t, Ri-))
{(t1 , Ri-))
{(t, Ri-))
{(t, R^)}
{(t1 , R+)}

{SD-Taskk, (t 1 , Ri-))
{SD-TaSkk. (t, Ri-))
ISD-Taskk, (t, Ri-))
(SD-Taskk, (t, R+)}
{SD-Taskk, (t, +)
{SD-Taskk, (t, Ri-))
{SD-Taskk, (t 1 , Ri-))

Process metrics =
Productivity

Project productivity =
Gross Productivity
Net Productivity

Task productivity
Gross Productivity
Net Productivity

Defect =
Project Defects =

detection index
cost to detect
cost to rework

Task Defects =
detection index
cost to detect
cost to rework
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Appendix C: SYDPIM objects

Uncovered metrics (from SD diagnosis) =
Defect =

Project defects =
Undetected
cumulative generated
generation rate
undetected density
cost to detect next

Task defects =
Undetected
cumulative generated
generation rate
undetected density
cost to detect next

{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t,, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
(t, R+)}

{(SD-TaSkk, {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taski {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t 1 , R+)})}
{(SD-TaSkk, {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Tas< (t, R+)D}

Staff =
Project staff =

Fatigue	 : {(SD-Resourcek, {(I , R)})}
Experience	 : {(SD-Resource k, {(t1 , R)})}

{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource,, {(t. R)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource,, {(t, R)})}

Task staff =
Fatigue
Experience

Effects on process =
Project effects =

Productivity
defect generation
defect detection
defect rework

Task effects =
Productivity
defect generation
defect detection
defect rework

Data types:

{(effectk, {(t1,y)})}
{(effectk, {(t,y)})}
{(effectK, {(t,y)})}
{(effectk, {(t,y)})}

{(SD-TaSkk, effect,, {(t,y)})}
{(SD-TaSkk, effect,, {(t,y)})}
{(SD-TaSkk, effect1 , {(t,y)})}
{(SD-Taskk, effect,, {(t,y)})}

SD-Task
	

= <SD structure>
SD-Resource	 = <SD structure>

= <SD model variable>

Formal specification of the SYDPIM object "SYMDB"
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Appendix C: SYDPJM objects

CA - PERT/CPM past behaviour

Object: PERT/CPM past behaviour

PERT/CPM past behaviour =
Schedule =

Project Schedule =
Finish date

Tasks Schedule =
Start date
Finish date

Effort =
Project Effort

ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Task Effort =
ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Scope =
Project Scope =

SCAC
cscc
ASCWP
ScTc

Task Scope
SCAC
CScC
ASCWP
SCTC

{(t1, date))

{(SD-Taskk, {(t i , date)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, date)})}

{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t, Ri-)}
{(t, R^)}

{(SD-TaSKk {(t, R+)))}
{(SD-TaSl(k {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-TasKk {(t 1 , R4-)})}
{(SD-TaSkk {(t, R4)})}
{(SD-Tasl(k {(t 1 , R-1)})}
{(SD-TasKk {(t, R4)))}
{(SD-Taskk {(t,, R4)})}

{(t1 , R^)}
: {(t1 , R+)}

{(t, R+)}
{(t, R+)}

{(SD-TaSkk {(t, R^)}))
{(SD-TaSkk, {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-TasKk {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, {(t, R+)})}

Resources =
Project Resources (availability) =

ASP	 : {(SD-ResoUrce 1 {(t, R4-)})}
PSP	 : {(SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R+)})}
CASP	 {(SD-Resource1, {(t 1 , R-'-)})}
CPSP	 : {(SD-Resource 1 , {(th Rt-)})}
CSPAC	 : {(SD-Resource1 , {(t, R+)})}

Task Resources (allocation) =
ASP
PSP
CASP
CPSP
CSPAC

Data types:

{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t, R)})}
{(SD-Task, SD-Resourcei, {(t, R4-)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource, {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource 1 , ((t1 , R4)}))

SD-Task
	

= <SD structure>
SD-Resource	 = <SD structure>

Formal specification of the SYOPIM object "PERT/CPM past behaviour"
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generic-pattern

generic-pattern

Appendix C: SYDPJM objects

C.5 - Project past behaviour

Object: Project past behaviour

Project past behaviour
IF SYMDB is being maintained THEN =

SYMDB - SYMDB.Uncovered Metrics
Expert judgement patterns =

Risk-related =
Risk-pattern-x	 generic-pattern

Intangible issues =
lntangible-pattern-x	 generic-pattern

ELSE
IF PERT/CPM model is updated THEN =

PERT/CPM past behaviour
Expert judgement patterns

SYMDB patterns =
SYMDB.Collected Metrics.Quality
SYMDB.Calculated Metrics. Performance Indices
SYMDB.Calculated Metrics.Process Metrics

Other patterns =
Risk-related =

Risk-pattem-x	 generic-pattern
Intangible issues =

lntangible-pattem-x : generic-pattern
ELSE

Expert judgement patterns =
SYMDB - SYMDB.Uncovered Metrics
Other patterns =

Risk-related =
Risk-pattem-x

Intangible issues =
Intangible-pattern-x

Data types:

generic-pattern =
{(t1 , R+)} I
{(SD-Taskk, {(, R+)})} I
{(SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource 1 , {(t1 , R+)})}

Formal specification of the SYDPIM object "Project past behaviour"
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((t1, date))

{(SD-Taskk, {(t, date)]))
(SD-Taskk, {(t, date)]))

Appendix C: SYDPIM objects

C. 6— PERT/CPM future behaviour

Object: PERT/CPM future behaviour

PERTICPM future behaviour =
Schedule =

Project Schedule =
Finish date

Tasks Schedule =
Start date
Finish date

Effort =
Project Effort =

ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Task Effort =
ACWP
ACWP Engineering
ACWP Management
BCWP
BCWS
CTC
CAC

Scope =
Project Scope =

SCAC
cSCc
ASCWP
ScTc

Task Scope
SCAC
cScC
ASCWP
SCTC

: {(t, Ri-))
{(t, Ri-))
{(t, Ri-)]
((t, Ri-)]
{(t1 , Ri-)}
{(t, Ri-)]
{(t, Ri-))

{(SD-Taskk {(t1, R4)})}
{(SD-Ta5Kk {(t, R-)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R+)D}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R+)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, R-i-)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t,, R+)})]
{(SD-TaSKK {(t, R+)})}

{(t1 , R+)}
{(t1 , R+)}
{(t, Ri-))
{(t1 , R+)}

{(SD-Taskk {(t, Ri-)]))
{(SD-Taskk {(t,, Ri-)})}
{(SD-Taskk {(t, Ri-)]))
{(SD-Taslc, {(t1 , R+)))}

Resources =
Project Resources (availability) =

ASP	 : {(SD-ReSoUrCe 1 , {(t, Ri-))))
PSP	 : {(SD-Resource 1 , {(t1, Ri-))))
GASP	 : {(SD-Resource i , {(t 1 , R^)})}
CPSP	 : {(SD-Resourcei, {(t, Ri-)]))
CSPAC	 {(SD-Resourcet, {(t, R+)])}

Task Resources (allocation) =
ASP
PSP
CASP
CPSP
CSPAC

{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resourcei, {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Task, SD-Resource i , {(t, Ri-))))
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resourcei, {(t, R^)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource 1 , {(t, R-F)})}
{(SD-Taskk, SD-Resource 1 , {(t, Ri-))))

Data types:
SD-Task
	

= <SD structure>
SD-Resource	 = <SD structure>

Formal specification of the SYDPIM object "PERTICPM future behaviour"
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D.1 - Structural links

Structural correspondence

SC-WBS: Structural correspondence of work breakdown

SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model) =
Relationships =

WBS-Map	 : {(SD-Task {taskk,})}
Operators =

Is_mapped
Mapped_to_SD
Is_PERTENG
Is_PERTMAN
ls_SD_ENG
Is_SD_MAN
ls_SD_HRM

Validity =

taskk x SD-Task - I ( F
SD-Task1 - {task}
taskk - T F
taskk - T I F
SD-Taskk-TIF
SD-Taskk - T J F
SD-Taskk - T I F

No_partial_map =
IF Is_mapped(taskk, SD-Task) THEN
WHATEVER SD-Task NOT ls_mapped(taskk, SD-Task)

SD_mapping
FOR EACH SD-Taskk THERE IS AT LEAST ONE task1
SO THAT Ismapped(SD-Task, taslç)

PERT/CPM _mapping =
FOR EACH taskk THERE IS AT LEAST ONE SD-Task1
SO THAT Is_mapped(SD-Task1, task

Task_types:
IF Is_mapped(task, SD-Task1) THEN

IF (s_PERT_ENG(task,J THEN ts_SD_ENG(SD-Task1)

Oblect variables:

taskk = PERT/CPM PIan.<x>.Task[kJ
= Past segment or Future segment

SD-Taskk =SD_Model.SD model architecture.SD Tasks[k]
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SC-OBS: Structural correspondence of organisation breakdown

SC-OBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model) =
Relationships =

OBS-Map	 : {(SD-Resource, {resourcek,})}
Operators

Is_mapped	 : resourcek x SD-Resource 1 - T I F
Mapped_to_SD : SD-Resource 1 - {resourcekj

Validity =
No_partial_map =
(F ls_mapped(resourcek, SD-Resource1) THEN

WHATEVER SD-Resource
NOT ls_mapped(resourcek, SD-Resource

SD_mapping =
FOR EACH SD-Resourcek THERE IS AT LEAST ONE resource1
SO THAT Is_mapped(SD-Resource, resource1)

PERT/CPM _mapping =
FOR EACH resourcek THERE IS AT LEAST ONE SD-Resource
SO THAT Is_mapped(SD-Resource,, resourcek)

Obiect variables:

resourcek = PERT/CPM PIan.<x>.Resources[kl
= Past segment or Future segment

SD-Resource k =SD_Model.SD model architecture.SD Resources[k]
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SC-WD: Structural correspondence of work dependencies

SC-WD(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model) =
Relationships =

lntra_SD-Task : {(SD-Task, {dependencyk,})}
Inter_SD-Task : {(SD-Dependency L, {dependencyk,})}

Operators
Is_mapped_intra
Is_mapped_inter
Mapped_to_SD_intra
Mapped_to_SD_inter

dependencyk x SD-Task - T I F
dependencyk x SD-Dependency - T I F
SD-Task -* {dependencyk}
SD-Dependency - {dependency1<}

Validity =
No_partial_map_intra =
IF ls_mapped_intra(dependencyk, SD-Task) THEN

WHATEVER SD-Taskj
NOT Is_mapped_intra(dependencyk, SD-Task)

No_partial_map_inter =
IF ls_mapped_inter(dependency k, SD-Dependency) THEN

WHATEVER SD-Dependency
NOT ls_mapped_inter(dependency, SD-Dependency)

Consistency_intra =
IF ls_mapped_intra(dependency k, SD-Task1) THEN

SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model) .Operators.Is_mapped(dependency3 ,SD-Task4)
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operators.ls_mapped(dependency k[i][j], SD-Task1)

Consistency_inter =
IF Js_mapped_inter(dependency k, SD-Dependency) THEN

SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operators.ls_mapped(dependencyk[i],
SD-Dependency1.Predecessor)
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operatorsis_mapped(dependencyk[i][J],
SD-Dependency.Successor)

Object variables:

dependencyk = PERT/CPM PIan<x>.Dependencies[k]
= Past segment or Future segment

SD-Depenciencyk =SD Model .SD model arcbitecture.SD-lnter-Task-Dependencieslk]

SD-Taskk =SD Model.SD model architecture.SD Tasks[k]
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Structural consistency

SCN-RA: Structural consistency of resource allocation

SCN-RA(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model)=
Relationship =

IF PERT/CPM_Is_allocated(resourcek, task) THEN
IF SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model) .Operators.ls_mapped(task1 , SD-Task)
AND
SC-OBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operators.ls_mapped(resource k, SD-Resource1)

THEN
SD_ls_allocated(SD-Resource, SD-Task)

Operators =
PERT/CPMJs_allocated
SD_Is_allocated

Object variables:

taskk = PERT/CPM PIan.<x>.Tasksk[k]
= Past segment or Future segment

resourcek x taslç - T F
SD-Resourcek x SD-Task 1 - T I F

SD-Taskk =SD_Model.SD model architecture.SD Tasks[k]

resourcek = PERT/CPM Plan.<x>.Resources[kI
= Past segment or Future segment

SD-Resourcek =SD Model .SD model architecture.SD Resourcesik]
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SCN-WD: Structural consistency of work dependencies

SCN-WD(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model) =
Relationships =

Condition intra =
IF SC-WD(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model).ls_mappedJntra(dependency.
SD-Task)
THEN

SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
model) .Operators. ls_mapped(dependencyk[i],SD-Task)
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operators.ls_mapped(dependencyk[i][j],SD-Task)

Condition inter
IF SC-WD(PERT/CPM Plan, SD Model).Is_mappedJnter(dependencyk,
SD- Dependency)
THEN

SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operatorsis_mapped(clependencykli),
SD-Dependency1.Predecessor)
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Plan, SD
Model).Operators. ls_mapped(dependencyk[i][j],
SD-Dependency.Successor)

Object variables:

dependencyk = PERT/CPM Plan.<x>.Dependencies[kJ
Past segment or Future segment

SD-Dependencyk =SD_Model.SD model architecture.SD-lnter-Task-Dependencies[kl

SD-Taskk =SD_Model.SD model architectureSD Tasks[k]
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D2— Data links

Data exchange links

DEl Unks

DEl-I: Initially Planned Profiles of Resources Availability

Definition:

For those profiles of resource availability defined in the PER T/CPM model at the
same level of aggregation as in the SD model, and in both models these profiles
also incorporate the same elementary PERT/CPM resources, then the following
links can be established:
• transfer initially planned profile of resources availability from PERT/CPM to SD
• transfer initially planned profile of resources availability from SD to PER TICPM

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DEl-i (PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

SD_to_PERT =
PERT/CPM. mit_Plan ResAvai[r 1][t] := SD. lnit_PIan_Res_Avail[r11[t]

PERT_to_SD =
SD.lnit_Plan_Res_Avail[r1]{t] := PERT/CPM.lnit_Plan_Res_Avail[r1][t]

Where: r = SD-Resource[i]

Short references:

DEl-I .SD-PERT = DEl-I .Relationships.SD_to_PERT
DEl-I .PERT-SD = DEl-I O.Relaonshps.PERT_to_SD

Object variables:

PERT/CPM.lnit_Plan_Res_Avail [r1][t] =
PERTICPM model.lnitial plan.Plan_Resource_availability[r][t]

SD.lnit_Plan_Res_Avail [r][t] =
SD project model.SD plan.lnitial plan.Resources.Project Resources[r1[tJ
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DEI-2: Project start date

Definition:

The project initial date which specifies the date when the whole project is initiated
(planned if the project has not started yet; actual otherwise) is an in put to both
models and can be transferred from one mode to the other.

Usacie: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DEI-2(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

SD_to_PERT =
PERT/CPM. Project_Initial_Date := SD. Project_Initial_Date

PERT to SD =
SD. Project_Initial_Date := PERT/CPM. Project_Initial_Date

Short references:

DEI-2.SD-PERT = DEI-20. Relationships.SD_to_PERT
DEI-2.PERT-SD = DEI-2Ø. Relationships. PERT_to_SD

Object variables:

PERT/CPM. Project_Initial_Date =
PERT/CPM modeLInitia date

SD. Project_Initial_Date =
SD pro ject model.SD plan.Initial plan.Schedule.Project scehdule.Start date
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DEI-3: SD Adjustment of Actual and Currently Planned Profiles of Resources
Availability

Definition:

For those profiles of resource availability defined in the PERT/CPM mode! at the
same level of aggregation as in the SD model, and in both models these profiles
also incorporate the same elementary PER T/CPM resources, then the following
links can be established:
• produce SD input exogenous decision to readjust the past resource availability

profile from the initially planned profile to the actual profile in the PER T/CPM
model;

• produce SD input exogenous decision to readjust the present resource level
produced by the SD model (present data-point only);

• produce SD input exogenous decision to readjust the future planned resource
availability level from the initially planned profile to the currently planned profile
in the PER T/CPM model.

Usace: transfer project status or new project plan from PERT/CPM to SD model

Formal specification:

DEI-3(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Past =
SD. Exog_Adjust_Plan_Profile_Past[r][t] :=

PERT/CPM.ActuaLRes_AvaLPast[r 1][t] -
SD. Init_PIan_Res_Avai[rJ[t]

Present =
Sft Exog_Adjust_Plan_Profile_Past[r 1J[present] :=

PERT/CPM.ActuaLResAvaLPast[r][presentJ -
SD.ActuaLRes_AvaLPast[r}[present]

Future
Present_gap := (SD.Actual Res Avai Past[rj (p resent] -

SD. lnit_Plan_Res_Avai[r1][ presentj) )
SD. Exog_Adjust_Plan_Profile_Future[r,][t]

PERT/CPM. Plan_Res_Avai_Future[r1][t]
(SD. I nit_Plan_Res_Avai[r 1J[t] + Presentgap)

Where:
• r1 = SD-Resource[i]

Short references:

DEI-3. I .PERT-SD = DEI-30. Relationships. Future
DEI-3.2.PERT-SD = DEI-30.Relationships.Present
DEI-3.3. PERT-SD = DEI-3O. Relationships. Past
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Object variables:

PERT/CPM.ActuaLRes_AvaiLPast[r][t] =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan .Past segment.ActualResource-availability[rJ[t]

PERTICPM.Pan_Res_Aval_Futurer13[t1 =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Plan_Resource-availability[r][t]

SD. Exog_Adjust_Pan_ProfiIe_Past[r}[t] =
SD project model.SD plan.Past segment.Resources.Project Resources.Exogenous[r][t]

SD. Exog_Adjust_P1an_Proui)e_FutureIr][t] =
SD project model SD plan.Future segment.Resources.Project Resources.Exogenous[rt]

SD.lnit_PIan_Res_Avai [r1][tJ =
SD prolect model.SD plarLinitial plan.Resources.Project Resources.[r][t]

SD.Actual_Res_Avai_Past[rj[tJ =
SD project model.Project Behaviour.Past Segment.Resources.Project Resources.[r][tl
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DEOI Links

DEOI-1: SD-Task Initially Planned Schedules

Definition:

For each SD-Task[iJ in the SD model, the initially planned start and finishing dates
can be transferred from the set of PER T/CPM tasks mapped to it, according to the
SC-WBS link. The start date is the minimum start date of the PER T/CPM tasks in
the set and the finishing date is the maximum finishing date of these tasks.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DEOI-1 (PERT/CPM Mode), SD Model) =
Relationships =

Start_Date =
S D-Task[i].I nit_Plan_Start_Date : =
Ml N {PERT/CPM-Task[k]. mit_Plan_Start_Date }

Finish_Date =
SD-Task[il. mit_Plan_Finish_Date :=
MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Plan_Finish_Date }

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])

where:

• MIN is a function that selects the minimum value of a set
• MAX is a function that selects the maximum value of a set

hart references:

DEOI-1 .PERT-SD = DEOI-1 ().Relationships
DEOI-1 .Validity = DEOI-1 Ø.Validity

Oblect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

P ERT/CPM-Task[k]. Init_Plan_Start_Date
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[kJ.planned start date

PERT/CPM-Task[k] .lnit_Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[kJ.planned finish date

SD-Task[iJ =
model architecture.SD-T
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SD-Task[i].l nit_PlanStartDate =
SD project model.SD plan.lnitial plan.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start date[il

SD-Task[i].lnit_Plan_Finish_Date =
SD project model.SD plan. Initial plan.Schedule.Task Schedule.Finish date[i]
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DEOI-2: SD-Task Initially Planned Budget

Definition:

For each SD-Task[iJ in the SD model, the initially planned budget can be
transferred from the set of PERTICPM tasks mapped to it, according to the SC-
WBS link. This budget is the sum of the of the initially planned budgets of all
PER T/CPM tasks in the set.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DEOI-2(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Budget =
SD-Task[i). mit_Budget
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Budget}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[kJ, SD-Task[iJ)

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DEOI-2. PERT-SD = DEOI-2O. Relationships
DEOI-2.Validity = DEOI-2O.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[kJ =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Budget =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned budget

SD-Task[iJ =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i].lnit_Budget =
SD project model.SD plan.lnhtial plan.Budget.Task budget[i]
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DEOI-3: SD-Task Initially Planned scope

Definition:

For each SD-Taskfij in the SD model, the initially planned scope can be transferred
from the set of PERT/CPM tasks mapped to it, according to the SC-WBS link. This
scope is the sum of the of the initially planned scope of all PER T/CPM tasks in the
set.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DEOI-3(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model)
Relationships =

Scope
SD-Taskli]. mit_Plan_Scope
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k]init_Plan_Scope}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_ModeLlnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
I s_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[il)

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DEOI-3.PERT-SD = DEOI-3Ø.Relationships
DEOI-3.Validity = DEOI-3Ø.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM modeLinitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit Plan Scope =
PERT/CPM model.Initial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned scope

SD-Task[i] =
SD proiect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[iJ

SD-Task[iJ. lnit_Plan_Scope =
SD project model.SD plan.lnitial plan Scope.Task scope[il
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DEOI-4: SD-Task Initially Planned Resource Allocation

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, the initially planned profiles of resource
allocation for each resource type can be transferred from the set of PER T/CPM
tasks mapped to that SD-Task, according to the SC-WBS and SC-OBS links. For
each SD resource type, the allocation profile is the sum of the planned profiles of
each PER T/CPM resource mapped to it, of all PER T/CPM tasks in the set.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DEOI-4(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Resource =
SD-Task[i]. Init_PlanResource[rl :
SUMT {PERT/CPM-Task[kl.lnit_Plan_Resource [m]}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_ModeLlnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])

AND
SC-OBS(PERT/CPM Model. Initial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
Is_mapped(PERT/CPM-Resource[m}, SD-Resource[rJ)

where:

. SUMT is a function that sums various over-time patterns in a set

Short references:

DEOI-4.PERT-SD = DEOI-40.Relationship
DEOI-4.Validity = DEOI-40.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k]. Init_Plan_Resource[m] =
PERT/CPM modeLlnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].plan resource profile[m]

PERT/CPM-Resource[m] =
PERT/CPM model.Initial PERT/CPM plan.Resources[m]

SD-Task[il =
SD prolect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i].lnit_Plan_Resource[r] =
SD project model.SD plan.Inital plan.Resources.Task reso
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SD-Resource[r] =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD Resources[rJ
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DEOI-5: SD-Task Initially Planned Budget Breakdown

Definition:

For each SD-Task[ij in the SD model, the initially planned budget for each work
activity can be transferred from the set of PER T/CPM tasks mapped to it, according
to the SC-WBS link. The budget for each activity is the sum of the budgets of all
PER T/CPM tasks mapped to the SD-Task which are of the same work type as the
activity.

Usae: transfer initial project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DEOI-5(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Budget =
SD-Task[iJ.lnit_Budget_Activity [j]
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[kl.lnit_Budget}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
Is_mapped (PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])
AND
FPERT/CPM model. Operators. Is_ Type(PER TICPM-Task[kJ. SD-Activity[ij)]

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DEOI-5.PERT-SD = DEOI-5Ø.Relationships
DEOI-5.Validity = DEOI-50.Validity

Oblect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Taskkinit_Budget =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned budget

SD-Task[i] =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i]. lnit_Budget_Activity[j] =
SD proiect modeL SD plan.!nitial plan.Budget. Task BudgetfijJ
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DEOI-6: Adjustment of SD-Task Currently Planned Schedules

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, an exogenous decision can be generated to
adjust the currently planned start and finishing dates according to the current
PER T/CPM plan. This exogenous decision is equals the present gap between the
dates produced by the SD mode! and the dates derived from the current
PER TICPM plan. The exogenous decision to adjust the start date can only be
generated for SD-Tasks which have not started yet and the exogenous decision to
adjust the finishing date can only be generated for SD-Tasks which are not
complete yet.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD
model

Formal specification:

DEOI-6(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Start Date =
SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[iJ. Plan_Start_Date[present] :=
MIN {PERT/CPM-Task[k]. Plan_Start_Date] -
SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date[presentj

Finish_Date =
SD. Exog_Adjust.Taskjj]. Plan_Finish_Date[present] :=
MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[m]. Plan_Finish_Date} -
SD-TaskU]. Plan_Finish_Date[presentj

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.Current PERT/CPM plan, SD Model). Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[kl, SD-Task[i])
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_ModeLCurrent PERT1CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
Is_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[ml, SD-Task[fl)
AND MIN {PERT/CPM-Task[k}. Plan_Start_Date]> TIME
AND MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan_Finish_Date} > TIME

where:

• MIN is a function that selects the minimum value of a set
• MAX is a function that selects the maximum value of a set

Short references:

DEOI-6.PERT-SD = DEOI-60.Relationships
DEOI-6.Validity = DEOI-60.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[kJ =
PERT/CPM modeiCurrent PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.T
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PERT/CPM-Task[k]. Plan_Start_Date =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[k].planned start date

PERT/CPM-Task[ml =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.<x>.Tasks[m]

= Past segment + Future segment

PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM modeLCurrent PERT/CPM plan.<x>Tasks[m] .planned finish date

= Past segment + Future segment

SD-TaskEil =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[iJ. Plan_Start_Date[present] =
SD project model. Project behaviour. Past segment. Schedule.Task Schedule. Start date[i][present]

SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date[presentl =
SD project model.SD plan. Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start_Date.Exogenous[i][present]

SD-Task[jJ =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[jJ

SD-Task[j].Plan_Finish_Date[present] =
SD prolect model. Project behaviour. Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule. Finish date[jl[present]

SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[jJ. Plan_Finish_Date[present] =
SD project model. SD plan. Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule. Finish_Date. Exogenous[j][present]
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DEOI-7: Adjustment of SD-Task Currently Planned Cost at Completion (CAC)

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, an exogenous decision can be generated to
adjust the currently planned cost at completion according to the current PER T/CPM
plan. This exogenous decision is equals the present gap between the CAC
produced by the SD model at the present moment and the CAC derived from the
current PERT/CPM plan. This exogenous decision can only be generated for SD-
Tasks which are not complete yet.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD
model

Formal specification:

DEOI-7(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Budget =
SD. Exog_Adjust Task[il. Plan_CAC[present] : =
(SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k].ActuaL Cost) +
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan Budget) ) -
SD-Task[i]. Plan_CAC[presentl

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.Current PERT/CPM plan, SD Model). Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.Current PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[m], SD-Taskli])
AND
MAX( MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[kJ. Plan_Finish_Date),

MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan_Finish_Date}) > TIME

where:

• SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DEO1-7.PERT-SD = DEOI-7() . Relationships
DEOI-7.Validity = DEOI-70.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[kl =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[m} =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[kJ
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PERT/CPM-Task[k].ActuaL Cost =
PERT/CPM modeLCurrent PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Tasks[kJ.actual effort spent to
date

PERT/CPM-Task[kl.Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM modeLCurrent PERT/CPM ptan.Past segmentJasks[k.planned finish date

PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan_Budget =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[mJ.planned budget

PERT/CPM-Task[m]. Plan_Finish_Date =
PERTICPM modeLCurrent PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.TasksN.panned finish date

SD-Task[i] =
SD iroject modeLSD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[iJ. Plan_CAC[present] =
SD prolect model .Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Efforl.CAClillpresentl

SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[i]. PIan_CAC[present] =
SD project model.SD pan.Past segment.Budgetlask Budget Exogenous[i][present]
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DEOI-8: Adjustment of SD-Task Currently Planned Scope at Completion
(SCAC)

Definition:

For each SD-Task[iJ in the SD model, an exogenous decision can be generated to
adjust the currently planned scope at completion according to the current
PER T/CPM plan. This exogenous decision is equals the present gap between the
SCAC pmduced by the SD model at the present moment and the SCAC derived
from the current PERTICPM plan. This exogenous decision can only be generated
for SD-Tasks which are not complete yet.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD
model

Formal specification:

.QEOI-8(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Scope =
SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[i]. Plan_SCAC[present] :
(SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k]ActuaL Scope} +
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[m] . Plan_Scope}) -
SD-Task[i]. Plan SCAC[present]

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.Current PERT/CPM plan, SD Model)flperators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])
AND
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.Current PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
lsmapped(PERT/CPM-Task[m], SD-Task[i])
AND
MAX( MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[k]. Plan_FinishDate},

MAX {PERT/CPM-Task[m]. Plan_Finish_Date}) > TI ME

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DEOI-8.PERT-SD = DEOI-80.Relationships
DEOI-8.Validity = DEOI-80.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[kl.ActuaL Scope =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Tasks[kJ.actual scope to date
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PERT/CPM-Task[k].Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Tasks[k].planned finish date

PERT/CPM-Task[m] =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[m].PIan Scope =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[m].planned scope

PERT/CPM-Task[m].Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Tasks[kJ.planned finish date

SD-Task[i] =
SD prolect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i]. PIan_SCAC[present] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segmentScope.Task Scope.SCAC[i][present]

SD. Exog_Adjust.Task[iJ. Plan_SCAC[present] =
SD project model.SD plan. Past segment. Scope.Task Scope. Exogenous[i][present]
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DEOI-lO: PERTICPM Adjustment of Actual and Currently Planned . Profiles of
Resources Availability

Definition:

For those profiles of resource availability defined in the PER T/CPM model at the
same level of aggregation as in the SD model, and in both models these profiles
also incorporate the same elementary PER T/CPM resources, then the following
links can be established:

transfer actuai profile of resources availability fmm SD to PER T/CPM
transfer currently planned pm file of resources availability from SD to
PER T/CPM

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from SD model to PERT/CPM
model

Formal specification:

DEOI-10(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Past =
PERT/CPM.ActuaLRes_AvaLPast[r 1][t] :=
SD.Actuat_Resjvai_Pastr][t]
Future =
PERT/CPM.Plan_Res_AvaLFuture[r 1][t] :=
SD. Plan_Res_Avai_Future[r1][t]

Where:
r = SD-Resource[i]

Short references:

DEOI-1 0.1 .SD-PERT = DEOI-1 00. Relationships. Future
DEOI-10.2.SD-PERT = DEOI-1OØ.Reationships.Past

Object variables:

PERT/CPM .ActuaLRes_AvaiLPast[r,][t]
PERT/CPM modeLCurrent PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Actual_Resource-availability[r][t]

PERT/CPM.Plan_Res_AvaiLFuture[r1][t]
PERT/CPM model.Current PERTICPM plan.Future segment.Plan_Resource-availability[r][t]

SD.Actual_ResAvai_Past[r][t] =
SD project model.Project Behaviour.Past Segment.Resources.Project Resources[r][t]

SD. Plan_Res_Avai_Future[r 1][t] =
SD project model .Project Behaviour. Future Segment. Resources. Project Resources[r][t]
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Data consistency

DCI Links

DCI-1: Initially Planned Profiles of Project Resources Availability

Definition:

For those profiles of resource availability defined in the PER T/CPM model at the
same level of aggregation as in the SD model, and in both models these profiles
also incorporate the same elementary PERTICPM resources, then the initially
planned profiles input to the two models must be the same.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCI-1 (PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

PERT/CPM. mit_Plan _Res_Avai[r 1J[t] -= SD. lnit_PIan_Res_Avail[r1[tJ

Where: r = SD-Resource[i]

Short references:

DCI-1 = DCI-1O.Relationships

Object variables:

PERT/CPM.lnit_PIan_ResAvail[r 1][t] =
PERT/CPM model. lnit PERT/CPM plan.PIan_Resource_availability[r][t]

SD.lnit_PIan_Res_Avail [r 1][t] =
SD proiect model.SD plan.lnitial plan.Resources.Project Resources[r][t]
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DCI-2: Project start date

Definition:

The project initial date which specifies the date where the whole project is initiated
is an input to both models and must be the same.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DEI-2(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

PERT/CPM. Project_Initial_Date	 SD. Project_Initial_Date

Short references:

DCI-2 = DEI-20. Relationships.SD_to_PERT

Object variables:

PERT/CPM.Project_lnitial_Date = PERT/CPM model.Initial date

SD.Project_lnitial_Date = SD proiect model.SD plan.Initial date
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DCOI Links

DCOI-1: SD-Task Initially Planned Schedules

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, their initially planned start and finishing dates
must be the same as the initially planned earliest start date and latest finishing
dates of the set of PER TICPM tasks mapped to it according to the SC-WBS link.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCOI-1(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Start_Date =
SD-Task[il. lnit_Plan_Start_Date
MIN {PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_PIan_Start_Date }

Finish Date =
SD-Task[i].lnit_Plan_Finish_Date ==
MAX (PERT/CPM-Tasklkl. mit_Plan_Finish_Date }

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[kJ, SD-Task[i])

where:

• MIN is a function that selects the minimum value of a set
• MAX is a function that selects the maximum value of a set

Short references:

DCOI-1 .PERT-SD = DCOI-1 0 . Relationships
DCOI-1.Validity = DCOI-10.Validity

Object variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

P E RT/CPM-Task[k].I nit_Plan_Start_Date
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned start date

P ERT/CPM-TaskEk] . Init_Plan_Finish_Date =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned finish date

SD-Task[i] =
SD prolect modeLSD model architecture. SD-Tasks[iI
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SD-Task[i]. I nit_Plan_Start_Date =
SD project model.SD plan.Initial plan.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start date[i]

S D-Task[i]. mit_Plan_Finish_Date =
SD project model.SD plan.lnitial plan.Schedule.Task Schedule.Finish date[i]
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DCOI-2: SD-Task Initially Planned Budget

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, their initially planned budget must be the
same as the sum of the initial budgets of the set of PERT/CPM tasks mapped to it
according to the SC-WBS link.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCOI-2(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships

Budget =
SD-Task[iJ.lnit_Budget ==
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Budget}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DCOI-2.PERT-SD = DCOI-20. Relationships
DCOI-2.Validity = DCOI-2O.Validity

Obiect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[kl =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Budget =
PERT/CPM model. Initial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[kJ.planned budget

SD-Task[il =
SD proiect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i]. Init_Budget =
SD prolect model.SD plan.lnitial plan.Budget.Task budget[i
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DCOI-3: SD-Task Initially Planned scope

Definition:

For each SD-Task!if in the SD model, their initially planned scope must be the
same as the sum of the initially planned scopes of the set of PERTICPM tasks
mapped to it according to the SC-WBS link.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specificalion:

DCOI-3(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Scope =
SD-Task[i]. Init_Plan_Scope ==
SUM {PERT/CPM-Tasklk].lnit_Plan_Scope}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
I s_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DCOI-3.PERT-SD = DCOI-30.Relationships
DCOI-3.Validity = DEOI-3O.Validity

Obiect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[kl =
PERT/CPM model.Initial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k]. mit_Plan_Scope =
PERT/CPM model.Initial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[kjplanned scope

SD-Task] =
SD proiect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

SD-Task[i]. mit_Plan_Scope =
SD prolect model SD plan.Initial plan.Scope.Task scope[i1
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DCOI-4: SD-Task Initially Planned Resource Allocation

Definition:

For each SD-Task[ij in the SD model, their initially planned profiles of resource
allocation must be the same as the sum of the initially planned profiles of the set of
PER TICPM tasks mapped to it according to the SC-WBS link. For each SD
resource type the allocation pm file is the sum of the allocation pm files in the
PER T/CPM tasks of those PER T/CPM resources mapped to it according to the SC-
OBS link.

Usage: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCOI-4(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Resource =
SD-Task[i]. I nit_Plan_Resource[r][t]
SUMT {PERT/CPM-Task[k]. lnit_Plan_Resource [m][t]}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM_Model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])

AND
SC-OBS(PERT/CPM Model. Initial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Resource[m], SD-Resource[rJ)

where:

. SUMT is a function that sums various over-time patterns in a set

Short references:

DCOI-4.PERT-SD = DCOI-40 .Relationship
DCOI-4.Validity = DCOI-40.Validity

Oblect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model .1 nitial PERT/CPM plan .Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_PIan_Resource[m][t] =
PERT/CPM model. Initial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].plan resource profile[ml[tJ

PERT/CPM-Resource[mJ =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Resources[m]

SD-Task[i] =
SD proiect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]
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SD-Task[iI.(nit_PlanResourcer][t] =
SD project model.SD plan.InitaI plan.Resources.Task resources[i,r][t]

SD-Resource[r] =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD Resources[r]
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DCOI-5: SD-Task Initially Planned Budget Breakdown

Definition:

For each SD-Task[i] in the SD model, the initially planned budget for each work
activity must be the same as sum of the initial budgets of all PER T/CPM tasks
mapped to that SD-Task which are of the same work type as the activity.

Usacie: transfer initial project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCOI-5(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

Budget =
SD-Task[iJ. mit_Budget_Activity [j] ==
SUM {PERT/CPM-Task[k].lnit_Budget}

Validity =
SC-WBS(PERT/CPM Model. Initial PERT/CPM plan, SD Model).Operators.
ls_mapped(PERT/CPM-Task[k], SD-Task[i])
AND
[PER T/CPM model. Operators. ls_ Type(PER TICPM-Task[k]. SD-Activity!]])]

where:

. SUM is a function that sums the values in a set

Short references:

DCOI-5.PERT-SD = DCOI-50.Relationships
DCOI-5.Validity = DCOI-50.Validity

Obiect variables:

PERT/CPM-Task[k] =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k]

PERT/CPM-Task[kJ. mit_Budget =
PERT/CPM model.lnitial PERT/CPM plan.Tasks[k].planned budget

SD-Task[i] =
SD prolect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i]

S D-Task[i]. I nit_Budget_Activity[jJ =
SD Droiect model. SD plan. Initial plan. Budget. Task Budget111,11
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DCOI-6: Actual and Currently Planned Profiles of Resources Availability

Definition:

For those profiles of resource availability defined in the PER T/CPM model at the
same level of aggregation as in the SD model, and in both models these profiles
also incorporate the same elementary PERT/CPM resources, then the actual and
the currently planned profiles must be the same in the two models.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from SD model to PERT/CPM
model

Formal specification:

DCOI-6(PERT/CPM model, SD project model)
Relationships =

Past =
PERT/CPM .ActuaLRes_AvaLPast[r1][t)
SD.Actual_Res_Avai_Past[r][tl
Future =
PERT/CPM. PIan_Res_Avai_Future[r 1][t] -
SD. Plan_Res_Avai_Future[r1][t]

Where:
r = SD-Resource[i]

Short references:

DCOI-6.1 .SD-PERT = DCOI-6Ø.Relationships.Future
DCOI-6.2.SD-PERT = DCOI-60.Relationships.Past

Object variables:

PERT/CPM.ActuaLRes_Avail_Past[r11[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Past segment.Actual_Resource-availability[r][t]

PERT/CPM. Plan_Res_Avail_Future[r1][t] =
PERT/CPM model.Current PERT/CPM plan.Future segment.Plan_Resource-availability[r][t]

SD .Actual_Res_Avai_Past[r 1J[t] =
SD project model.Project Behaviour.Past Segment.Resources.Project Resources[r][tl

SD. Plan_Res_Avai_Future[r1][t] =
SD project model.Project Behaviour.Future Segment.Resources.Project Resources[r][t]
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DCO Links

DCO-1: SD-Task and Project Actual and Currently Planned Schedules

Definition:

For each SD-TaskiJ in the SD model the currently planned start and finishing dates
over-time must be the same in the two models for both past and future segments of
the project. For the whole project, the currently planned finishing date must be the
same in the two models.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCO-1(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Future =
Task_Start_Date =

SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date_Future[t]
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date_Future[tJ

Task_Finish_Date =
S D-Task[i]. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[t] -=
PERT/CPM. SD-Task[i]. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[t]

Project_Finish_Date
SD-Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[t]
PERT/CPM. Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[tJ

Past =
Task_Start_Date =

SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date_Past[t]
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. PIan_Start_Date_Past[tJ

Task_Finish_Date =
SD-Task[il. Plan_Finish_Date_Past[tl
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. Finish_Date[t]

Project_Finish_Date =
SD-Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Past[t]
PERT/CPM. Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Past[t]

Short references:

DCO-1 .1 DCO-1 0 . Relationships. Future
DCO-1 .2 = DCO-1 Ø.Relationships. Past

Object variables:

P ERT/CPM . SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date_Future[t]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start
date[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iI. Plan_Finish_Date_Futu
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PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Finish
date[i][t]

PERT/CPM. Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[tl
PERT/CPMmodeLProject behaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Project Schedule.Finish
date[i][t]

PERT/CPM SD-Task[i]. Plan_Start_Date_Past[tJ
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start date[i][t]

PERT/CPM . SD-Task[i]. Plan_Finish_Date_Past[t]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Finish date[i][t]

PERT/CPM. Project. Plan_Finish_Date_Past[tJ
PERT/CPMmodel.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Project Schedule.Finish
date[i][t]

SD-Task[i]. PIan_Start_Date_Future[t] =
SD project model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Task Schedue.Start datelilit)

SD-Task[i].Plan_Finish_Date_Future[t] =
SD roiect model.Project beliaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Task Sclledule.Finish
date[i1[tl

SD-Project[iJ. Plan_Finish_Date_Future[t] =
SD prolect model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Schedule.Project Sctiedule.Finish
date[i][t}

SD-Task[il. Plan_Start_Date_Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Start date[i][t]

SD-Task[i]. PIan_Finish_Date_Past[t] =
SD prolect model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Task Schedule.Finish date[i][t]

SD-Project[i]. plan_Finish_Date_Past[tJ =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Schedule.Project Schedule.Finish
date[i][t]
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DCO-2: SD-Task and Project Actual and Currently Planned Effort.

Definition:

For each SD-Task[iJ in the SD model and for the whole project the following effort
indices over-time must be the same: ACWP, ACWP-Eng, ACWP-Man, BCWP,
BCWS, CTC and CAC; for both past and future segments of the project.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCO-2(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Future =
ACWP =

SD-Task[i] ACWP_Future[t]	 PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iJ.ACWPFuture[tJ
SD-Task[i 1 .ACWP-Engfuture[tl -

PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .AOWP-Eng_Future[tJ
SD-Task[i]ACWP-Man_Future[t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]ACWP-Man_Future[t]
SD-Project.ACWP_Future[tJ -= PERT/CPM.Project.ACWP_Future[t]
SD-Project.ACWP-Eng_Future[t]

PERT/CPM .ProjectACWP-Eng_Future[t]
SD-Project.ACWP-Man_Future[t -

PERT/CPM.ProjectACWP-Man_Future[t]
BCWP =

SD-Task[i] .BCWP_Futurejt] PERT/CPM.SD-TaskliJ.BCWP_Future[t]
SD-Project. BCWP Future[t] -= PERT/CPM.Project. BCWP_Future[tJ

BOWS =
SD-Taskli] .BCWS_Future[tl -= PERT/CPM .SD-Tasklil.BCWS_Future[t]
SD-Project.BCWSFuture[tl 	 PERT/CPM. Project. BCWS_Future[t]

CTC =
SD-Task[i].CTC_Future[t]	 PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iJ.CTC_Future[t]
SD-ProjecLCTC_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM. Project. CTC_Futu reEf]

CAC =
SD-Task[iI.CAC_Futureltl -.= PERTICPMSD-Taski]CAC_Future[t]
SD-Project.CAC_Future[tl -.= PERT/CPM. Project.CAC_Future[t]

Past =
ACWP =

SD-Task[i].ACWPPasI[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .ACWP_Past[t]
SD-Task[iJ.ACWP-Eng_Past[t] -

PERT/CPM .SD-Taslc[il.ACWP-Eng_Past[tl
SD-Task[i].ACWP-Man_Past[t]

PERT/CPMSD-Task[i]ACWP-Man_Past[t]
SD-Project.ACWPPast[tl -= PERT/CPM. Project.ACWP_Past[t]
SD-Project.ACWP-Eng_Past[t]

PERT/CPM Project.ACWP-Eng_Past[t]
SD-Project.ACWP-Man_Past[tJ

PERT/CPM .ProjectACWP-Man_Past[t]
BCWP =

SD-Task[i] BCWP Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. BCWP_Past[t]
SD.-Project.BCWPPast[t] -= PERT/CPM.ProjeciBGWP_Past[t]

BOWS =
SD-Task[i] BCWS_Past[tJ -= PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] BCWS_Past[t]
SD-Project.BCWSPastt] -= PERT/CPM.Project.BCWS_PastIt]
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cTc=
SD-Task[i] .CTC_Past[tJ -= PERTICPM .SD-Task[i] .CTC_Past[t]
SD-Project.CTC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.Project.CTC_Past[t]

CAC =
SD-Task[i] .CAC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .CAC_Past[tJ
SD-Project.CAC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM .Project.CAC_Past[tl

Short references:

DCO-2.1 = DCO-2Ø.Relationships.Future
DCO-2.2 = DCO-20.Relationships.Past

Object variab'es:

SD-Task[i].ACWP_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Eff0rtACWP[i][t]

SD-Task[il.ACWP-Eng_Future[tl =
SD prolect model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP
E ng in ee ring [ii [t]

SD-Task[il.ACWP-Man_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP
Management[i][t]

SD-Task[i].ACWP_Past[t] =
SD prolect model. Project behaviour. Past segment. Effort.Task Effort.ACWP[i][t]

SD-Task[i].ACWP-Eng_Past[tJ =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP Engineering[i1[tl

SD-Task[i].ACWP-Man_Past[t] =
SD project modeLProject behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort ACWP
Management[i][t]

SD-Prosect.ACWPt1 =
SD project model.Project behavjour.Future segment.Effort.Project Effort.ACWP[i][t]

SD-Task[iI. BCWP_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Eff0rtBCWP[i][t]

SD-Task1.BCWP_Pastt1 =
SD prolect model.Project behaviour.Past segment.EfforLTask Eff0rLBCWP[i][t]

SD-Project. BCWP[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project Eff0rLBCWP[j][t]

SD-Taskti] .BCVVS_Futuret) =
SD prolect model Project behaviour.Future segment.EfforLlask Effort.BCWS[i][t]

SD-Task[i]. BC WS Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.BCWS[iJ[tJ

SD-Project.BCWS[t] =
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SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.EfforiProject Eff0ItBCWS[il[tl

SD-Task[i}.CTC_Future[t] =
SD project modeLProject behaviour. Future segment.Effort.Task EffcntCTC[i][t]

SD-Task[i].CTC_Past[t] =
SD project model .Project behavour.Past seQment.Effort.Task Effort.CTC[i1t1

SD-Project.CTC[t] =
SD project model .Project behaviour.Future segment.EffoitProject Effort.CTC[i1[tl

SD-Task[i].CAC_Future[tJ =
SD project model .Project betiaviour.Future segment.Eftort.Task Effort.CAC[iltt]

SD-Task[i].CAC_Past[t] =
SD proiect mode!. Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.CAC[i1[tl

SD-Project.CAC[t] =
SD prolect model.Project behaviour.Future segment.EffoitProject Effort.CAC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ACWP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segmenLEffort.Task Effort.ACWP[iJ[tJ

PERT/C PM. S D-Task[i].ACWP-Eng_Future[tl =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP
Engineenng[i][t]

PE RT/CPM . SD-Task[i].ACWP-Man_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task EffoitACWP
Management[il[tl

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ACWP_Past[t] =
PERTICPM modeiProject behaviour. Past segment.Effort Task Effort.ACWP[i]It]

P ERT/CPM . SD-Task[i].ACWP-Eng_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM modeLProject behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP
Engineering[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ACWP-Man_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.ACWP
Management[i[t

PERT/CPM.Project.ACWP[t] =
PERT/CPM mode!.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project Effort.ACWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM. SD-Task[i]. BCWP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Eff0rLBCWP[i1[tl

PERT/CPM . SD-Task[i. BCWP_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.BCWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.BCWP[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project Effort.BCWP[i][t]
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PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i]. BCWS_Futuce[tI =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Eff0itBCWS[i][tJ

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. BCWS_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM mode! .Project behaviour.Past segment.EfforiTask Effort. BCWS[i][tJ

PERTICPM.Project.BCWS[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project Effort.BCWS[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i1.CTCFuture[tJ
PERT/CPM model Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Effort.CTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Taskli].CTCPast[tI =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.EfforLTask Effort.CTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM. Project.CTC[tJ =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project Effort.CTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD.-Task[i].CAC_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Task Effort.CAC[i][tJ

P ERT/CPM SD-Task[i].CAC_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Effort.Task Effort.CAC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.CAC[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Effort.Project EfforLCAC[i][t]
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DCO-3: SD-Task and Project Actual and Currently Planned Resources

Definition:

For each SD-Task[ij in the SD model and for the whole project the following
resource indices over-time must be the same: ASP, PSP, CASP, CPSP and
CSPAC; for both past and future segments of the project.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCO-3(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships =

Future =
ASP =

SD-Task[i] ASP_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .ASP_Future[t]
SD-Project.ASP_Future[tl -= PERT/CPM. Project.ASPFuture[tl

PSP
SD-Task[i] . PSP Future[t] - PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] . PSP_Future[t]
SD-Project. PSP_Future[tl -= PERT/CPM . Project.PSP_Future[t]

CASP=
SD-Task[i] .CASP_Future[t] - PERT/CPM .SD-Task[iJ.CASP_Future[t]
SD-Project.CASP_Future[t] - PERT/CPMProject.CASP_Future[tl

cPsP =
SD-Task[i].CPSP_Future[t] - PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .CPSP_Future[t]
SD-Project.CPSPFuture[t] ..= PERT/CPM.Project.CPSPFuture[t]

CSPA =
SD-Task[il.CSPA_Future[tl -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .CSPAFuture[t]
SD-Project.CSPA_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM .Project.CSPA_Future[t]

Past
ASP =

SD-Task[i].ASP_Past[t] -= pERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .ASP_Past[t]
SD-Project.ASP_Past[t] -= pERT/CPM.Project.ASP_Past[t]

PSP =
SD-Task[iIPSP_Past[t] - PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .PSP_Past[t]
SD-Project.PSP_Past[tl - pERT/CPM.Project.PSP_Past[tl

CASP
SD-Taslc[i].CASP_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .CASP_Past[t]
SD-Project.CASP_Past[t] - PERT/CPM.ProjectCASPPastlt]

CPSP =
SD-Task[i]CPSP_Past[t] - PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .CPSP_Past[t]
SD-Project.CPSPPaSt[tl - PERT/CPM.Project.CPSP_Past[tl

CSPA =
SD-Task[i] .CSPA_Past[t] - PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .CSPA_Past[t]
SD-Project.CSPA_Past[t] - PERT/CPM. Project.CSPA_Past[t]

Short references:

DCO-3.1 = DCO-30.Relationships.Future
DCO-3.2 = DCO-3O.Relationships.Past
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Object variables:

SD-Task[i].ASP_Future[t] =
SD project model. Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.ASP[i][t]

SD-Task[i].ASP_Past[tl =
SD project model Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.ASPI1]It]

SD-Project.ASP[t] =
SD protect model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project Resources.ASP[i][t]

SD-Task[i]. PSP_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.PSP[i][t]

SD-Task[i]. PSP_Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.PSP[i]It]

SD-Project. PSP[tl =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project Resources.PSP[i][t]

SD-Task[i].CASP_Future[t] =
SD project model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.CASP[iI[tl

SD-Task[iI .CASP_Past[tI =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CASP[i][t]

SD-Project.CASP[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CASP[i][tl

SD-Task[i].CPSP_Future[t] =
SD project model Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.CPSP[i][t}

SD-Task[iJ.CPSP_Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CPSP[i][t]

SD-Project.CPSP[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CPSP[iJ[tJ

SD-Task[i].CSPA_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.CSPA[i][t]

SD-Task[i].CSPA_Past[t] =
SD project model. Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CSPA[i] [t]

SD-Project.CSPAtt =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CSPA[i][t]

PERT/CPM . SD-Task[iJ.ASP_Future[tJ =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.ASP[i][tJ
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P ERT/CPM .SD-Task[il.ASP_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.ASP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.ASP[t] =
PERT/CPM modeLProject behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.ASP[i][tJ

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. PSP_Future[tJ =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.PSP[i}[t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iJ.PSP_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model .Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.PSP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.PSP[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.PSP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].CASP_Future[tJ =
PERTICPM model Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.CASPI1]It]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].CASP_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CASP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.CASP[t]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CASP[i][t]

PERT/C PM. SD-Task[iJ.CPSP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources.CPSP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].CPSP_Past[t]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CPSP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.CPSP[tl =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CPSP[i1[tl

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iJ.CSPA_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Task Resources. CSPA[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[il.CSPA_Past[t] =
PERTICPM modeLProject behaviour.Past segment.Resources.Task Resources.CSPA[il[tl

PERT/CPM.Project.CSPA[t]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Resources.Project
Resources.CSPA[iJ[tJ
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DCO-4: SD-Task and Project Actual and Currently Planned Scope.

Definition:

For each SD-Task[iJ in the SD model and for the whole project the following
resource indices over-time must be the same: SCAC, CSCC, ASC WP, and SCTC;
for both past and future segments of the project.

Usage: transfer project status or new project plan from one model to the other

Formal specification:

DCO-4(PERT/CPM model, SD project model) =
Relationships

Future
SCAC =

SD-Task[i] .SCAC_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .SCAC_Future[t]
SD-Project.SCAC_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM . Project.SCAC_Future[tJ

cScc=
SD-Task[i].CSCC_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .CSCC_Futu re[t]
SD-Project.CSCC_Future[t -= PERT/CPM .Project.CSCC_Future[t]

ASCWP =
SD-Task[iJ.ASCWP_Future[t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ASCVVP_Future[t]
SD-Project.ASCWP_Future(t] -= PERT/CPM .Project.ASCWP_Future[t]

SCTC =
SD.-Task[il.SCTC_Future[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i] .SCTC_Future[t]
SD-Project.SCTC_Future[tJ 	 PERT/CPM.Project.SCTC_Future[tJ

Past =
SCAC

SD-Task1i1.SCAC_Past - PERT/CPM .SD-Tasklil.SCAC_Past[t]
SD-Project.SCAC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.Project.SCAC_Past[t]

CScC =
SD-Tasklij.CSCC_Past[t] -= PERTJCPMSD-Task[iICSCC_Pastltl
SD-Project.CSCC_Past[tl -= PERT/CPM.Project.CSCC_Past[t]

ASCWP =
SD-Task[tI .ASCWP Pastiti -= PERTICPM.SD-Tasklil.ASCWP_Pastltl
SD-.Project.ASCWP_Past[t]	 PERT/CPM . Project.ASCWP_Past[t]

SCTC =
SD-Task[i]SCTC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCTC_Past[t]
SD-ProjecLSCTC_Past[t] -= PERT/CPM.Project.SCTC_Past[t]

Short references:

DCO-4.1 = DCO-40.Relationships.Future
DCO-4.2 = DCO-4O. Relationships. Past

Object variables:

SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[tJ =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCAC[i][t]

SD-Task[i].SCAC_Past[t] =
protect model. Project behaviour. Past segment.Scope.Task Scope .SCAC[i][t]
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SD-Project.SCAC[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Project
Scope.SCAC[i][t]

SD-Task[i].CSCC_Future[tJ =
SD project model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task Scope. CSCCIi)[t

SD-Task[i].CSCC_Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour. Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.CSCC[i][t]

SD-Project.CSCC[tl =
SD project model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.CSCC[i][t]

SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Future[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task
Scope.ASCWP[i]t

SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Past[t] =
pproject model. Project behaviour. Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

SD-Project.ASCWP[t] =
SD project model. Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

SD-Task[i].SCTC_Future[t] =
SD project model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task Scope. SCTC[iI[tI

SD-Task[i].SCTC_Past[t] =
SD project model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCTC[i}[t]

SD-Project.SCTC[t] =
SD project model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.SCTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCAC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[iI.SCAC_Past[tJ =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCAC[i][tJ

PERT/CPM. Project.SCAC[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.SCAC[iI[tI

P ERT/CPM. SD-Task[iJ.CSCC_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.CSCC[i][t]

PE RT/CPM. SD-Task[il. CSCC_Past[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Proect behaviour.Past segment Scope.Task Sc0peCSCC[il[tl
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PERT/CPM. Project.CSCC[tJ =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope. CSCC[i][t}

PERT/CPM .SD-Task[i] .ASCWP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task
Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM . S D-Task[il.ASC WP Past[tl =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM. Project.ASCWP[t] =
PERT/CPMmodel. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCTC_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[il.SCTC_Past[tJ =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour. Past segment.Scope.Task Scope.SCTC[i][t]

PERT/CPM.Project.SCTC[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.SCTC[i][t]
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D.3 - Data-structural links

Data-structural readjustment

DSR-1: Derivation of intra-task dependencies of SD-Task

Definition:

For each SD-Task[ij in the SD model, the progress curve of its intra -task
dependency can be derived from the planned cumulative scope accomplishment
taken from the PERT7CPM model. The progress curve is derived based on the
assumption that the work is being compressed within the task up to the limit of
technical feasibility.

Usage: transfer initial plan or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DSR-1(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

ASCWP%[tl := PERT/CPM.SD-Task[il.ASCWP_Future[tl I
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[il.SCACFuture[to]

Scope_That_Can_Start[t] :=
IF

ASCWP%[t] == 0 THEN ASCWP%[DELAY * UT]
ELSE

ASCWP%It + DELAY * UT]
SD-Task[i]. lntra-Dependency[x,yJ :=

{(x, Scope_That_Can_Start[t 1]) : ASCWP%[tjI == x}

where:

• UT is the time unit considered within the SD model
• DELAY is the average work processing delay within the task

Short references:

DSR-1 .PERT-SD = DSR-1 O.Relationships

Obiect variables:

SD-Task[iI. lntra-Dependency[x,y] =
SD iroiect model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[il.Intra-task-curve[x,yl

PERTICPM . SD-Task[i] .ASCWP_Future[t] =
PERTICPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

P ERTICPM . SD-Task[i] SCAC_Future[t0]
PERTICPM modeLProject behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Proect Scope.SCACIII[tc
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DSR-2: Derivation of inter-task dependencies of SD-Task

Definition:

For each SD-Dependency[kJ in the SD model linking the SD-Task[i] (predecessor)
and SD-TaskfjJ (successor), its progress curve can be derived from the planned
cumulative scope accomplishment of the these two SD-Tasks taken from the
PER T7CPM model. The progress curve is derived based on the assumption that
the tasks are being overlapped up to the limit of technical feasibility.

Usage: transfer initial plan or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DSR-2(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

ASCWP_P%ItI := PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Futurelt] I
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[t4]

ASCWP_S%[t] := PERT/CPM. SD-Task[j].ASCWP_Future[tJ /
PERT/CPM.SD-Taskli].SCAC_Future[t]

Scope_That_Can_Start[t] :=
IF

ASCWP_P%[t] == 0 THEN 0
ELSE

ASCWP_S%[t + DELAY * UT]
SD.Inter-Task-Dependency[kJ[x,y]

{(x, Scope_That_Can_StarlEt 1]) : ASCWP_P%[t1] == x}

where:

• UT is the time unit considered within the SD model
• DELAY is the average work processing delay within the successor task

Short references:

DSR-2.PERT-SD = DSR-2Ø.Relationships

Obiect variables:

SD.lnter-Task-Dependency[k][x,y] =
SD proiect model.SD model architecture.SD-lnter-Task-Dependencies[k].Progress-
curve[x,y]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model .Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCVVP[i][t]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[t0]
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Project
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Data-structural consistency

DSC-1: Derivation of intra-task dependencies of SD-Task

Definition:

For each SD-Task/i] in the SD model, the progress curve of its intra-task
dependency must be consistent with the planned cumulative scope
accomplishment taken from the PERT/CPM modeL It is assumed that the work is
being compressed within the task up to the limit of technical feasibility.

Usage: transfer initial plan or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DSC- 1 (PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

ASCWP%[t] := PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Future[tJ I
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i]. SCAC_Future[t0]

Scope_That_Can_Start[t] :=
IF

ASCWP%[t == 0 THENI ASCWP%[DELAY * UTj
ELSE

ASCWP%[t + DELAY * UT]
SD-Task[i]. lntra-Dependency[x,y] ==

{(x, Scope_ThatCanStart[tJ) : ASCWP%[t 1] == x}

where:

• UT is the time unit considered within the SD model
• DELAY is the average work processing delay within the task

Short references:

DSC-1 = DSC-1O.Relationships

Oblect variables:

SD-Task[iI.lntra-Dependencylx,y] =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Tasks[i].lntra-task-curve[x,y]

PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Future[t] =
PERTICPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCWP[i][t]

PERT/CPM . SD-lask[i].SCAC_Future[tol
PERT/CPM model.Project betiaviour.Future segment.Scope.Project Scope.SCAC[i][tol
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DSC-2: Derivation of inter-task dependencies of SD-Task

Definition:

For each SD-Dependency[kJ in the SD model linking the SD-Task[i] (predecessor)
and SD-TaskjjJ (successor), its progress curve must be consistent with the planned
cumulative scope accomplishment of the these two SD-Tasks taken from the
PER T7CPM model. It is assumed that the tasks are being overlapped up to the
limit of technical feasibility.

Usace: transfer initial plan or new project plan from PERT/CPM model to SD model

Formal specification:

DSC-2(PERT/CPM Model,SD Model) =
Relationships =

ASCWP_P%[t] := PERT/CPM. SD-Task[i].ASCWP_Future[t] I
PERT/CPM.SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[t0]

ASCWP_S%[t] := PERT/CPM .SD-Taskj] .ASCWP_Future[tJ /
PERT/CPM. SD-TaskEj]SCAC_Future[to]

Scope_That_Can_Start[t]
IF

ASCWP_P%[t] == 0 THEN 0
ELSE

ASCWP_S%[t + DELAY * UT]
SD.lnter-Task-Dependency[k][x,yJ

{(x, Scope_That_Can_Start[t1]) : ASCWP_P%[tI]	 x}

where:

• UT is the time unit considered within the SD model
• DELAY is the average work processing delay within the successor task

Short references:

DSC-2 = DSC-20.Relationships

Obiect variables:

SD.lnter-Task-Dependency[k][x,yJ =
SD project model.SD model architecture.SD-Inter-Task-Dependencies[k.Progress-
curve[x,y]

PERT/CPM . S D-Task[i] .ASCWP_Future[t] =
PERT/CPM model.Project behaviour.Future segment.Scope.Task Scope.ASCWP[iJ[tJ

PERT/CPM . SD-Task[i].SCAC_Future[to]
PERT/CPM model. Project behaviour. Future segment.Scope. Project
Scope.SCAC[i][t01
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Overview

The author's own view of the project management process is here presented.

Some of the ideas may not be found in the literature described in the same way. a

linear and more static view is often adopted for pedagogical purposes. The main

purpose of the description here presented is to provide a dynamic framework of the

project management process, wherein continuous iteration, refinements, rework

and interactions play a major role (as they do in the real world). This more dynamic

perspective allows for an easier understanding of the use and integration of

System Dynamics models, within the project management process.

Basic control mechanism

The simplest way to consider the project management process is as a generic

control process. Just as a thermostat controls the temperature of a room based on

the pre-specified target and on generating a reaction to deviations. The two main

functions of the thermostat are (i) to determine whether or not the heater will

produce heat in the next time interval, and (ii) monitor the temperature of the room

and compare against the target. Likewise, a project also has pre-specified

objectives of cost, quality, time and requirements. Whenever the project outcome

deviates from these targets, management takes decisions in order to recover the

project back to the targets.

As a control mechanism, project management also has two main functions: (1) (re)-

planning and (2) monitoring. (Re)-planning specifies what work should be

implemented by whom, in the following period of time (e.g. month). This is based

on the perceived project status and on the current targets. The monitoring function

assesses and develops a description of this project status. This simplistic view of

project management addresses the core of the whole process in the real world. It

identifies the three main types of activities that take place when a project is

implemented: planning, implementation and monitoring. Planning and monitoring
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are management functions, because they do not represent work directly involved in

developing the product. On the other hand, implementing the work specified in the

plan is primarily aimed at developing the product. This product development

activity is part of an engineering process. The project implementation process can

therefore be viewed as a dual process of management and engineering, where

these two major sub-processes interact continuously through planning and

monitoring. This is illustrated in figure E.1 below.

Figure El - The project implementation process as a basic control mechanism

In practice, the project plan also includes the specification of management type of

work (budgets, schedules and resources). As consequence, implementing or

executing the plan also comprises carrying out the work of the monitoring and

planning functions. In theory, this leads to a recursive process where a monitoring

task monitors its own status. However, as it dos so, it changes its own status - the

Heisenberg's principle of uncertainty applies! The same can be argued for

planning - when you plan the planning action, you have already done it! For the

sake of simplicity, and because in practice this recursive phenomenon is not

relevant, it can be assumed that monitoring and planning focuses primarily on the

product development work that takes place within the engineering process. The

accomplishment of this work is assumed to be the key determinant of the project

progress against the objectives. While management work can play a major part of

the project cost, this takes the form of overheads imposed by the success of the

product development work. Delays, requirements and quality problems may also
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result from management work. However, these generally take the form of impacts

over the product development work. Another possible approach is to consider that

management is an important part of project execution. In this case, management

performance is monitored itself and the management work is re-planned as

appropriate (e.g. if decisions are taking too long to be produced, the management

hierarchy may be changed). This often happens in the real world. In this case, the

plan implementation activity should include explicitly management work as

suggested by figure E.2 below.

Figure E.2 - The project implementation process with management as part of plan
implementation

In this scenario, the project work plan includes specifies the work required to carry

out the management activities of monitoring and re-planning. The doffed arrows

suggest that the monitoring function also assesses the state of the monitoring work

as well as the planning work. Equally, the planning function also specifies how the

planning and monitoring work should be carried out in the future. According to this

view, the management process is assessed and re-structured as appropriate. In

practice, this could take the form of monitoring how much effort has been spent in

management work and, in face of over-runs, make changes to the management

hierarchy and decision processes in order to save effort in the future.

While in reality the performance of management work can have a major impact on

the project outcome, the product development process is the primary concern of
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the project management control process. In general, it is the progress achieved in

this process that determines mostly the overall progress in the project. Therefore,

the simplified control cycle of figure E.1 is generally considered as the core project

management process. In this research, this simplified view will be assumed in most

situations. The more complete view of figure E.2 will be considered explicitly

whenever appropriate. The most important aspect to retain is that project

implementation comprises the two main processes of management and

engineering, which interact continuously throughout the project life-cycle; as a

control mechanism, the management process comprises the two main functions of

monitoring and (re)planning; the engineering process comprises various product

development activities according to the specific product development life-cycle.

Additional management functions

Although project management consists of a control mechanism, it includes more

complex functions than just the basic ones of progress monitoring and work

(re)planning, as shown in figures E.1 and E2 Managing a project is far more

complex than controlling the temperature of a room. The system being controlled

is complex. Project are growing more and more complex (Williams 1997). Their

socia' nature of project systems implies that a wide range of subjective human

issues play a major role. Projects have a high degree of interaction with their

surrounding environment which increases even more the complexity of the

problems that need to be handled. As described in the previous sub-section,

project are typically subjected to various and often conflicting interests of the

different parties involved. In order to cope with the different types of issues that

need to be controlled in a project, various individual functions can be considered, in

addition to planning and monitoring. There is no standard set of such functions

proposed in the body of knowledge. However, various typical functions can be

identified in the literature (e.g. Nicholas 1990, Turner 1993, Kerzner 1998).

It is proposed in this research that a management function related to project control

can be considered as an individual management sub-process with a well specified

objective and aimed at handling a particular aspect of the project. Such

management function should focus primarily on that particular aspect, over which it
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will hold a primary responsibility above all other management functions. For

example, human resource management can be considered as an individual

management function. Its objective is to ensure that right resources will be

available throughout the project life-cycle as required. It focuses primarily on staff

recruitment and training. While other management functions may interact with this

process, supporting it in various ways, human resource management has the

primary responsibility over it. A management function will often be performed by a

project sub-team, headed by a first-line manager (e.g. HRM manager). Without

intending to be exhaustive, the following set of main management functions is here

considered:

(1) risk management— aimed at identifying and evaluating risks (probability and

impact), monitoring their occurrence, devising mitigating actions and controlling

their implementation;

(2) change management— aimed at identifying major changes in the project which

often imply a deep review of the project objectives and mission, It can focus on

the product functional definition;

(3) sub-contract management - aimed at ensuring that sub-contracted work,

product sub-components or intermediate sub-products is delivered on time,

within budget, requirements and desired quality. It is based on the continuous

monitoring of the sub-contractors' work. It is based on contract management. It

may included procurement management;

(4) client management - aimed at handling all aspects related to the client

behaviour and requirements. This includes keeping the client well informed

about the progress in the project, continuous re-negotiation of the project

objectives and other contractual conditions, continuous review and clarification

of the product requirements and managing the client actions to prevent

disruptive affects on the project;

(5) quality management - aimed at ensuring that all quality requirements for the

project are satisfied. Typically, this is done through the implementation of a

quality system, which is often certified according to certain standards (e.g. ISO

s900 family of standards).

(6) configuration management - aimed at ensuring the control of the life-cycle of

documents, sub-products and final product. These elements typically evolve

throughout various versions version along the project life-cycle. Configuration
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management ensures that this evolution is recorded for all elements and hence

that all changes are traceable at any moment in time. Configuration

management is generally a key requirement of a quality system;

(7) resources management— aimed at ensuring that al the required human and

material resources are available throughout the project life-cycle as required. a

separate human resource management function handles human resource

requirements. Depending on the type of industry, other material resources,

may also be critical to the project and hence may require an individual

management function.

Depending on the type of organisational structure adopted for the project, these

functions may be implemented by a dedicated individual management team or they

may be implemented by existing departments in the organisation. In some cases,

some management functions may be incorporated into a single function - e.g.

configuration management can be included in quality management. Whether there

is an explicit management function specified, the controlling implied in each of the

functions generally needs to be implemented within the management process and

by a certain function. Each of the seven functions listed above suggest a first-line

manager in a "projectized" organisation: risk manager, change manager, sub-

contracting manager, client manager, quality manager, configurations manager and

(human) resources manager. The basic functions of monitoring and re-planning

are generally implemented by the planning team headed by the planning manager.

These additional management functions have important interactions with the other

two basic functions of monitoring and re-planning. The resources actually allocated

to the project need to be monitored for comparison against the plan. All decisions

undertaken within these functions have an impact and need to be considered

against the project plan. For example, the implementation of a mitigating action

requires that the project work plan is adjusted accordingly. These management

functions may also interact directly with the product development process. For

example, the quality system monitors closely the implementation of all the required

quality standards. Configuration management imposes important rules to the

development process (e.g. recording of all versions in the information system with

the required data, like author, links to other documents, date, among others).
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Another important function within the project management process, which does not

have to do directly with product development, is the establishment and

maintenance of an effective project management information system (PMIS)

(Nicholas 1990). The aim of a PMIS is to ensure that all project information is

available to the project team in a timely manner. The features offered by the PMIS

is nowadays based on information technology, which may include simple relational

databases to more sophisticated data mining and on-line analytical processing

tools (OLAP) (Berson and Smith 1997).

A top-down perspective of initial planning

According to the author's opinion, the development of the initial project plan should

follows a top-down approach. This is a key issue in project management. The

project schedules and budgets are established first at higher levels of aggregation,

and are then dis-aggregated into more detail, down to the operational level. The

planning at the detailed level is therefore carried out with the primary aim of

satisfying the schedule and budgets established at the aggregate level. This is

opposed to planning first at the detailed level in order to find out the appropriate

targets at the aggregate level. The latter bottom-up approach of the world is more

aligned with the logical view of the world deployed by the classical sciences, like

physics. This is also the way in which humans are generally educated to perceived

the world - the macro-outcome results from the micro-events. As a consequence,

the top-down approach may appear counter-intuitive: it is not the estimates at the

bottom levels that determine the results at the top levels, but the other way around.

However, this view has the great virtue of addressing the practical problems of

project planning in the real world: commitments with the Client need to be made

before effort has been spent in the development of a detailed plan; when high-

level estimates are required in the early stages, it is not yet appropriate to impose

planning decisions at the detailed level; this is because there is not enough

information available to take these decisions, or because some required conditions

are not gathered yet. In other words, the project manager needs to take important

planning decisions at the macro level, without having to decide about the details at

the micro level. Detailed planning therefore works to satisfy the conditions imposed
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by aggregate planning. Nevertheless, the bottom-up "laws of physics" are not

totally ignored. The overall initial planning process is iterative. Once the project

plan is developed at the detailed level to satisfy the aggregate targets, not always

this is feasible. Furthermore, the analysis at the detailed level provides new

insights about implementation risks and about why aggregate targets might not be

feasible. This way, feedback is provided to the aggregate level where targets and

milestones are reviewed, re-negotiated with the client and eventually readjusted.

The process iterates between aggregate planning and detailed planning, until a

satisfactory work plan is achieved at all levels. Overall, the initial planning process

can be described a U-curve process as shown in figure E.3 below. Iteration to

previous steps can occur at any stage in the process, as suggested by the dotted

circles.

Top-down

*1

4

Bottom-up ,/
feedback"

Time

Initial planning	 Implementation

Figure E.3 - The U-curve process of initial planning

In much of the literature, the planning process is presented as static linear

sequence of steps which lead to the final plan. While useful for pedagogical

purposes, it is the author's opinion that in the real world planning needs to be much

more flexible and follows a dynamic process as just described above. Continuous

Iteration, refinement, and rework of the project plan is particularly important when

various planning tools and techniques are being used together, in an articulated

and integrated manner.
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Overview

The basic project management tools and techniques were briefly described in

section 2.2.2. A more detailed description is here provided. This includes some

comments and suggestions about how they should be better applied within the

project management process, their importance, strengths and weaknesses. These

comments reflect the author's own view.

Product breakdown structure (PBS)

This is a simple technique aimed at decomposing the project output product into

elementary sub-components. The PBS consists of a progressive breakdown where

the product is decomposed into various levels, until the final sub-components are

considered so simple and functionally self-contained, that further decomposition is

not perceived useful. This specification is often confused with the project work

breakdown structure (WBS). However, there is a fundamental difference between

the product components and the work required to developed them. In particular,

the scope of the project work is wider than the product specification. On the other

hand, some project work is not aimed at developing directly the product (e.g.

administrative and management work), and the development of some product sub-

corn ponents requires different types of work.
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Figure F.1 below provides and example of a very simple PBS, which specifies a

telecommunications software system.

Product Breakdown Structure (PBS)

System

________	 ________ ________	 I
Data base	 Call	 Anti-fraide	 Intemet

Management	 Processing	 System	 System
System

Data	 Data	 Mantenance
input	 Collection

Figure Fl - Example of a simple product breakdown structure

In each level of breakdown, a decomposition criteria is applied. In most cases,

functionality is the criteria used. However, other criteria like Client (e.g. a product

being developed for few specific Clients) or geography (e.g. parts of the product

being developed at different sites).

The decomposition of the product in this way provides various benefits to the

planning process, in particular:

• provides an overall view of the product architecture, its sub-components and

basic functional relationships;

• it helps to identify the required project work and break it down into sub-tasks;

• resource allocation, in particular identification of resources expertise in the

various functional areas;

• communication with the Client about the product definition and functional

requirements;

• identification and planning of deliverables to the Client and project milestones;

identification of an appropriate development process.

The first specification of a PBS often takes place at the beginning of the project, as

part of the contractor's proposal, or even in the Client's request for proposal (REP).
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This initial version of the PBS is then refined and used to develop other planning

elements.

Milestones and deliverables chart

This is a very simple technique, which is valuable in many ways throughout the

project, but is often disregarded. A milestones and deliverables chart specifies the

planned dates for these two elements, throughout the whole project. Milestones

are major events considered as landmarks of project progress, like the completion

of the design phase. Deliverables are specific sub-products which delivered to the

Client for various purposes. A deliverable can be a prototype, design

documentation, an intermediate product release or the even final product.

Milestones often have associated deliverables.

A milestone chart can be considered as a high-level strategic plan and a contract

with the Client. It specifies the major achievements planned throughout the project,

which are often the basis of the contractual agreements with the Client regarding

progress. At the eyes of the Client, the project proceeds with success as planned if

milestones and deliverables are achieved on schedule. In the contract, these are

often the basis of Client payments as well as penalties.

A milestones and deliverables chart should specify the various dates associated

with each milestone and deliverable, and other relevant information. Ideally, the

deliverables should be identified from the PBS specification - as already

mentioned, all planning techniques should be implemented in an integrated

manner. A simple example is shown in table F.1 below.
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No. Milestone	 Deliverables	 Planned date Estimate date Actual date Delay

I Design	 System design	 01/01/2000	 20/01/2000 20/01/2000	 20

	

completion	 for review

2 Prototype	 Prototype	 01/03/2000	 01/04/2000	 NA	 30
completion

n FAT	 I Final version	 20/04/2002	 20/04/2002	 NA	 0
Fable F.1 - Simple example oT a milestone and deliverables chart

This p'anning element is refined and updated continuously throughout the initial

planning process and throughout project implementation. As the plan is detailed,

the milestones and deliverables can a'so be refined into more detail. The detailed

planning may also identify the need for additional milestones. As the project plan is

implemented, actual and estimated dates are updated as required.

Risk register

The risk register is a technique similar to the milestones and deliverables chart.

The risk register is the central element of the whole risk management process. It is

aimed at identifying, analysing, monitoring, controlling and mitigating the relevant

project risks.

The risk register consists of a table listing the currently identified risks, ranked by

"seriousness". A risk is more serious as its probability of occurrence and estimated

impact on the project are greater. Mathematically, a risk' s "seriousness" can be

taken as the product of the probability (in %) with the impact (in $) - in this way

"seriousness" is measured as an expected monetary value (EMV). Where these

quantitative estimates are not available, a qualitative scale can also be used.

While this criteria is commonly used to rank risks, Williams (1996) argues that

probability and impact must be considered separately and that relying solely on the

EMV can be misleading. The information recorded in the risk register vary

according to the project management needs. Typically, it includes the rank, a

certain classification (e.g. source), probability, impact and mitigating actions. The

identification of mitigating actions shows the pro-active nature of risk management:

before a risk occurs, mitigating actions are devised to counter its impacts.
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Mitigating actions can be reactive or proactive. Reactive actions are those which

are only implemented if the risk occurs. Proactive actions are implemented prior to

the risk occurring, typically as soon as its probability and seriousness are

considered too high. The risk register may also include information about the

status of mitigating actions (e.g. needs detailing, ready to implement, partially

implemented, under implementation, implemented). For illustrative purposes, a

simple example of a risk register is shown in figure F.2 below.

Rank Description	 Type	 Prob. Impact Mitigating Actions	 Status

1	 Requirements Client	 High	 High	 Start development Implemented
changes

	

	 of unstable areas at
latest possible start

2	 Lack of	 Resources	 Medium	 High	 Start recruitment	 If probability
specialised	 program earlier becomes high
resources

3 Product	 Product	 Medium	 Low	 Increase level of 	 Develop
complexity	 detail of the designs	 contingency

...	 ...	 ...	
...	 Planj

1-igure P.2 - Simple example 01 a risk register

As shown in this figure, colours are often used to enhance the visual nature of a

risk register: the risks at the top of the table are the ones where management

should concentrate most of the attention. These risks need close monitoring of

occurrence and may require the implementation of the associated proactive

mitigating actions.

Front-end estimating techniques

Front-end estimating techniques are aimed at providing estimates for the project

cost, schedules and resources required, prior to the development of a detailed work

plan. These techniques are aligned with a top-down approach to planning,

discussed below in this appendix (see figure E.3). These techniques do not require

detailed information about the project, which in general is not available at the early

stages.
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There are various possible techniques available for front-end estimating. Some are

more structured than others. Most of them can be grouped into one of the

following three categories:

expert judgement - various opinions from experts with experience in the field

are combined to generate the estimates. This is the only source of information

used. The way in which the opinions are combined can be more or less formal.

Structured techniques, like the Delphi method (Wright 1985, Kerzner 1998), can

be used for this purpose;

by analogy - the results achieved in the most similar past project are used as

estimates for the new project. If such similar past project is available, this

technique provides an easy and quick estimate. However, such estimate can

be highly biased by the specific issues of the past project, including poor

management;

empirical mathematical models based on regression analysis - these models

provide a more rigorous way to use information about past similar projects in

order to estimate the likely results of new projects. They require the availability

of a fairly extensive database of past projects (description and results).

Regression analysis is carried out to identify the relevant project characteristics

that affect the project outcome and how this is affected (i.e. regression curves).

These characteristics are quantified as input parameters to the model, when

estimates for a new project as produced. The accuracy of these models

depends on the database of past projects (amount of projects and quality of the

data).

Empirical models are the more structured and rigorous technique since it is based

on mathematical statistical analysis. As such, they can be expected to be more

accurate than the other two. These models are used in various industries but have

become particularly popular in the software industry. The first model proposed was

the COCOMO model (COnstructive COst MOdel, Boehm 1980). Later, two specific

models were improved converted into powerful software tools: the KnowledgePLAN

(Jones 1998) from Software Productivity Research (SPR), and the SLIM model

(Putnam and Myers 1997) from Quantitative Software Measurement (QSM). These

models are "black-box" type of model, since the calculation process is not visible to

the user, as illustrated by figure F.3 below.
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Input parameters

• Estimated size (LOC)

• Type of environment

• Product sub-components

• 15 cost factors

COCOMO Model
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Output produced
• Project cost (person-month)

• Cost by phase (person-month)

• Cost by activity (person-month)

• Project schedule (month)

• Schedule by phase (month)

• Profile of resources (person overtime)

Figure F.3 - Overview of the COCOMO model

The COCOMO model considers that the software development process within the

project follows the classical life-cycle of phases and continuous activities

(Pressman 1996). It provides estimates regarding effort required (i.e. cost),

schedule and resource requirements over-time (i.e. profiles). It breaks down the

effort by phase and activity and the schedule by phase. The resource

requirements are also decomposed by activity within each phase. As inputs, the

COCOMO model has three level of formality. In each it requires more inputs. At

the detailed level, it requires the estimate size of the software system decomposed

by product component (the product decomposition can be taken from the PBS

previously specified), a description of the type of development environment (three

possibilities are considered), and about 15 cost factors, which describe various

aspects of the project including both soft and hard factors (e.g. staff experience,

product complexity).

The estimates produced by front-end estimating techniques at this stage may

counter contractual agreements with the Client, as described in milestones chart.

For example, the project completion date may be later than agreed. It can be

argued that the same technique could have been applied when the dates were to

be agreed by the Client. While that is often the case, the information available is

generally less in the early planning stages. For example, with the COCOMO

model, often there is only information available to implement the basic level when

dates need to be agreed with the Client. As more information becomes available,

the model is implemented again at a more detailed level, providing new estimates.

Where the new estimates counter the results agreed with the Client, either the

milestones are re-negotiated or the project manager assumes the risk of optimistic

estimates. These risks are often dis-aggregated into optimistic assumptions. The
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empirical model can be used for this purpose: for example, if higher staff

experience is considered the estimates produced by the model might be as

desired. Whether re-negotiation takes place or risks are assumed, the milestones

and deliverables chart and the risk register should be updated accordingly. This

highlights the ideal integrated nature of project planning process in using the

various planning techniques.

Work breakdown structure (WBS)

The work breakdown structure (WBS) is central to the whole process of project

planning and control. The WBS specifies all the work that needs to be performed,

so that the project objectives are achieved. Whatever needs to be incorporated

into the product, or needs to be accomplished to satisfy the Client's expectations,

must be translated into project work and thereby specified in the WBS. The project

scope and product functionality are therefore directly related to the WBS.

The WBS specifies the project work as a decomposition tree, in a similar way to the

PBS described above. The whole project is decomposed from a single task down

to various sub-tasks, throughout various levels of breakdown. The aim is to

achieve a set of elementary tasks, which are simple and can be related to past

experiences, so that they are easy to implement within estimated targets. The

underlying principle behind a WBS is that if all of these elementary tasks are

successfully managed, the whole project will be completed on time and within

budget. This is the core principle underlying the whole traditional approach to

project management (Rodngues and Bowers 1996a). Figure F.4 provides a simple

example of a WBS for a software development project.

6S f Pmed ABC

LevelO	 (1)PiABC
-	 --	 --

(1.l)SyT,	 (1.2) P*ct
Level I

(1.l.l)Sygeiii	 (1.12Syftm	 (1.t.3)i	 (12.1)PWflng	 (122)QiaUy

Pirim	 cr	 Ine,i,et
L.evel2	 UTetI1

-I	 _______	 _______

Level 3	
I12)	 (1.12.1)Ireon	 (li12)Syg I, 	 (1.l.3.1)Pttchç	 (1.1.3.2)Uw

Ifit	 kiIe,ta	 LhI	 1tce

Figure F.4 — A simple example of a WBS for a software development project
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This WBS breaks down the whole project work into 8 elementary sub-tasks.

Overall this decomposition considered four levels of breakdown (i.e. level 0 to 3).

Not all elementary tasks need to be in the same level. All tasks in the WBS should

given a unique identification label or code. In the example above, a coding

scheme was adopted which helps to identify the level of breakdown in which the

specific task is. Another important issue is that the structure of a WBS does not

imply any logical sequencing of the tasks over time.

In a real complex project, a WBS can have hundreds to thousands of tasks. The

WBS is specified in a formal document and generally also implemented in a

software system.

The project WBS plays an important role within the project planning and control

process:

it provides the elementary tasks to be scheduled, and which are the basis of

resource allocation;

it provides a basis for scope specification and scope control;

it provides a basis for budgeting and cost control;

it provides a basis to monitor performance in the various project areas.

Once developed, the WBS is continuously updated throughout the structure as

more scope (and work) is added to or removed from the project. In this way, scope

changes must be translated into changes in the WBS. The tasks in the WBS are

also updated in terms of budget and costs. The actual costs incurred are entered

in the elementary tasks and existing budgets may be revised. As the WBS evolves

throughout the project life-cycle, it is important to keep record of its past versions.

An important issue regarding the WBS is how to developed the right WBS for the

specific project at hand. Ultimately, the WBS is a model that represents the project

work. There is no right or wrong WBS for a project. There can be different WBS's

for the same project. The appropriateness of a WBS depends on how well

addresses the specific problems and issues of the project and therefore the
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managerial needs. Whatever the WBS developed for a protect there are two basic

principles that must be respected:

completeness - all work camed out in the project, with no exception, must be

mapped to a certain elementary task in the WBS. The WBS must not be partial

and must provide a complete representation of the project work;

hierarchical - the work, budget or actual cost of each non-elementary tasks in

the WBS must be equals to the sum of the work, budget and cost of all of its

sub-tasks. The overall project work, budget and actual cost is equals the sum

of these elements of all elementary tasks.

If any of these two principles is not respected the WBS will not be useful to the

project management process. The development of a WBS results from applying

certain decomposition criteria whenever tasks are further decomposed into sub-

tasks. This is, the decomposition is not arbitrary. There are various criteria that

can be applied, in particular product oriented, time based, functional, geographical,

development process, type of work and client oriented. For example, in figure F.4

above the criteria used from level 0 to level 1 was clearly the type of work. The

decomposition of task (1.1) from level I to level 2 was the product development

process, whereas the decomposition of task (1.2) from level I to level 2 was based

on a functional criteria. The decomposition of task (1.1.1) from level 2 to level 3

was based on the product structure. Various criteria are used down the WBS. The

decision about what criteria to apply at any stage should be based on the

management concerns. The most important problems should be addressed at the

higher levels of the WBS. For example, a complex product made up of large

components which can be developed in parallel, calls for the application of the

product structure criteria.
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Another important decision is the level of breakdown. There is no universal rule to

determine the ideal level. The more detailed the WBS the simpler the elementary

tasks will be, thus easier to manage. However, too much detail can be counter-

productive and implies much more effort required to updated and maintain the

WBS - this is, a more expensive WBS. In general, the elementary tasks should

be:

• easy to estimate in terms of budget, schedule and resources required;

• the work contained in them must be easy to understand and as much "self-

contained" as possible (i.e. few interactions while with other tasks while the

work is underway);

• "finish-to-start" precedence relationships must be easy to identify.

Another important factor that affects the structure of the structure of the WBS is the

type of organisational system adopted. As discussed in the previous sub-section,

functional systems imply that the WBS is tailored for the functional structure of the

existing organisation. In this case, the dominant criteria applied in decomposing

the project is the functional criteria. On the other hand, in "projectized"

organisations the product structure and the development process tend to be the

dominant criteria.

The WBS is often used as a model for a bottom-up cost estimating process. The

elementary tasks are first budgeted individually. The estimated project cost is then

calculated aggregating these budgets up through the hierarchy of the WBS.

However, in most projects when a WBS is developed the overall project budget is

already determined (see milestones charts and front-end estimating techniques

described above). In this case, a top-down process is followed instead where the

project budget is decomposed down the WBS to the elementary tasks. In each

level of breakdown, certain criteria are required to decompose the budget of a task

into its sub-tasks. Metrics available from past projects are useful to carry out this

process in the higher levels of aggregation. For example, in the WBS of figure F.4

past metrics could indicate that 30% of the project budget should be allocated to

project management work. Expert judgement is also a very important source of

information. At the very bottom level of the WBS, the allocation of the budget to
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the elementary tasks is often based on a negotiation process with the specific

teams which will accomplish the various tasks. The allocation the project budget to

the WBS tasks is an important step in the initial planning process. As the budget is

decomposed down to the elementary tasks it becomes more evident whether the

budget is appropriate for the project work scope and whether it is being properly

distributed among the different areas of the project. This is therefore an iterative

process where the allocation is revised and where the overall project budget itself

may need to be renegotiated.

The WBS is a key element within the traditional project management framework.

Therefore it must be developed with most attention. Its structure must address the

managerial concerns and needs that steam from the specific issues of the project.

The quality of the WBS will determine the performance of the project management

process through the life-cycle and therefore the project success.

Organisation breakdown structure (OBS)

The organisation breakdown structure (OBS) is also an important technique used in

the project planning process. The OBS specifies the structure of the organisation

which will accomplish the project work. Similarly to the PBS and WBS, the OBS is

a hierarchical structure specified in the form of a tree, where individuals at the top

manage the individuals below. The OBS can have a great influence on the project

outcome because it addresses important organisational issues of human nature

within the project. In particular, the OBS establishes:

• relationships of authority between individuals;

• teams of individuals, which will have to work together.

The relationships of authority determine who should report progress to who, and

who is responsible to monitor the work progress of others. It is very important that

persons with the right profile are given the position of leader. Poor leadership is

often a major cause of problems. Equally, the individuals grouped in a common

team must be compatible one another.
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Like with the WBS there is no right or wrong OBS for a project. The structure of a

OBS must address the various specific issues of a project, from technical to human

factors. However, like with the there are two basic principles that must apply:

completeness - all individuals that work in the project must be specified in the

OBS, regardless of the amount of effort they spend in the project. This ensures

that there is no work accomplished in the project for which there is no one

responsible;

. hierarchical - any individual has direct authority over the individuals

immediately below them. The individuals below report progress and any type of

problem to the individual immediately above them. This brings discipline to the

communication process and ensures that responsibilities are easy to identify

and to handle (as opposed to everyone demanding explanations from

everyone).

There are various factors that should be considered in the development of the

project OBS: Like with the WBS, various criteria can adopted to split authority and

form working teams: product, geography, client and functional among others. For

example, separate teams can be formed to work in different parts of the product, or

in different locations. The specification of the OBS also depends on the type of

organisational system. For example, in a "projectized" organisation the OBS is

tailored to fit the logic of the WBS. In a functional organisation, the dominant

criteria is functional (e.g. production, marketing, human resources).

Throughout the project life-cycle the project team can change in many ways. New

individuals may be brought in into the project while others may leave. Sometimes,

responsibilities change and new leaders are appointed. Sub-teams and disbanded

and new ones are formed to address the changing resource needs of the product

development process. The OBS should be updated accordingly and thus always

reflect the current status of the project organisation. Like with the WBS, it is

important that the various past versions of the OBS are recorded in the project

information system.

Overall the OBS is an important element in the project management process

because it specifies the resources available in the project, it is the basis of the
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"vertical" communication within the project and identifies the responsibilities among

the project team members.

Responsibility matrix (WBS x OBS)

The OBS specifies the responsibilities among the project team members - i.e. who

is responsible for whom. Another important type of responsibility is the relationship

between the team members and the project work - i.e. who is responsible for what,

and how. This type of responsibilities is specified using a technique called the

project responsibility matrix.

This technique consists in developing a matrix by crossing the WBS against the

OBS. Each cell of the matrix corresponds to a couple (team member, work task), in

which the type of responsibility is specified. There can be different types of

responsibilities that individuals can have over the project work. The basic

responsibility is "execution", which means that the individual is responsible for

executing the work specified in the specific project task (e.g. developing the design

of a system component). The responsibility "approval" means that the individual is

responsible for approving the completion of the work carried out in the task (e.g.

approving the design developed). Each cell in the responsibility matrix can specify

more than one type of responsibility that each individual has over a specific project

work task. For example, one individual can be responsible for designing and

approving the final design. There is no standard set of types of responsibilities that

can be considered. Depending on the specific needs of the project, particular

types of responsibilities can be considered. However, some types of

responsibilities are common to most projects. Table F.2 below compares different

sets of responsibilities proposed by different authors - the responsibilities in the

same line of the table are proposed as similar but not necessarily equivalent.
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PMI (1996)	 Kerzner (1998)	 Turner (1993)	 Nicholas (1990)

P - participant	 Operations man.	 X - executes	 P - primary respons.
A - accountable	 General management P - manages progress S - secondary respons.
R - review required Must be notified	 I - must be informed	 N - must be notified
- input required	 Must be consulted 	 C - must be consulted _____________________

S - sign-off required Must approve 	 D - takes decision	 A - must give approval
___________________ Specialised	 d - partial decision	 _____________________
___________________ May be consulted 	 A - available to advise _____________________
__________________ __________________ T - provides tuition	 ____________________

Table F.2 - Different types of standard responsibilities used in the responsibility
matrix

A simplex example of responsibility matrix developed for a software project is

shown in figure F.5, using Turner's notation. The WBS is identified in the left

column and the OBS is identified in the top line of the matrix.
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Figure F.5 - Example of a simple responsibility matrix
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As expected there are many cells in the matrix with no responsibilities specified,

meaning that certain individuals have no responsibility at all for certain areas of the

project work.

In practice, the responsibility matrix is developed at different levels of detail,

considering different hierarchical levels in the OBS and WBS. At the full detailed

level, the responsibility matrix can have thousands of cells. This can be

implemented in a document, where the matrix is divided into various sub-matrices.

The responsibility matrix plays an important role in the project management

process. In the first place, it is the basis of the "horizontal" communication within

the project team. By looking at the matrix, any team member knows to whom

certain matters should discussed and clarified with. This is particular important in

medium-large projects where new staff is frequently joining the project. The

responsibility matrix also plays an important role in the diagnosis of problems and

identification of responsibilities. It allows the project manger to know who was

responsible for executing, providing advice and approving a certain part of the

project work.

Like with the WBS and OBS, the responsibility matrix will change throughout the

project life-cycle. If changes on the WBS and OBS occur then the responsibility

matrix must be updated accordingly - e.g. new tasks need to be assigned to some

one. Furthermore, as the project managerial and technical needs change

throughout the life-cycle, the responsibilities assigned to individuals should be

readjusted in order to better respond to the new project conditions. Like with the

WBS and OBS, it is important to keep a historical record of the various versions of

the responsibility matrix.

Gantt charts and PER T/CPM networks

Once the project work, the project team, and the responsibilities have been

specified, the final step into developing an operational plan is the allocation of the

resources to the project tasks, and the scheduling of these tasks. In order to carry
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out this work, there are two main techniques commonly used, which are specialised

for project management purposes: Gantt charts and PERT/CPM networks (also

referred to as critical path logical networks). These techniques are the basis of the

whole project planning function (see figure E.1). There is extensive literature

availab'e on this topic, in particular regarding the use of PERT/CPM based models.

Complex mathematical enhancements have been proposed over-time. It is not the

purpose of this research to explain them in detail. However, since these

techniques are central to project planning, it is fundamental to understand the basic

underlying principles and concepts.

In principle, the tasks to be scheduled and to which resources are to be allocated at

the operational level are the elementary tasks of the WBS. However, sometimes

the WBS is not specified at sufficient level of detail and further decomposition id

required. There are various factors that need to be considered in order to

determine the schedule of a task:

• the resources allocated affect the task duration;

• the initiation of the task can depend on the completion of other tasks;

• the initiation of the task can depend on external deliverables (e.g. Client

approval, sub-contracted work).

Gantt charts were proposed by Henry L Gantt in the early XX century (Nicholas

1990). They provide a simple time-based representation of the tasks schedules.

The Y-axis of the chart identifies the tasks and the X-axis represents time. For

each task in the Y-axis, a bar chart is displayed from its starting to its finishing

scheduled dates. Figure F.6 below provides a simple example regarding a

software project.

Figure F.6 - Example of a Gantt chart showing the work plan of a software project
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Gantt charts are generally developed at different levels of detail, forming a

hierarchy of charts. High level Gantt charts are used to show the big picture of the

project, identifying the major milestone dates (eg. project phases). Detailed Gantt

charts are used to plan the work of the individual project sub-teams. The

representation shown in figure F.6 above is the basic type of display of a Gantt

charts. Nowadays, software tools allows for the development of more elaborated

charts, where other elements of planning are shown (e.g. resources names,

external deliverables). These display features depends on the specific tool. Gantt

charts are also used for progress monitoring. Typically, some form of

representation is used to identify progress within the tasks. Figure F.7 provides an

example: the black lines within the tasks identify the work progress and the red

vertical line identifies the current status date of the project. It is easy to see that

task 2 is behind schedule whereas task 3 is ahead of schedule.

Dec99	 FiOJan'OO	 {öFeb'00	 I06Mar00	 fOSApr00	 01 May'00	 I29 May 'OO	 26Jun05
Lja... TaskName	 T	 Ml F	 TI SI WI SI T I M	 F	 TI S	 WI SI TI M	 F I TI S	 WI S

1 Requremeets Spectitcation

2	 His Level Oesir

3 Detailed Design A	 -
4	 Detailed Design B

CodmgA_________

Cor*ng0

7TestA	 I
8 Test B

9	 Integration

IS System Test

Figure F.7 - Example of a Gantt chart showing progress information

Gantt charts have advantages and disadvantages. The major advantages are that

they are easy to developed and understand and provide an intuitive view of the

project schedules. Because they can be developed at different levels of

aggregation that can be used to provide a high-level view of the project and are an

excellent tool to communicate and negotiate with the client. The major

disadvantage of Gantt charts is that they do not consider the factors that restrain

the initiation of the tasks, in particular their precedence relationships (i.e. which

need to be completed so that other can start). Without this element, Gantt charts

cannot be used as models to analyses and forecast the project outcome. The start

and finishing dates are simply imposed on the tasks regardless of technical

feasibility. It is not possible to determine what is the overall impact on the project of
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a delay in a certain task nor to identify which are the more important tasks (the

ones which delays are likely to have a greater impact).

In order to overcome the limitations of Gantt charts, the PERT/CPM technique was

developed in the mid-1950s (Project Evaluation and Reviewing Technique / Critical

path Method). PERT and CPM are not exactly the same technique and there are

important differences between the two. However, over-time the two techniques

have been used together and hence labelled as a single technique PERT/CPM.

This technique is based on the concept of logical network which focuses on the

precedence relationships that exist between the project tasks. Because these

relationships often have to do with technological constraints, they are often referred

to as "technological dependencies". The PERT/CPM technique links all the project

tasks into a network according to these "finish-to-staft' dependencies. There are

two different types of notation: "activity on the arc" (AOA) and "activity on the node"

(AON). Figure F.8 provides a very simple example of these notations.

ActMtv On the Node (AON)
	

ActMtv on the Arc (AOA)

System	 J Component
Design	 coding	

Design	

Design	

Coding

Figure F.8 - The two alternative notations to represent PERT/CPM logical networks

The AOA notation was preferred in the early days of project management due to

some advantages regarding the calculations involved in determining the tasks'

schedules. However, with the use of computer applications this advantage became

irrelevant. On the other hand, it has the great disadvantages of requiring the use

of fictitious tasks (with zero duration). In part because of this, they less intuitive to

understand. The AON notation is nowadays preferred and it is used in most

software tools. Figure F.9 below shows an example of a PERT/CPM network,

which corresponds to the Gantt chart in figure F.6.
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Figure F.9 - Example of a simple PERT/CPM network plan (AON notation)
representing a software project plan

The PERT/CPM networks generally display the project tasks from the left to the

right, suggesting an over-time sequence of implementation. However, unlike Gantt

charts they are not strictly time-oriented. Instead, they focus on the logic of

implementation based on the precedence relationships. If a task depends directly

or indirectly on another task then it will start later. Otherwise, if there is no

dependency between two tasks, then the graphical display does not impose any

time- sequence. For example, in the network of figure F.9, the task "Coding B"

starts mush later than "Coding A", yet the graphical display suggests that would

start at the same time.

Unlike the Gantt charts the PERT/CPM networks can be used as forecasting

models, producing the likely outcome of the project as well as other risk

information. In this way, they support "what-jr analysis and therefore can be used

for experimentation of different planning alternatives. The project plan can

therefore be improved in an iterative manner, prior to implementation, until a

satisfactory outcome is achieved. The way in which a PERT/CPM network is used

as a test-bed model is based on some main concepts and calculations. Extensive

research in this field been carried out to over-time to consider a wider range of

factors and conditions (e.g. GERT, Nicholas 1990). The result are increasingly

complex models, often not easy to understand by managers and which require

extensive sets of data, thereby threatening their practical implementation. It is not

the purpose of his research to explain the whole "PERT/CPM based theory", as

well as the complex mathematics involved. The core relevant concepts are here

briefly described, assuming the very basic version of PERT/CPM networks. These

are as follows:
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finish-to-start dependency - establishes that a certain task can .only start after

another task is 100% complete. For example, in figure F.9 there is a finish-to-

start dependency from "Requirements specification" and "High-level design";

. successor— task which start is restrained by a "finish-to-start" dependency. For

example, "Detailed design " is successor of "Requirements specification":

predecessor— task which restrains the start of another task in a "finish-to-start"

dependency. For example, "Requirements specification" is predecessor of

"High-level design";

path - complete sequence of tasks, from the beginning of the project to the end

of the project, links through "finish-to-start" dependencies. For example, in

figure F.9 two paths can be identified;

path duration - sum of the duration of the tasks that make the path. It is the

time that would take to complete the sequence of tasks if there were no other

restrictions;

critical path - path in the whole PERT/CPM network which has the longest

duration. This is the path that imposes the duration of the whole project (e.g.

path in red in figure F.9);

. earliest start - earliest date that is feasible to start a task (i.e. without violating

any "start-to-finish" dependency);

. latest start - latest date that a task can start without the delaying the project

completion date;

. earliest finish - earliest date that is feasible to complete a task;

. latest finish - latest date that is feasible to complete a task without delaying the

project duration;

. total float - time the completion date of a task can be delayed without delaying

the completion of the whole project;

. local float - time that the completion date of a task can be delayed without

delaying the start date of any of its successors (and thus of any other task);

• critical task - task that belongs to the critical path;

• near-critical path - path which tasks have very small total floats and thus, a

minor delay can transform the path into a critical path;

• near-critical task - task with a very small total float.
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The proposed definitions are simplified as much as possible. For example, floats

can be split into "floats to the leff' and "floats to the right". If other types of

dependencies are considered, like "start-to-start" (i.e. a task can only start after

another task has also started), then the definitions above would have to be revised

and new concepts would e considered. Nevertheless, any enhancement of the

PERT/CPM model is based on core set of concepts proposed above.

The use of the PERT/CPM model is based on the following calculations:

(1) earliest start and earliest finish of each task;

(2) latest finish and latest start of each task;

(3) total and local float of each task.

The calculations in (1) are based on the "scanning of the network from the left to

the right. The duration of the tasks in each path are accumulated generating the

earliest start and finishing dates. The calculations in (2) are based on the

"scanning" from the right to the left, where the duration of each tasks is subtracted

from the project completion date, generating the latest finishing and start dates.

The calculation of the total float for each task in (3) is simply equals the difference

between its latest and earliest dates. The calculation of the local float is equals the

minimum of the earliest start dates of its successors, minus its earliest finish. At

the end of the process the critical path is identified (i.e. path with the longest

duration), the estimated project completion date is determined (i.e. completion date

of last task in the network), and the critical tasks are identified (i.e. the ones that

belong to the critical path and have no total float).

The results from this analysis determined the dates when project tasks should start

and finish, as well as the overall over-time profiles of resources required. It also

provides information which can help the project manager. The recommendations

can be summarised as follows:

critical tasks should be given priority. This includes resource allocation, quality

of resources employed, and rigour of managerial control. If these tasks are

delayed, the whole project will get delayed and resource requirements over-

time change;
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• near-critical tasks should be given special attention. These tasks have a very

small float and hence deserve to be treated almost as if they were critical;

• tasks with a considerable total float but with no or small local float require some

attention. If these tasks are delayed, the whole project may not get delayed but

this will have an impact on the start of other tasks, which in turn can have

important implications regarding resource scheduling;

• a project plan where, overall, tasks have shoft floats can be risky. This often

means that the plan was "compressed" as much as possible in order to reduce

the overall project duration. A plan like this makes the project very sensitive to

problems and delays in individual tasks. The whole project can easily get

delayed and the profile over-time of resource requirements also changes - in

both cases, there can be serious cost impacts; various quality impacts can also

result from this. Indices like "average float" across all tasks can be produced to

provide an indication of the overall project risk level.

As mentioned, the PERT/CPM model can be used as a "test-bed" model to assess

the outcome of alternative plans and planning decisions. The project plan can be

changed in many different ways. There are some typical re-planning actions, some

of which can be automated, or semi-automated, using software tools which

implement goal-seeking and trial-and-error algorithms. These are as follows:

• keep the overall resource availability and reduce the project duration to a

minimum. This re-planning action is based on an iterative process of

transferring resources from non-critical tasks to the critical tasks. This is based

on the assumption that the tasks' duration reduces as more resources are

allocated to them. As critical tasks get more resources, the overall critical path

duration is reduced. At the same time, non-critical tasks get their floats

reduced. Throughout the process, the critical path can change several times.

This leads to a "compressed plan" with a minimum shorter duration, but much

more sensitive to delays in the individual tasks, hence more risky. No additional

resources are added to the project;

• "crashing" the plan - the project duration is reduced by adding resources to the

project and allocating them to the critical tasks. This process is similar to the

previous ones except that resources are added to the project and hence leads

to a more expensive solution. However, the overall floats might not be so small
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and hence the plan might be less risky. It is generally assumed that there is a

limit to reduce the duration of each individual task, and hence there is a

minimum possible level of "crashing";

"crashing" tasks - the elementary action of adding more resources to an

individual tasks, reducing its duration;

resource levelling - this re-planning action making use of the available floats,

the tasks are re-scheduled so that the project duration does not change but the

overall profile of resources required over-time is "levelled". This means that the

profiles will be more stable and have less variations (i.e. less "up and downs").

There are various advantages in having stable nearly-constant resources

profiles. Sometimes, acceptable solution require the project duration to be

extended;

. resource loading - same as the previous one, but the aim this time is to prevent

that a specified maximum level of resources is not exceeded. This can result,

for example, from space constraints or from equipment availability. The

solution leads to a resource profile which does not exceed a certain maximum

level, regardless of its shape over-time. Sometimes, a feasible solution may

require the project duration to be extended.

The specific re-planning actions that can be implemented in a plan are numerous.

Apart from changing resource allocation to the project and resource scheduling

among the tasks, and changing the tasks start and finishing dates, there are other

possible re-planning actions: tasks can be added or removed from the project plan,

tasks can be aggregated or dis-aggregated to increase work concurrency,

technological dependencies can also be added or removed. The PERT/CPM

network may also consider dependencies from external deliverables (e.g. sub-

contracted work), which can also be the basis to conceive re-planning decisions.

All these actions will have a certain impact on the project outcome. The advantage

of the PERT/CPM network as a "what-if' model is that it provides a forecast of the

likely impacts on the project outcome. Within this context, the PERT/CPM network

plan can be considered as a "black-box model", as shown in figure F.1O below.

The output of the model provides results in terms of time, cost, resources and

floats (which can be seen as indication of risk). Therefore the model can be used
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to identify solutions that best balance these four aspects of the project outcome, in

particular to assess cost-time trade-offs.

INPUTS:
•Tasks
•Tasks dependencies
•Tasks' schedules
•Resources allocation to project
•Resources scheduling to tasks
• External deliverables

RE-PLANNING AC11ONS:
• Compress project duration
• Add more resources to project
• Change tasks schedules
• Re-schedule resources
• Resource levelling
• Resource loading
• Add/remove tasks
• Aggregateldis-aggregate tasks
• Add/remove dependencies

OUTPUT:
Tasks' schedules
Tasks' floats

_, Resources requirements
Resources usage
Project duration
Project cost
Project cunulalive cost

4

PERTICPM
Network

Figure F.1O - The PERT/CPM network plan as a "black-box" model for "what-if"
analyses

The PERT/CPM technique as described above is centred around the identification

of the critical path and on the assumption that the tasks' duration can be reduced

by employing more resources. This allows to developed alternative plans on the

basis of cost-time trade-offs. The concept of "floar' is important because it

provides an objective indication of risks and is the basis to devise efficient re-

planning actions (e.g. less duration with the same resources).

As already mentioned, PERT and CPM are different techniques. As described

above, the PERT/CPM analysis corresponds to CPM. Overall, the CPM analyses

suggests that the project cost follows a U-curve, as a function of the duration. This

is illustrated in figure F. 11 below. The total project cost includes all the types of

cost, direct, indirect and penalties for delays. The more resources are added to the

project in order to crash the activities, the project duration is reduced but at the

expense of more cost. This is only feasible down to a lower limit of duration. On

the other hand, if less resources are allocated to the project, the project cost

reduces at the expense of more time. After a certain point, the project cost tends
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to increase again due to high penalties for late completion. In theory the optimum

plan that CPM aims at identifying is the one that leads to the minimum cost - i.e.

the optimum trade-off between cost and time.

Mm Duration	
LJUILIUuI

4---------------------------------------*

More resources 	 Less resources

Figure F.11 - The project cost U-curve derived from CPM analysis

The PERT technique was conceived to model large-scale R&D projects, where

there was a high uncertainty regarding the tasks' duration. Like CPM, PERT is

based on the logical network of tasks and on the critical path. The main difference

between PERT and CPM is that PERT considers that the tasks' duration follows a

probabilistic distribution, instead of a deterministic estimate. This is, once

resources have been allocated to the project tasks, the likely duration of each task

is uncertain. PERT assumes that this uncertainty can be properly modelled by a

three-point time estimates of duration: (a) optimistic, (m) most likely and (b)

pessimistic. Therefore, instead of a single estimate, three estimates are proposed

for each task. PERT then assumes that the duration of each task follows a beta

distribution (Nicholas 1990). The expected duration (U) and associated variance

(V) of each task are calculated as follows:

• U = (a+4*m+b)16

• V = ((b-a)16 )'2
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The project critical path is identified as in CPM based on the expected duration (U).

Once identified, it is considered that the overall project duration follows a normal

random distribution with the following parameters:

• Mean = Sum of U of all tasks;

• Variance = Sum of V of all tasks.

Based on this probability distribution for the duration of the whole project, the

cumulative distribution is then used to answer two types of questions:

• what is the probability that the project is completed before day x?

• what is the project duration that ensures p% of success?

Based on this analysis, the project manager can decide about a specific project

duration for the project, while being aware of the probability of success. Tasks are

then scheduled as appropriate in order to meet this target. The PERT analysis can

also be applied to sub-phases of the project, allowing the project manager to

estimate the probability of schedule related risks (e.g. what is the probability of the

design phase to be late a certain number of weeks). Re-planning actions can be

devised so that the project schedule becomes more likely (i.e. higher probability of

success). The overall process of PERT analysis is illustrated in figure F.12. The

overall process is iterative as results from the analysis are used to improve the plan

until a satisfactory outcome is achieved.
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dDfl

T 
//E

Re-planninq decisions:	 QUES11ONS:• resource allocation and scheduling	 • Wriat is the probability of conpleting before day x?
• tasks dependencies 	 • What rrpoetion date ensures p% of success?
• others

Figure F.12 — Overview of PERT analysis process

The PERT analysis technique was developed to provide the project manager with a

probabilistic analysis of the project, without requiring too many calculations.

However, while a useful approach, and because of its simplicity, the PERT analysis

has two main limitations: (i) it models uncertainty in all critical tasks only in the form

of a beta distribution, and (ii) it considers uncertainty only in the critical path based

on expected tasks' duration. It can be argued that depending on the nature of the

work carried out within the tasks, the schedule uncertainty does not follow always a

bet type of random distribution. Other types of distributions can be more

appropriate. The second limitation is more serious: if all tasks in the network have

an uncertain duration, then all paths have a potential to become critical (not just the

one identified as critical based on the expected deterministic values). For example,

the probability of the project being finished beyond week 100 is equals the sum of

the individual probability all paths in the network exceeding that date. Not

surprisingly, the PERT analysis provides optimistic estimates (Nicholas 1990).

These two limitations of PERT were perhaps acceptable when the computing time

required for statistical calculations was very expensive. Nowadays, this is no

longer a problem.
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In order to overcome the limitations of PERT, the Monte Carlo simulation technique

applied to the logical network became a popular alternative. The Monte Carlo

technique is based on a sampling simulation process as follows:

. any task in the logical network can be modelled by any type of random

distribution (from typical analytical functions, like the normal or exponential

distributions, user-defined functions or frequency histograms);

"project occurrences" are simulated by taking a sample duration from all

uncertain tasks. Each occurrence is a project sample;

. for each project sample, the critical path duration is calculated and stored in a

results frequency histogram;

the project is sampled many times until the results frequency histogram

becomes stable. The histogram describes the probability function of the project

duration;

. the cumulative probability function is generated. A PERT like analysis can be

carried out based on this function: "what is the probability of the project

duration being less than x weeks?", "what is the completion date that ensures a

p% probability of success?".

The iterative process of applying the Monte Carlo technique is similar to the PERT

process shown in figure F.12. The main differences are in the inputs and in the

calculation process that generates the project duration probability function, Instead

of three-point estimates, the project manager provides a specific probability

function for the duration of the uncertain task (which can be a beta-function, if

appropriate). Unlike PERT, all tasks can be given an uncertain duration. The

calculation of the project duration probability function is based on a sampling

process that considers all tasks in the network, and thereby occurrences of all of its

paths. Overall, the Monte Carlo technique allows for a potentially more rigorous

and flexible modelling of the project uncertainties and produces more accurate

(less optimistic) results than the PERT technique, It requires a much more

computing power. Nowadays, many PERT/CPM software tools support the

implementation of the Monte Carlo analysis.

Because of its probabilistic analysis, PERT and Monte Carlo are often referred to

as risk analysis techniques. They can be used to identify risks and provide
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important quantitative information to be included in the "risk register" described

above.

Gantt charts and PERT/CPM are nowadays used as a single tool. Because

PERT/CPM considers precedence relationships as an input and because tasks'

schedules must respect these constraints, Gantt charts became an output of the

PERT/CPM model. In other words, they are used as a friendly and intuitive way of

displaying the project schedule generated by the PERT/CPM network.

Like all other techniques described so far, Gantt charts and PERT/CPM networks

are not intended to be static throughout the project life-cycle. They are the ultimate

description of the project operational plan. As such, they are continuously updated

and readjusted to reflect the implementation of re-planning actions. Once more, it

is a good practise to keep a record of past versions in the project management

information system. Project performance is often assessed through a comparison

against a previous version of the plan, typically referred to as "baseline plan".

The set of techniques described so far are primarily used within the project

management planning function. They are first used to developed the initial work

plan for the project. As this plan is implemented they are generally updated with

actual results. As a new forecast of the future is produced, they are then used to

re-plan the remaining project work, if necessary. The last set of standard

techniques commonly used in project management are used to monitor progress.

Their role is to assess and evaluate the project status against the targets.

"Earned value" and other control metrics / indices

Project control is based on the continuous monitoring of the project status,

identification of deviations, and implementation of re-planning actions. The

techniques described above are used to support the development of re-planning

actions. There are also techniques developed for project management purposes,

which are used to support the monitoring of the project status and identification of

deviations. These techniques are based on the measurement of the project status

and comparison against the targets. This implies the collection of data and further
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production of metrics and indices. The overall technique of project control which

specifies these metrics and indices is commonly referred to as Earned Vatue

Management (EVM).

Project control can be thought of controlling individually each of the project

objectives: cost, schedule, scope or functionality, and quality. Product functionality

and quality are difficult to measure. Traditional project management control

techniques therefore focus on cost and schedule control. Scope is also the focus

of control but often this is not considered the same as product functionality.

Controlling the product functionality is aimed at ensuring that the right product is

being developed. This means, the product will do what the Client asked for. This

is obviously a project objective difficult to measure. This control process is based

on the continuous revision of the product requirements specification document, and

on the observation of the product. The requirements specifications document

specifies what the product is supposed to do and is the basis of the product

technical design. This document is continuously revised in internal meetings within

the project team and in external meetings with the Client. Changes to this

document should be reflected in changes the product under development. As the

product becomes more tangible throughout the development life-cycle, its actual or

potential functionality is observed and compared against the specifications. It is

nowadays generally recognised that the Client should be involved as much as

possible in this process. Experience shows that most problems with this project

objective are due to differences in the interpretation of the requirements between

the Client and the contractor, which tend to remain unperceived until the later

stages of the life-cycle (Rodrigues and Williams 1998).

Scope defined as the sum of deliverables and services provided by the project is

mainly controlled based on the WBS technique previously described. All the work

required to developed the products and services specified in the contract must be

specified explicitly in the WBS. Accomplishment of this work means that the scope

of the project is also being delivered as planned. Changes in the project scope

must be translated to changes in the WBS.
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Controlling the product quality is aimed at ensuring that the product is being

developed in the right way. This means, the product performs the functionality

correctly. As an overall project objective, quality is also difficult to measure. This is

mainly achieved through the implementation of a quality system. This system may

already exist within the parent organisation or may be set up on purpose for the

project. A quality system implies establishing a set of standards for the project

regarding both the product being developed and the development process. It

specifies a series of quality assurance (QA) activities, which are aimed at verifying

and ensuring that the planned quality standards are being met and that quality

system itself is being implemented. As part of QA, there are quality control

activities (QC) which are aimed at monitoring project results and comparing them

against the quality targets. QC activities focus mainly on the product being

developed. Within the context of the quality system, quality planning is also an

important activity, which is carried out mainly at the beginning of the project, and is

aimed at identifying and establishing the appropriate quality standards for the

project. The establishment of a quality system is often based on the family of ISO

9000 standards, and is required for certification. There are various techniques

which can be used to support QA and QC activities. These are generally not

speciatised in project management and are therefore "borrowed" from the general

quality management field. The more common ones include: tables of raw data

about quality, Pareto analysis, correlation analysis, trend analysis and control

charts (Kerzner 1998, PMI 1998).

Controlling the cost and schedule is aimed at ensuring that the project is completed

on time and within budget. These are quantifiable and highly inter-related project

objectives. These are the focus on the project management specialised technique

called Earned Value Management (EVM). EVM is based on a bottom-up approach:

the detailed tasks at the bottom of the WBS, which were scheduled in the

PERT/CPM network, are monitored individually. The results are then aggregated

up to the top of the project. This process ensures that deviations from the targets

are first identified at the detailed level and it is therefore easier to identify the

causes. For each WBS elementary task the following "status metrics" are

calculated:
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• IACWP - actual cost spent with the work already performed. This is obtained

from all types of costs which were booked to the task. This is what was actually

spent up to present;

BCWP - budgeted cost of work already performed. This is obtained by

identifying the amount of work already accomplished in the task and then

identifying the budget which in the initial plan was allocated to this work. This

is what should have been spent up to present if the work had cost as planned;

BCWS - budgeted cost of work scheduled. This is obtained by identifying the

amount of work which according to the initial plan should have been

accomplished up to present, and from there identify the budget allocated to it in

that plan. This is what should have been spent up to present if the work had

been accomplished ad had cost as planned.

Once calculated for the elementary tasks in the WBS, these metrics can be

calculated up the WBS for the other aggregate tasks. Based on these three status

metrics, the following performance metrics are calculated for each task:

CV (cost variance) = BCWP - ACWP. This indicates whether the work already

accomplished is costing more or less than planned. A positive value indicates a

cost saving and a negative value a cost overrun;

SV (schedule variance) = BCWP— BCWS. This indicates whether more or less

work has been accomplished against the schedule. A positive va'ue indicates

the budget value of the work, which is ahead of schedule. A negative value

indicates the budget value of the work, which is behind schedule;

A V (accounting variance) = BCWS - ACWP. This indicates whether more or

less effort has been spent up to present than initially planned. A positive value

means less effort and a negative value means more effort has been spent than

planned;

TV (time variance) = present - t, where BCWP[tJ = BCWS[presentj. This

indicated how much time the work is ahead or behind schedule. A positive

value indicates that the work is ahead and a negative value indicates that the

work is behind schedule.

The three status metrics ACWP, BCWP and BCWS are generally displayed in a

graph over-time, as shown in figure F.13. This provides an intuitive overview of
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how performance has been evolving in each task and in the project overall. The

performance metrics CV, SV and AV mentioned above can be easily identified by

comparing the vertical differences between the respective curves at any moment in

time. The TV metric can be identified as the horizontal difference between the

BCWP and BCWS, in relation to the present value of BCWS. In this example,

after 20 days the work was ahead of schedule (around 5 days), the work

accomplished was costing less than planned, and less effort was spent than

planned for that moment in time.

_1	 B	 ___

Figure F.13 - Display of project status metrics over-time

There are also two additional performance indices which are commonly used:

• CPI(cost performance index) = BCWP/ACWP. If greater than 1 means good

cost performance, as the work is costing less than planned;

• SPI (schedule performance index) = BCWP/BCWS. If greater than I means

good schedule performance, as work is ahead schedule.

These two indices provide relative measure of project performance in the two

dimensions of schedule and cost. These indices can also be displayed over-time

as shown in figure F.14(a). However, they provide an even more intuitive overview

of joint cost-schedule performance if displayed in a XY graph, as show n in figure

F.14(b). This alternative representation provides a "radar-like" display, with four
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areas of performance. The ideal area of performance is at the top-left and the

worse at the bottom-right. The performance as planning is at the centre at the

graph. The numbers in the curve identify the moment in time when the

performance as assessed and plotted in the graph. It is therefore possible to

observe how the joint cost-time performance of the specific task or project evolves

Poa schedule	 • Gcod schedule
Gosd cost	 Gwd cost

05	 0.75	 125	 1,5

0.75

Pocr schedule	 Gcod schedule
Pocr cost	 Poa cost

0,5

spi

(a) Plot of CPI and SPI over-time	 (b) Radar-like" XV plot of SPI and CPI

Figure F.14 - Visual display of project performance indices SPI and CPI

Overall, these indices and previous status and performance metrics provide the

project manager with a certain visibility of the project status. Because they are

calculated for each task in the WBS, it is possible to know which areas of the

project are exhibiting good performance and where problems are occurring. Used

in this way, they can also provide some guidance to the possible causes of delays

and over-runs. The overall technique is called Earned Value Management

because it is based on the metric BCWP, which often referred to as the value

which was earned from the initial budget with the work currently accomplished.

Together with the metrics above, two estimates are generally produced: the

estimated cost to complete the remaining work of the project (CTC), and the

estimated cost at completion (CAC). There different ways of producing these two

estimates, but the condition CAC = ACWP + CTC must be respected. The earned

value is often calculated as: Initial budget - CTC. This gives a measure of how

much the work accomplished so far really values against the initial budget, given

the effort remaining. This is not necessarily the same as the BCWP and therefore

constitutes an alternative calculation and interpretation of the concept. The overall
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EMV approach was developed on purpose for project management. It focuses on

cost and time, but it does not address quality and product functionality issues

explicitly.
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Overview and structure of this appendix

In this appendix a detailed literature review is carried out as the basis to discuss the

state of the art in the two areas of project management and System Dynamics.

While the literature review in project management is not exhaustive, the brief

description of the project management process is further extended in appendices E

and F. There are two main reasons for this: first, the current state-of-art in project

management has been compiled over-time in a number of good books. The ones

here considered include Nicholas (1990), Turner (1993), the PMBOK (PMI 1996)

and Kerzner (1998) (all well recognised pieces of work). The PMBOK is updated

regularly by the Project Management Institute (PMI), USA, with the primary aim of

compiling this state-of-art. The extensive description of the project management

process presented in appendix E is the author's own. It is primarily aimed at

providing a dynamic framework, wherein the application of System Dynamics will

be easier to conceptualise and understand. The literature review also identifies

some of the relevant developments, provides evidence that project failure has

been a major problem, discusses and analyses the causes of this failure, and

thereby tries to identify what is missing in the traditional approach. In the

theoretical arena, the development of new techniques and improvement of existing

ones is quite extensive. It is not the purpose of this research to cover all these

developments in detail. Some relevant ones were selected, many of which are

detailed in Williams (1997). Regarding evidence of project failure, there is an

excellent piece of work from Moms and Hough (1987), which diagnosis some major

projects. There are other studies available in the literature which provide evidence

that project failure has been a problem for this purpose, two recent surveys are

referenced in this section. The aim was to identify reasonable evidence that

project failure is a current problem and that the main causes are of strategic,

human and systemic nature. This argument is put forward in this chapter and is a

core motivation for the research here presented.
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The appendix focuses exclusively on reviewing the "state-of-arf of project

management. First, a brief discussion of what are projects and project

management is presented. This covers the definition of some basic concepts, the

main characteristics of projects, the project life-cycle, the parties involved and the

project organisational issues. The foflowing sub-section provides a review of the

traditional project management framework. This covers the two main aspects of

project management: (I) the process, and (ii) the tools, procedures and techniques

employed within. For the sake of simplicity, the process presented is based on the

standard framework proposed by the Project Management Institute (PMI 1996).

The author's own view is presented in appendix E, which is important in the context

of this research. A more exhaustive description of the tools and techniques

identified is also presented in appendix F. The following sub-section provides a

brief description of the current scenario in project management, which comprises

two main issues: "management by projects" and "project failure". This highlights

the urgent need for improvements. But why do projects fail? The following section

provides a brief rationale discussion regarding the nature of project failure.

Strategic issues and human factors are the core of this discussion. Project

management is not stagnated field. Since the emergence of the first techniques in

the late 1920s, further developments have been underway. Are these addressing

the causes of project failure? The next section provides a review of the more

relevant developments and discusses whether the real causes of failure are being

tackled. The final sub-section raises the question of what might be missing in the

project management discipline. It is concluded that a more systemic view is

required. Recent applications of System Dynamics to project management suggest

that this technique has the potential to address this need. This will be analysed in

detail in the following main section of this chapter.

What are projects and project management?

Overview

This research focuses on the development of an enhanced project management

methodology, which will allow organisations to implement projects more
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successfully. his therefore important to clarify at this stage the basic concepts of

project and project management.

Project management is an increasingly crucial activity for most companies'

businesses, and to the society in general. Social welfare and companies' success

depend primarily on the success with which projects are implemented. Since the

early days of humanity that projects constitute the vehicle to implement change.

Change is here referred to in the positive and subjective sense of improving human

welfare. From the pyramids of Egypt, the Greek intellectual developments and

military campaigns, the Roman bridges, roads and aqueducts, through the

navigation techniques first developed by the Portuguese and their sea-based

military campaigns to the East, the whole expansion of the British empire, to the

Soviet and American travels to the space beyond the Earth, projects have been the

way through which humanity has progressed.

But what really are projects and project management? How different is the

challenge of managing a project nowadays than it was many centuries ago? The

economic environment and its demands on organisations' performance certainly

makes nowadays projects much more challenging in certain ways than before. In

particular, time constrains are much tighter. In order to respond effectively to these

increasingly adverse conditions, a whole science for managing projects, made up

of various elements of knowledge, has been developing over time. This is

commonly referred to as the science of Project Management.

There is some excellent updated literature available where more or less detailed

discussions about the concept of project and project management are presented

(e.g. Nicholas 1990, Turner 1993, Kerzner 1998). It is not the purpose of this

research to develop a further exhaustive conceptual analyses of these definitions

nor to advance the science in this respect. The purpose of this section is just to

provide a summary of the key aspects commonly agreed in the dominant literature,

in principle shared by practitioners, and which are relevant for the purpose of the

research herein presented. This includes the following topics: a basic definition of

the concepts "project", "program" and "project management", the project main

characteristics, the project life-cycle, the parties involved or stakeholders of a
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project, and the organisational project issues. These topics will be briefly

discussed separately in the following sub-sections. The project management

process and the procedures, tools and techniques employed within this process are

discussed in the following section. This constitutes the traditional project

management framework,

Basic definitions: projeci, program and project management

There is at least one good reason to develop a rigorous definition of what a project

is: to recognise those endeavours where the application of project management is

appropriate. In fact, Project Management emerged as a science of its own

because the application of the conventional functional management approach to

certain type of efforts had proven very limited. On the other hand, applying project

management to efforts which are not projects will probably produce bad results. A

second reason to develop a rigorous definition is the deeper understanding it

provides about the comp'exities involved in managing a project.

Various definitions of a project can be found in the literature. For example, the

Project Management Institute (PMI) (1996) provides the following definition: "... a

temporary endeavour undertaken to create a unique product or service." This is a

useful simple definition, but it certainly has some limitations. It identifies two key

characteristics of a project: temporary and unique. However, not all temporary and

unique human endeavours are projects. In particular, the concept of uniqueness is

a subtle one: on the one hand it is relative to the entity that carries out the

endeavour, and on the other hand, strictly speaking, every event is unique as

nothing is repeated. Kerzner (1998) proposes that a project can be defined based

on the concept of a program, which NASA defines as: "A relative series of

undertakings that continuous over a period of time (normally years) and that are

designed to accomplish a broad, scientific or technical goal...". A project is one of

these undertakings, which has a scheduled beginning and end and involves some

primary purpose (Kerzner 1998). Nicholas (1990), instead of proposing a specific

definition identifies a relatively long list of characteristics that every project will

have. Turner (1993) explores this problem into some detail and proposes a more

thorough and complete definition: "An endeavour in which human, material and
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financial resources are organised in a novel way, to undertake an unique scope of

work, of given specification, within constrains of cost and time, so as to achieve a

beneficial change defined by quantitative and qualitative objectives." This definition

will be used as the basic concept for the purpose of this research. A sub-set of

Turner's projects will be considered, narrowing the scope of the definition down to

tangible projects. This simplification is considered as useful because it creates

clear boundaries for the scope of this research. The work here proposed may well

be validly extended to other Turner's projects, but that will not be of explicit concern

hereafter. The definition proposed for the scope of this research is therefore as

follows:

Project:

a complex and unique undertaking aimed at the design, realization and delivery of

a tangible product.

This definition implies that the projects herein considered deliver a tangible product.

The development of this product comprises the two main phases of design followed

by realization. Design comprises the work required to conceive the product and

specify what it is. This includes identifying the functionality it delivers to the user

and the general technical characteristics required to support such functionality.

The latter phase of "realization" comprises the work required to actually "physically"

build the product. In a particular project, this can be construction, production, or

any another "realization" type of activity, depending on the specific industry. Within

this generic definition various types of projects an be considered, like software

development, conceptualisation and implementation of information systems,

shipbuilding, civil construction, general R&D, among others. It is not the purpose of

this research to specify the full set of real world projects which would fall within the

proposed definition. It is assumed that, in the face of a specific project, this

definition is objective enough for someone to decide whether it faIls in the context

of this research.

The term "program" is often commonly used as an alternative to "project".

However, programs and projects are different. There are at least two reasons why

the terms are often used interchangeably: programs often result from complex
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projects, and for the sake of management the control framework used, including

tools and techniques, is the same in both cases. Various definitions of program

management can be found in the literature differentiating programs from projects

(e.g. see Reiss in Williams 1997). Kerzner (1998) proposes NASA's definition

mentioned above, and uses the terms interchangeably. On the other hand,

Nicholas (1990) stresses the key differences between the two concepts. Despite

the similarities, he argues, these differences have some implications for the

management process which must be taken into account. Turner (1993) also

examines the differences between the two concepts. He defined programs as "...a

group of projects which are managed in a co-ordinated way, to deliver benefits that

would not be possible were the projects managed independently." This definition

stresses the important concept that a program is more than just the simple sum of

various projects, and thereby that managing a program is not the same as

managing a set of projects independently one another. Programs therefore have a

lot to do with exploring the synergies and all types of relationships among projects,

including the competition for various types of resources. Turner (1993) also

stresses that programs have more diffuse objectives, hence less concrete than in

projects. He further puts programs in the context of setting business strategies and

directing various projects towards those strategic objectives. This implies that

programs have a longer term perspective than projects. An important result of this

definition is that program management involves certain management activities not

present in a project alone: selecting projects, co-ordinating the projects by creating

and managing interfaces, and assigning and controlling priorities among the

projects. Creating programs through the development of "projects plans" is

focused on the strategic management of the company's business activity.

Managing interfaces and priorities is something which is not the concern of

individual the management of a project. Not only programs have some differences

in terms of management, as Turners definition also suggests that what makes a

program is not just the complexity of a project. Williams (1997) discusses the

concept of complex projects in some depth and under various perspectives (e.g.

structural, organisationat, time-related, uncertainty). This discussion does not

suggests that a complex project is a program. Nicholas (1990) provides a good

discussion of the practical differences between the two concepts, which he

summaries in three aspects:
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programs extend over a longer time-horizon (five or more years);

• projects as individual events are dissolved after the end-product is delivered.

On the other hand, program tend to cover the whole life-cycle of the various

systems delivered, so that the strategic objectives can be achieved;

. program management requires the explicit consideration that the project

manager will change over the course of the program. No one single person can

therefore be accountable responsible for the outcome.

In this research, the object of analysis is the individual management of a single

project. However, just like most elements o the project management framework

are applicable to program management, most of the output and conclusions of the

research here presented is transferable to the management of a program.

What is project management? The PMI proposes the following definition: ".. the

application of knowledge, skills, tools and techniques to project activities in order to

meet or exceed stakeholders' needs and expectations of a project." In simpler

terms, project management is a continuous undertaking primarily aimed at ensuring

that the project is completed within the objectives, and which takes place within the

context of the project. This definition has some important implications: (i) it requires

effort, (ii) it is focused on the project objectives, (iii) it takes place continuously

throughout the project life-cycle and (iv) it is part of the project implementation

process.

The PMI's definition also suggests that the ultimate objectives are to meet or

exceed stakeholders' expectations. It also suggests the employment of a certain

pie-existing knowledge about the problem.

Regarding the objectives, most project management literature refers to the project

objectives as comprising cost, time and quality (Nicholas 1990). This implies an

operational perspective of the management process, focused on the product.

Turner (1993) suggests that the project objectives should be broader, also

including scope and organisation. Whether the particular objectives of a project

refer to product related issues, to the business outcome, or even to social issues, it

will be considered in this research that they can be mapped into four main
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dimensions: cost, time, requirements (what was achieved) and quality (how well

was it achieved).

Turner (1993) argues that the management process can be considered at three

different levels: integrative, strategic and operational. The first level addresses the

need to have the project outcome in line with the company's business objectives.

The second level has to do with devising the right strategies within the project, so

that it progresses as desired. The operational level has to do with specifying and

controlling the specific tasks required to accomplish the project work according to

those strategies. This research will focus on the last two levels of project

management.

Just as the PMI assumes the pre-existence of some knowledge about how to

manage a project, Turner (1993) also argues in favour of a process. He identifies

various approaches, from the classical view of generic prob'em solving, to the

"project-specialised" view focused on the transient nature of a project, which

follows a generic life-cycle. This integrated view of process and knowledge

(including tools and techniques) leads to the traditional project management

framework, which is acknowledged and shared by most authors and organisations.

This framework is the foundation upon which the various knowledge areas are

developed and equipped with tools and techniques. For the purpose of this

research, this traditional approach will be assumed, as described in the next

section.

The main characteristics of a project

As important as recognising that we are in the presence of a project, it is also

essential to be aware of some of the key project characteristics. These have

important management implications.

Projects have certain specific characteristics which altogether make them different

from other types of human endeavours. The distinctive characteristics of projects

are typically contrasted with the other type of common human activity: routine

operations. As already mentioned, projects are the vehicle for humans to
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implement change. In contrast, routines can be seen as a way to preserve what is

created with projects. As complementary human efforts, both project and routines

form the core of human activity which creates the continuous, progressive and

sustainable change in which we live in.

Nicholas (1990) identifies the following main characteristics in a project:

a single definable purpose measured in terms of cost, schedule and

performance requirements;

• cuts across organisational lines because of complexity;

• uniqueness;

• unfamiliarity;

• temporary;

• it is a working process that follows a life-cycle.

These are all characteristics which one would recognise to be present in most

projects. They are necessarily related to the definition of the concept discussed in

the previous subsection. However, what are the crucial ones? The important issue

to address is to consider those which have a great impact on our ability to

implement a project successfully.

Turner (1990) contrasts the characteristics of project against the characteristics of

routine operations, as shown in table G.1 below. At the core of the differences is

the fact that projects are unique endeavours, whereas routines are repetitive.

Some of the project characteristics are also present in the list presented by

Nicholas (1990). In developing the table, Turner (1990) makes reference to other

various authors which also attempt to identify those characteristics that make

something to be a project.
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Projects	 Operations

Unique	 Repetitive
Finite	 Eternal
Revolutionary Change	 Evolutionary Change
Disequilibrium	 Equilibrium
Unbalanced Objectives	 Balanced Objectives
Transient Resources	 Stable Resources
Flexibility	 Stability
Effectiveness	 Efficiency
Goals	 Roles

[able G.1 - Projects versus operations (Turner 1990)

Turner (1990) also argues that these different characteristics bring about some

important "cultural" differences, as shown in table G.2 below.

Projects	 Operations

Flexible Environment	 Stable Environment
Effectiveness must be present to the	 Trough Fffl become increasingly
achievement of the objectives 	 more efficient
People's behaviour is goal oriented	 Each person fulfils a role defined

_____________________________________ by precedent
- 1-taDitual Incremental Improvement

Table G.2 - Projects versus operations: cuttural differences that arise from the
different characteristics (Turner 1990)

Perhaps a key issue missed out in these discussions is that some of the most

important characteristics of a project are relative to the entity which will carry out

the endeavour. For example, let us consider what appears to be one of the crucial

characteristics: a project is unique. However, ultimately every human effort is

unique. Therefore, for an effort to become a project it has to be "unique enough".

This means, different enough from everything else possibly similar that has been

done before. Uniqueness is not a binary concept. Instead, it belongs to a scale.

Figure G.1 below illustrates this concept.

Roitine
Opertios:	 Piv

-.
—:	 -

Totally	 .LLe,elofuiiqune	 Totally
Repetitive	 Uinqie

Figure G.1 - The level of uniqueness as a determinant of a project
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A second issue about uniqueness has to do with the potential different dimensions

of the concept, like:

• the product or service to be developed;

• the objectives imposed on the project;

• the entity or entities that carry out the project;

• the Client and other stakeholders with interest in the project;

• the work required to accomplish the project;

• the way in which the project work is going to be accomplished;

• the location, society, legislation and other environmental conditions within which

the project is going to be accomplished.

In many cases, it may be necessary that only one of these dimensions brings

enough uniqueness to an endeavour so that it can be considered as a project (and

thereby managed as such). Nevertheless, uniqueness on its own does not turn a

human effort into a project.

Another crucial characteristic present in these studies is the concept of complexity.

A project is complex, which has various implications in the way it needs to be

accomplished. For example, it requires some level of organisation. However, this

is another relative concept. Like uniqueness, complexity can be considered in

various dimensions: the product can be the source of complexity; or a Client with

unclear requirements and disruptive behaviour can be the source of complexity; or

it can be that complexity stems from the conflicts of interests among the various

stakeholders. Comp'exity brings about other characteristics of projects, like the

fact that it crosses various organisational lines. However, like uniqueness,

complexity on its own does not turn a human effort into a project. For example,

some routine operations performed in certain production systems are complex. But

they are not projects because they have been repeated many times before (i.e. in a

very similar way), and so there is knowledge, a priori, about how to best implement

them.

However, combining complexity with uniqueness leads to certain types of human

efforts most of which will be projects. Doing something never done before, which is
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difficult to anticipate how to do it with success, looks like a project. Being both

relative concepts, complexity and uniqueness can be considered as generating a

two-dimensional space of human efforts. Within this space, some organisations

will classify some human efforts as projects. Two different organisations may

classify the same human effort differently. This is illustrated in figure G.2. Afl

projects need a minimum level of complexity and uniqueness (MinComp and

MinUniqu respectively in figure G.2). Depending on their personal perceptions, the

organisations which will invest effort in implementing the human effort (referred to

as "investors" in figure G.2), will position such effort somewhere in this two-

dimensional space of "complexity x uniqueness". A possible line in this space

separates operations from projects. For a certain human effort to be a project, the

investor must perceive enough complexity and uniqueness so that this is positioned

beyond this line. For example, in figure G.2 investor A considers a certain human

effort as a project whereas investor B considers it as routine.

Totally
Trivial

Figure G.2 - Projects within the space of complexity and uniqueness

Complexity and uniqueness bring about a project, but they are not sufficient

conditions on their own. Another crucial characteristic of a project identified by

both Nicholas (1990) and Turner (1990), is that projects are finite endeavours. This

is a very objective characteristic, thus very easy to identify. However, it also has

important managerial implications and brings about other project characteristics.

For example, the project team, which is organised in a certain way, will be

disbanded in the end of the project. The temporary nature of a project is also

strongly linked to the fact that projects follow a life-cycle, as argued by Nicholas

(1990). This is another important characteristic of a project. There are various
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possible structures for a project life-cycle, but in general it will cover the phases of

growth, maturity and death.

Also related to their temporary nature, is the fact that projects have well defined

and finite objectives. A crucial characteristic of projects is that at least four of these

objectives, cost, time, quality and requirements, are unbalanced, as pointed out by

Turner (1990). This is, they compete one another. In order for a better

performance to be achieved in a certain objective, one or more of the others will

have to be sacrificed. This important characteristic of projects is illustrated in figure

G.3. "Pressing" in one of the objectives means taking an action to improve the

project in that dimension. As a secondary result, one or more of the others will be

"pushed back" (meaning poorer performance).

Figure G.3 - The four competing objectives of a project

This particular characteristic has a tremendous impact on the management process

of a project. Managing a project consists in controlling its outcome towards the

specified objectives. Once a deviation in one of the objectives occurs, the project

manager will try to take actions in order to improve the project performance in that

dimension. Because the objectives are unbalanced, this means that almost always

as, and a secondary impact, the project will deviate from one of the other

objectives (e.g. reducing the estimated completion time by recruiting more

resources, or by reducing the quality of the product).
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Uniqueness, complexity, finite and unbalanced objectives of cost, time quality and

requirements are proposed here as the primary characteristics which make a

human effort to be a project. It is important to note that the objectives of a project

are related to the achievement of a desired change. As a result there are various

other characteristics of projects which have important implications in terms of

management. Among these there are two worth pointing out: (1) projects require

temporary resources, and (2) for a project to be feasible it requires that work and

resources are planned for and are organised. The temporary nature of the

resources is critical because it implies that their allocation to the project needs to be

planned according to the work requirements. This way, if changes to the planned

work progress occur then the currently planned allocation of resources tends to

become counter-productive and needs to be adjusted immediately. Responding

quickly and effectively to the new changing demands is not easy and, in general, is

costly. Regarding the need to plan and organise, in general, it is only possible to

develop the project's product if work and resources are subjected to a minimum

level of organisation. Not all work can be accomplished at once and not all

resources can work at the same time. There are work precedence relationships

that need to be respected and tasks need to be accomplished by groups of

individuals working as teams. Without a minimum level of organisation, problems

with work accomplishment would cause the project to collapse. The immediate

impact of this characteristic is that a detailed work plan needs to be devised,

monitored and readjusted as required.

A final characteristic of project which is worth mentioning is the fact that projects

are often subjected to the interests of various stakeholders. In many cases, the

Client to whom the product will be delivered is not the only stakeholder in the

project. In the first place, the Client can be made up of various entities, persons or

organisations. Secondly, within complex social and political environments some

projects will have an impact on many other parties, than just the Client. For

example, ecological organisations, unions, social organisations, economic lobbies,

governments, competitors, partners and alike may all have an interest on the

project outcome. Stakeholders can have different levels of importance and of

power over the project. Often, stakeholders which are not considered as important

in the light of the project objectives, but which are powerful (i.e. can affect the
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project), must be given much attention. The main impact in terms of management

is that it requires flexibility. The project manager must follow flexible plans capable

of accommodating changes that stem from the various pressures and needs of the

stakeholders.

Table G.3 summarises the main project characteristics and their impacts on the

management process. Most of the difficulties inherent to managing a project result

from these impacts: the uncertainty, the difficulty in anticipating outcomes, the tight

deadlines, the trade-offs that need to be made, and so forth. In great part, this

unstable scenario wherein projects stake place is what makes successful project

management a major challenge. It has caused the project management discipline

to emerge, moving away from the traditional functional-based management

(Nicholas 1990).

Characteristic	 Impacts on management

Unique	 Uncertainty about the problems to be faced and about the
outcome of decisions

Complex	 Difficulty in anticipating impacts of actions and thereby in
identifying effective solutions to problems

Finite	 Imposes intermediate deadlines which get tighter as the project
progresses

Life-cycle	 Imposes a sequence on the type of work and different problems
that need to be addressed over-time

Unbalanced objectives 	 Decisions need to be devised on a trade-off basis among the
objectives

Temporary resources	 Requires continuous resource planning

Requires organisation	 Requires a detailed plan, to be monitored and updated as
required

Various stakeholders	 Flexibility to accommodate conflicting interests and consequent
changes to the objectives

Fable G.3 - Main project characteristics and their impacts on management
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The project life-cycle

By their nature, projects are transient undertakings. The whole course of events

taking place throughout a project changes over time. For example, the resources

employed, the type of work being performed, the key managerial concerns, the

sub-products being produced, and the priorities between cost, time and quality. In

order to cope with this transient nature of projects, life-cycles are established (more

or less explicitly), by those who undertake a project. The life-cycle followed by a

project is in part a natural and inevitable phenomenon. At the same time, it is also

the result of a management decision.

Management establishes a life-cycle with the aim of addressing important project

requirements. This decision will have a major impact on the project outcome (e.g.

the profile of resources required over-time; the deliverables to the Client). One of

the most important issues addressed by a life-cycle are the technological

requirements and constraints for developing the specific product. As a

consequence, typical project life-cycles tend to be industry-specific. Nevertheless,

within a same industry different life-cycles are often adopted. For example, in the

software industry there are various software process models which lead to different

types of project life-cycle. For example, the spiral model, the RAD model, and the

00 model, among others (Pressman 1997). Different life-cycles within a same

industry reflect the different circumstances to which the project needs to respond

(e.g. the Client; the type of product; the degree of innovation).

Specific project life-cycles can be described in more or less detail. In general

terms, the description of a life-cycle will comprise the following elements:

• a sequence of phases, each with well defined start and end points;

• a description of the type of work to be accomplished within each phase;

• the inputs required to start each phase (typically, intermediate sub-products

from the previous phase);

• the outputs to be produced by each phase, to be delivered to the following

phase and/or to the Client (e.g. at the end of the project).
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The project life-cycle is often confused with the product development life-cycle.

Despite the similarities, it is important to understand that they are different

concepts. The product life-cycle addresses the phases required for the technical

development of the product. This is only a part of the project, which is a broader

event. For example, the detailed planning of the project is part of the project life-

cycle and takes place prior to the product starts being developed. Furthermore,

while technical product development is underway, there is a considerable amount

of work being undertaken which does not have to do directly with the technical

aspects of product development. Therefore, the product development life-cycle

has a narrower scope. In terms of time-scale, it generally falls within one or more

phases of the project life-cycle.

There is no project life-cycle universally agreed within the project management

community. Various alternative descriptions can be found in the literature, with

more or less differences. The PMI (1996) proposes a set of representative life-

cycles for various industries: defence acquisition, construction, pharmaceuticals

and software development. Turner (1993) proposes a life-cycle based on a

management perspective, which comprises four main phases:

(1) germination - proposal and initiation. Focuses on defining the problem,

assessing the project feasibility and taking a go I no go decision;

(2) growth - design and appraisal. Focuses on refining the solution through a

more detailed system design. A baseline plan is developed;

(3) maturity - execution and control. Focuses on the progressive detailing of the

plan, execution and control;

(4) death - finalisation and close-out. Focuses on the delivery and installation of

the system, and all related close-out activities (e.g. audit and review).

This life-cycle is generic enough to accommodate most of the specific life-cycles

followed in real projects.

Kerzner (1998) points out that while for the product development life-cycle there

has been a partial agreement about a generic description, the same is not true for

the project life-cycle. He argues that this is understandable because of the

diversity and complexity of projects. Interestingly, for the product development life-
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cycle, Kerzner (1998) proposes a life-cycle with the following, phases: growth,

maturity, deterioration and death; this is very similar to the project life-cycle

proposed by Turner (1993), as described above. Kerzner (1998) argues that a

generic definition for the project life-cycle can be based on the systems

development life-cycle proposed by Cleland and King (1975). This includes the

following phases: conceptual, definition, production, operational, and divestment.

Nicholas (1990) also proposes a project life-cycle based on the general systems

development approach, which comprises the following main phases: conception,

definition, acquisition and operation. This is very similar to the life-cycle proposed

by Kerzner (1998), the only relevant difference being the final divestment phase,

which Nicholas (1990) considers explicitly as part of the operation phase. These

two authors describe the activities taking place within each phase of their proposed

life-cycle in some detail. It is not the purpose of this research to review and

analyse these descriptions in detail. These two systems' based life-cycles can

also be easily mapped to Turners description (1993).

For the purpose of this research it is not relevant to impose a specific project life-

cycle. It is sufficient that the life-cycle adopted for a specific project can be clearly

mapped to one of the three described above. The project life-cycle hereafter

considered as a reference is the one proposed by Nicholas (1990):

(a) conception - this phase focuses on the problem. A clear definition of the

problem and of its scope is developed. A preliminary system concept is

proposed as a possible solution. Feasibility analysis takes place to support a

go I no go decision. A request for proposal (REP) is issued, proposals are

evaluated and a contractor is selected;

(b) definition - this phase focuses on the solution. The system concept is refined

into a preliminary system design. An initial detailed plan is developed for the

project, specifying the organisation, work tasks, schedules, and resource

allocation;

(C) acquisition - this phase focuses on the system development and installation. A

detailed design is developed and production (or realization) takes place. At the

end, the system is installed at the Client site, factory acceptance test (FAT) is

carried out and the system's users are trained;
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(d) operation - this phase focuses on the use of the system. The system has been

deployed. The user operates the system with aim of solving the initial problem.

The contractor may be more or less involved providing maintenance and

evaluation services. The system is continuously evaluated until an

improvement or replacement decision is taken. This eventually leads to a new

project.

The research work herein developed addresses the project management needs

throughout the whole life-cycle. However, more emphasis will be given to the

phases of Definition and Acquisition. In particular, the development of a detailed

initial plan, prior to the product starts being developed, and the process of

implementing the plan and controlkng progress, while the product is being

developed, prior to final operation at the Client site.

The parties involved

An important project characteristic is the fact that it tends to involve various

different parties, each with its own perspective and interests about the project

outcome. It is important for project management to be aware of and consider all

the relevant parties. While some of these may not be too obvious, perhaps

because they do not have a direct involvement in the project work, they can

sometimes exert a great influence over the project. Managing the potential and

often subtle conflicts among the project parties is a key factor for project success.

Who are the key parties and which are the most critical potential conflicts, depends

in great part on the specific project and environment. First, it is important to be

aware of the potential relevant parties. However, these parties can be of many

different types, from the Client to a government or a competitor. For this purpose,

a generic list is desirable. The PMI (1996) proposes a set of main "project

stakeholders":

. pmject manager— the individual responsible for managing the project, ensuring

that the objectives are achieved at the project level;
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• customer— the user of the project product. This can be an individual, an

organisation or a larger set of people. It can contain various sub-groups or

layers;

• performing organisation - the enterprise who carries out the project work;

• sponsor— the entity within the performing organisation who provides the

financial resources necessary to carry out the project;

• other stake holders - more or less directly involved and affected by the project.

Turner (1993) also analyses the importance of the various project parties. He

considers two main parties: the owner and the contractor. The owner is the party

who will use the product and specifies its requirements. It is also the party who

provides the finance to undertake the project - this includes the sponsor and the

customer in the PMI classification. The contractor is the party who carries out the

project work and consumes the finance. The contractor organises the resources

required to accomplish the project work and delivers the product - this includes the

project manager and the performing organisation in the PMI classification. Turner

(1993) further breaks down these two main parties as follows:

(A) owner:

• sponsor— provides the finance;

• champion - senior representative who convinces the sponsor about the

importance and priority of the project;

(B) contractor

• manager— the person responsible for managing the project;

• integrator— the person responsible for ensuring that the various teams are

able to work together.

In addition to these two parties, Turner (1993) further identifies other important

entities:

• users - the ones who will use the product;

• supporters - the ones that provide goods essential to implement the project

work (e.g. sub-contractors);

• other stakeholders - parties which are not directly involved in the project and

who will not benefit directly from it. However, the project implementation and

final outcome has an impact on their lives.
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The users are the customer in the PMI classification. The supporters can be

considered as "other stakeholders" in PMI classification.

Clearly, the parties involved in the project can be classified and grouped under

various different criteria. One of the difficulties in carrying out this task is the fact

that each party can perform various roles, while different roles are generally

identified with different parties. For example, in an internal project the owner can

also be the contractor. In other cases, the user and the owner are the same.

For the sake of simplicity, in this research the following generic classification will be

hereafter assumed:

(1) Contractor— the organisation who plans and executes the project work and

delivers the product. It includes:

. executive managers - senior business managers of the parent organisation.

For them, a particular project is part of the business and is only successful if

the outcome is aligned with and contributes to the core business objectives.

They have the power to cancel the project and pnoritise various projects;

project manager— the person responsible for managing the project within

the objectives specified at the project level;

. first-line managers - managers directly responsible for assisting the project

manager. They are generally responsible for a certain management

function, like Quality Assurance, Human Resource Management, sub-

contracting, Client manager, among others;

. technical staff— the staff directly involved in developing the product (e.g.

software engineers);

. administrative staff— the staff that provides administrative support to the

rest of the project;

(2) Client - the user and buyer of the product. Specifies the requirements, uses

the product, oversees the project progress and provides the finance;

(3) Sub-contractors - entities to which the contractor outsources work or some

form of deliverables. They provide deliverables to the contractor which are

integrated or otherwise incorporated into the product;
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(4) Other stake holders - all other parties less directly involved in the project

implementation and output product, but which have two characteristics: the

project affects them somehow, and they have power to affect the course of the

project (e.g. ecological organisations, unions, governments).

This proposed generic classification is not intended to be exhaustive. It focuses on

those aspects which can affect project implementation, at the project management

level. This is, effective project management should be able to establish effective

communication channels and cope with the difficulties. The breakdown of the

contractor gives emphasis to the parties internal to the project, which are the ones

more directly under the influence of project management. One of the key

strategies to prevent problems from conflicting interests is to achieve effective

communication among all parties, a major difficulty in most projects (e.g. Rodrigues

1999). As it will be seen, improving communication within project control is one of

the key issues addresses by the current here presented.

The project organisational issues

Projects are implemented by organisations. A project organisation comprises the

various human resources which will accomplish the project work. These

organisations are generally structured in a certain way. A chosen organisational

structure groups individuals into various teams and establishes relationships of

authority and responsibility among them.

Because of their complex and unique nature, projects require that an appropriate

organisational structure is established, a key factor for project success. This

structure must respond to the particular needs and aspects of each project. An

organisation comprised of teams with incompatible individuals, ineffective team

leaders, unclear lines of authority, or where responsibilities for the project work are

vague, is unlikely to carry out the project successfully. In addition, project

environments give few scope for managers to re-structure the organisation

frequently and to recover from bad organisational decisions.
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A range of factors must be taken into account for management to establish an

organisational structure for the project. Over the years, some generic types of

organisations have been established. There is a natural tendency to map these

generic structures to the scenarios where they are likely to be more effective.

These scenarios are characterised by some key factors, in particular the project

complexity and the frequency with which the parent-organisation carries out

projects (Nicholas 1990).

The PMI (1996) proposes two extremes for the range of possible organisational

structures: the functional organisation and the "projectized" organisation.

Functional structures are typical of non-project based organisations. These

structures breakdown the organisation according to the "classical" functional

approach to management, regardless of the specific project. In this scenario, the

organisational structure already exists prior to the project being considered. The

mission of the organisation is to respond to the company's core business activity.

In general, when such organisation implements a project, only some of its members

are allocated to the project work. With this type of organisational structure,

establishing an effective project management system is more difficult, because the

organisation is not tatlored to answer the specific needs of the project. This is the

approach typically followed by organisations with a weak project culture, or with

little knowledge about the project management science. For these organisations,

implementing projects is not their "way of life" nor is at the core of their business

activity. The two main characteristics of a functional organisation are the fact that

authority over the project staff rests with the functional managers, well above the

project manager (who plays the role of a project co-ordinator); the other

characteristic is that most of the staff (if not all), including the project manager, are

not assigned full-time to the project.

"Projectized" organisations are at the other extreme. They are built on purpose to

carry out the specific project and therefore they try to address all of its specific

needs. In this scenario, the project manager has full authority over the project staff

and everyone is practically allocated 100% to the project. As a consequence, most

of the staff is "recruited" on purpose for the project. This type of organisational

structure makes the implementation and practice of a real project management
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system easier and more likely to be effective. In general, organisations decide to

adopt this type of structure in order to undertake major complex projects, which are

the core of their business activity. Their way of life is often to implement this type

of projects.

Between these two extremes, matrix type of organisations are considered. In this

type of organisation, the project team is made-up mainly of members of the existing

parent organisation, which has itself a functional structure. This staff is generally

allocated a considerable amount of time to the project (around 50%). An important

issue is that they report to both the functional manager and the project manager.

In a perfectly balanced matrix organisation, the project manager has a similar level

of authority as the functional manager. This raises the possibility of difficult

conflicts. Nevertheless, the project manager often belongs to a functional

department of the parent organisation and hence reports to a functional manager.

Matrix organisations are typically used when an organisation is involved in various

projects at the same time. Crossing the existing functional structure of the parent

organisation with all on-going projects, becomes an effective way to respond to

their needs, while keeping a single organisational structure. Nevertheless, each

project will have its own project manager with relative authority over the project

team. Matrix organisations can be more or less shaped towards either a

"projectized" or a functional organisation. Intermediate classifications like "strong

matrix" and "weak matrix" are considered respectively (PMI 1996).

In practice, various types of organisational structures can exist within a parent

organisation. Depending on the characteristics and importance of each project, a

different type of organisational structure can be adopted. A small project can be

implemented by the functional parent-organisation, while a major complex project

may require the build-up of a "projectized" organisation.

Different types of organisational structures have different impacts on the project

outcome. In particular, the organisational structure may restrict the implementation

of a specialised project management system. While the "projectized" organisation

would be the ideal answer to each project, practical restrictions need to be
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considered, in particular all the overheads and fixed costs required - typically,

these organisations are expensive to build and maintain.

Nicholas (1990) considers some other variety of organisations, based on the three

main types mentioned above. These are as follows:

(1) pure project organi.sation:

pure project - as "projectized";

• project centre - the creation of a "projectized" organisation as an "arm"

within the functional parent-organisation. Most of the staff is "borrowed"

from the parent-organisation, as required;

• partial project - the core of the project work is implemented by a

"projectized" organisation, and the remaining is implemented by the parent

organisation under its functional structure;

(2) matrix:

• temporary matrix - exists only temporarily while the projects are underway;

• permanent - tends to be the way in which the organisation works;

(3) functional:

• single function task force or team - the project takes place and is

implemented only within a specific department;

• multi-functional task force or team - the project tram compnses elements

from various departments.

Based on this classification, Nicholas (1990) proposes that the adequacy of the

organisational structure depends on three main factors: complexity / size,

frequency and duration. Table G.4 below shows how the organisational structure

should be considered depending on these project characteristics.
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Complexity	 Frequency
Infrequent	 Frequent

and	 Duration	 Duration
Short	 Long	 Short	 Long

Size
High	 NA	 Partial project 	 NA	 Pure project

Project centre	 ("Projectized")

Medium	 Multi-functional	 Temporary	 Multi-functional	 Permanent
matrix	 matrix

Low	 Single functional Single function	 Single function	 Single function

Table 0.4 - The organisational structures as a function of the project's
characteristics

Functional type of organisations are more appropriate for simpler projects, which

are not part of the organisation's core business activity. Matrix organisations are

appropriate when projects are considerably complex and involve longer time-

frames. "Projectized" organisations are the answer to complex projects, in

particular when these are the "way of life" of the company.

Turner (1993) proposes a classification similar to the one of the PMI (1996).

However, this author relates the organisational structure with two crucial elements

of the project management system: the OBS (organisational breakdown structure)

and WBS (work breakdown structure) - these elements will be explained in

detailed in the following sub-section. The type of organisational structure chosen,

dictates the way in which these elements are developed. This is illustrated in table

G .5.

Organisational structure	 OBS	 WBS

Functional	 Independent from project	 Tailored to fit existing
functional OBS

Balanced matrix 	 Independent from project	 Independent from existing
functional OBS. Tailored for
the project

Project	 Tailored to fit the WBS	 Independent from existing
("Projectized")	 OBS. Tailored for the project

Table 0.5 - The impact of the organisational structure on the OBS and WBS
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As expected, in the functional organisation a functionally oriented OBS already

exists, specifying how the organisation operates their normal business. In this

case, the project work is disassembled into sub-tasks with the primary purpose of

fitting the OBS, with each task falling under full responsibility of a certain

department. In a sense, the project is decomposed into normal "business"

activities. On the other hand, in a "projectized" organisation the work is specified

and decomposed according to the project characteristics. The aim is to ensure an

easier understanding of the project scope and the management of the individual

tasks (here, the breakdown is often product oriented, but it can also be client or

geographically oriented if appropriate). The OBS is then developed to address the

"work logic" of the project. Finally, in a matrix organisation both WBS and OBS are

developed independently one another. The project tasks will often be performed

by various functional departments, which in turn work in various projects.

While there is no universal rule that determines the most appropriate organisational

structure for a project, it is important to be aware of the various options available. It

is important to understand what motivates their uses and what are the impacts on

the project management system. On the one hand, management must be flexible

to adjust this structure to the specific circumstances of the project. On the other

hand, the organisational structure must be clear enough so that unambiguous and

non-conflicting relationships of authority are established within the project team.

The nature of projects and project management were just described. The following

sub-section, provides a brief overview of the existing standard project management

framework.

A review of the traditional project management framework

Overview

Since project management first emerged as a discipline in the late 1920s, with the

first uses of Gantt charts (Nicholas 1990), the ever growing community of

practitioners and researchers has been developing a well established project

management framework. This framework comprises various elements, some
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unique and specialised in project management, while others have been borrowed

from other management and engineering disciplines. These elements include

various generic processes, practices, procedures, tools and techniques.

Various national and international project management associations have been

attempting to develop their own standard project management body of knowledge

(PMBOK) (Wirth and Tryloff 1995). The first association to produce this type of

work was the US based Project Management Institute (PMI) (Duncan 1995), which

in the long term was intended to become a world-wide standard. The other major

association to propose a similar type of work was the UK based Association for

Project Management (APM) (Willis 1995). The APM is currently a national member

of the International Project Management Association (IPMA), which is mainly based

on Western European countries but also includes various national association

world-wide, including the US. The way in which these and other associations

describe a proposed standard project management framework differs mainly in

terms of perspective. This leads to the proposal of different knowledge areas and

how these are further divided into sub-elements (a comparison can be found in

Wirth and Tryloff 1995). However, the underlying general project management

process is common to all of them and so are the main tools and techniques

employed. For the sake of a brief description, the PMI perspective will be assumed

(PMI 1996).

By knowledge about project management it is here meant processes, practices,

procedures, techniques and tools, or any other element which portrays a structured

understanding about particular aspects of project management.

The PMI (1995) proposes that the project management body of knowledge includes

three types of elements:

(1) unique and specialised in project management - these elements were

developed "on purpose" to satisfy the requirements of the project management

practice and are therefore unique to the project management science;

(2) from the general management practice - these elements "are borrowed" from

the more general management practice and therefore are not unique to project

management. They were developed to answer needs faäed by organisations
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on their normal business activities. For example, human resource management

procedures and techniques, and quality management tools and techniques.

These elements are also useful to the successful management of a project;

(3) from application areas - these elements were developed in specific areas of

product development and are not common to afl projects. They often belong to

an engineering discipline. For example, software engineering provides an

extensive set of processes, tools and techniques which are critical to the

successful management of software projects.

The PM! (1996) further proposes that the body of knowledge is primarily comprised

of elementary processes. These processes are described in terms of inputs, tools

and techniques used within, and outputs delivered. Based on their inputs and

outputs, they are linked to together as building blocks to implement the main

activities of the project management process: initiating, planning, executing,

controlling and closing.

This process-based perspective is briefly described in the following sub-section.

While major organisations like the PMI and IPMA have been trying to develop a

common description through their own PMBOK, it is not the purpose of this

research to reproduce these views in detail. Perhaps because project

management is essentially a practical discipline, the many descriptions available in

the literature are based on personal perspectives, according to their authors' own

experience. For the sake of reference and simplicity the PMI's perspective is

presented (PM! 1996).

The author's own view of the project management process is further presented in

appendix E, in more detail. Some of the ideas may not be found in the literature

described in the same way, where a linear and more static view is often adopted for

pedagogical purposes. The main purpose of the description presented in appendix

E is to provide a dynamic framework of the project management process, wherein

continuous iteration, refinements, rework and interactions play a major role (as they

do in the real world). Later in this research, this dynamic framework will allow for

an easier understanding of the use and integration of System Dynamics models.
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The project management process

The project management process is charactensed by a logical flow of managerial

actions, which aims at keeping the project outcome within the objectives. There is

no universal and generic description of this process adopted by all practitioners and

accepted as valid. While the descriptions available in the literature have many

elements in common, most of them are not formal and are based on their author's

own views and experience. The most standard descriptions are the ones proposed

by project management associations. It is not the purpose of this research to

analyse the differences and discuss their validity. For the sake of reference and

simplicity, the PMI framework is here described. The author's own view of the

project management process is described in more detail in appendix E, which

provides an important perspective for the purpose of the present research.

The PMI (1996) proposes a view of the project management process in which

various elementary sub-processes take place within the two main processes of

management and engineering. These elementary sub-processes are grouped

according to five main types of activities: initiating, planning, executing, controlling

and closing, which are inter-related as show in figure G.4.

Initiating	 Planning
Processes	 Processes

controlling
	

Executing

Processes

Figure G.4 - Main project activities (process groups) and their interactions (PMI 1996)

This view is similar to the one presented in figure E.1 (see appendix E), except that

the initiating and closing processes are considered explicitly. These would

correspond to the fIrst implementation of the planning function and the last

implementation of the monitoring function respectively. The controlling process
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corresponds to the monitoring function (it is assumed in this research that control

includes both monitoring followed by re-planning).

This set of activities (or process groups, as referred to by the PMI), take place

throughout the whole project life-cycle. Therefore, they take place within each

project phase and also interact across these phases, as shown in figure G.5 below.

Design Phase

Coding Phase

Initiating	 Plannrng

Figure G.5 - Interactions between elementary processes across phases

The PMI considers a total of 37 elementary processes. Each takes place within a

specific project activity. There are initiating processes, planning processes,

executing processes, controlling processes and closing processes. Within each

activity, some elementary processes are considered as "core" processes, while

others are considered as "facilitating" processes. The elementary processes

belong to only one type of activity but like the activities they can take place in the

various project phases. Within the activities, the elementary processes are linked

through inputs and outputs (as suggested by figure G.4). The PMI describes these

processes in terms of inputs required, tools and techniques used, and outputs

produced. For this purpose, they are also grouped into nine main knowledge areas

as shown in figure G.6 below.
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Project Integration
Management

Project Coct
Management

Project Communications
Management

PMBOK

Project Management

Project Scope
Management

Prject Quality
Management

Project Risk
Management

Project Time
Management

Project Human
Resource Management

Project Procurement
Management

Figure G.6 - The nine knowledge areas of the PMI project management body of
knowledge (PMBOK)

The elementary processes proposed by the PMI framework (PMI 1996) are not

described here in detail. For each process, the PMBOK describes the inputs

required to start the process, the tools and techniques applied and the outputs

produced. Inputs and outputs are the basis for the interaction among the

processes within each activity, across activities and across project phases. The

tools and techniques considered include those which are specialised to project

management and those which are borrowed from other general management areas

and specific application areas. For example, the use of Pareto diagrams is

considered in the processes related to quality control. This technique was

borrowed form the quality management area and was not invented on purpose for

project management. On the other hand, PERT/CPM networks were invented for

project management purposes and hence constitute a specialised technique. They

are employed in the processes related to work scheduling.

Procedures, tools and techniques

Overview

The project management process constitutes a framework wherein various sub-

processes take place and where various procedures, tools and techniques are

employed. The most common ones are now described.

For the sake of simplicity, no formal differentiation between procedures, techniques

and tools is considered. Most of the tools result from modelling the techniques into
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software applications which tend to automate their implementation, making them

easier to use, quicker and more reliable. Procedures are often implied in the

proper implementation of the techniques, or may consist in less structured

techniques.

The PMBOK (PMI 1996) identifies a specific set of tools and techniques to be

employed within each elementary process. Overall, this leads to an extensive list.

The specific set of techniques here considered refer to the most common ones,

which are well established in those organisations which practice project

management. These are also the ones present in most of the project management

literature. Some authors propose slightly different approaches to implementing

certain techniques. Different techniques are also proposed by different authors.

Where these differences are relevant a brief discussion will be presented.

Basic project mana gement techniques and tools

The scope of the present research focuses on the improvement of the traditional

project management framework, by considering the use of System Dynamics

simulation models together with this set of well established techniques. It is

therefore important to develop a basic understand about what they are, and how

they are used. The brief descnption here presented is intended to provide an

overview. A more detailed description can be found in appendix F.

Turner (1993) suggests that the basic project management techniques address the

five main project objectives he identifies: cost, time, scope, quality and

organisation. However, the techniques that emerged in the early days of project

management were primarily aimed at addressing those issues of concern which

were more tangible and readily quantifiable: resources (who), schedules (when),

cost (how much) and work scope (what).

Various techniques were developed to address these issues at different phases in

the project life-cycle. However, most of them are first applied at a certain stage in

the development of the initial detailed project plan, during the definition phase (see

life-cycle definition proposed). They are then updated continuously throughout the
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project life-cycle. An important characteristic of these techniques is that they are

supposed to be applied in an integrated manner. As a consequence, the

information they handle must be consistent one another.

The techniques here described are presented by order of logical appearance in the

process of initial project planning. This order is not intended to be rigid, nor to

represent an established standard among practitioners and researchers. It is

based on the author's view and on the fact that in each technique requires or

benefits most from the application of its predecessors. It is important to note that

the planning process is iterative and thus the techniques are reapplied or revised

several times until the final plan is established.

The basic techniques are as follows:

(1) product breakdown structure (PBS) - this is a simple technique aimed at

decomposing the project product into elementary sub-components. The PBS

consists of a progressive breakdown process, where the product is

decomposed into various levels, until the final sub-components are considered

so simple and functionally self-contained, that further decomposition is not

perceived useful. This specification is often confused with the project work

breakdown structure (WBS). However, there is a fundamental difference

between the product components and the work required to developed them:

the scope of the project work is wider than the product specification. For

example, some project work is not aimed at developing directly the product

(e.g. administrative and management work), and the development of some

product sub-components requires different type of work;

(2) milestones and deliverables chart - this is a very simple technique which is

valuable in many ways throughout the project, but is often disregarded. A

milestones and deliverables chart specifies the planned dates for these two

elements throughout the whole project. Milestones are major events

considered as landmarks of project progress, like the completion of the design

phase. Deliverables are specific sub-products which are delivered to the

Client for various purposes. A deliverable can be a prototype, design

documentation, an intermediate product release or even the final product.

Deliverables are often associated with milestones;
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(3) risk register - the risk register is a technique similar to the milestones and

deliverables chart. The risk register is the central element of the whole risk

management process. It is aimed at identifying, analysing, monitoring,

controlling and mitigating the relevant project risks. The risk register consists of

a table listing the currently identified risks, ranked by "seriousness";

(4) front-end estimating techniques - front-end estimating techniques are aimed at

providing estimates for the project cost, schedules and resources required,

prior to the development of a detailed work plan. These techniques are

appropriate for a top-down planning approach, discussed in appendix E (see

figure E.3). These techniques do not required detailed information about the

project, which in general is not available in the early stages of the project;

(5) work breakdown structure (WBS) - the work breakdown structure (WBS) is

central to the whole process of project planning and control. The WBS

specifies all the work that needs to be performed, so that the project objectives

are achieved. Whatever needs to be incorporated into the product, or needs to

be accomplished to satisfy the Client's expectations, must be translated into

project work and thereby specified in the WBS. The project scope and product

functionality are therefore directly related to the WBS;

(6) organisation breakdown structure (OBS) - the organisation breakdown

structure (OBS) is also an important technique used in the project planning

process. The OBS specifies the structure of the organisation which will

accomplish the project work. Similarly to the PBS and WBS, the OBS is a

hierarchical structure specified in the form of a tree, where individuals at the

top manage the individuals below. The OBS can have a great influence on the

project outcome because it addresses important organisational issues of

human nature within the project. In particular, the OBS establishes

relationships of authority between individuals, and forms teams of individuals

which will have to work together,

(7) responsibility matrix (WBS x OBS) - the OBS specifies the responsibilities

among the project team members - i.e. who is responsible for whom. Another

important type of responsibility is the relationship between the team members

and the project work - i.e. who is responsible for what, and how. This type of

responsibilities is specified using a technique called the project responsibility

matrix. This technique consists in developing a matrix by crossing the WBS
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against the OBS. Each cell of the matrix corresponds to a couple (team

member, work task), in which the type of responsibility is specified;

(8) Gantt charts and PER T/CPM networks - once the project work, the project

team, and the responsibilities are specified, the final step into developing an

operational plan is the aflocation of the resources to the project tasks and the

scheduling of these tasks. In order to accomplish this, there are two main

techniques commonly used, which are specialised for project management

purposes: Gantt charts and PERT/CPM networks (also referred to as critical

path logical networks). These techniques are the basis of the whole project

planning function (see figure E.1 in appendix E). There is extensive literature

available on this topic, in particular regarding the use of PERT/CPM based

models. Complex mathematical enhancements have been proposed over-

time;

(9) "earned value" and other contml metrics /indices - project control is based on

the continuous monitoring of the project status, identification of deviations and

implementation of re-planning actions. The techniques described above are

used to support the development of re-planning actions. There are also

techniques developed for project management purposes, which are used to

support the monitoring of the project status and identification of deviations.

These techniques are based on the measurement of the project status and of

deviations. This implies the collection of data and further production of metrics

and indices. The overall technique of project control, which specifies these

metrics and indices is commonly referred to as Earned Value Management

(EVM).

The techniques described above are the more commonly used in project

management systems, and most of them have been developed within the project

management discipline - i.e. they are specific to this field. There are many other

techniques that can assist the project manager. The PMBOK (PMI 1996) provides

an extensive list. Most of these tools have been developed in other fields, like

Total Quality Management, but can help in handling project management issues.

This highlights the inter-disciplinary nature of the project management discipline,

already discussed in this section. The following sub-section briefly describes some

of these techniques and tools.
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Other techniques and tools

The PMBOK (PMI 1996) identifies a specific set of tools and techniques for each of

the 37 elementary processes, within the project management framework. Many of

these other tools and techniques are not specialised to project management and

are "borrowed" from other sciences or areas of management. Other techniques are

specialised to certain types of projects or industries. Finally, some other

techniques are often highly sophisticated and too new so that their practical

usefulness has not been accepted as a standard within the project management

community. It is important to note that no single technique itself ensures the

implementation of the project management process, nor does it address all the

problems of project management. Additional techniques to the ones described

above generally address specific problems and needs of the project management

process, in a certain area of management activity.

It is not the purpose of this research to develop an exhaustive identification and

review of these techniques. Many of the newer techniques address the area of risk

management. This is probably because within increasingly changing

environments, projects became exposed to more risks and the impacts are of

greater magnitude. For the sake of reference some important techniques are

briefly described:

. decision tines - this technique is aimed at assessing scenarios charactensed

by the occurrence of various risks and possible management responses. The

tree results from branching the possible risk occurrences and managerial

responses. Probabilities are associated to each risk occurrence as well as

monetary values (say benefits). Decisions are selected based on the maximum

expected monetary value (EMV) achieved. In the end, a plan of selected risk

responses and their associated EMV is identified;

• stake holder analysis - this technique is aimed at identifying the various

stakeholders involved in the project, their interests and how the project affects

them, and from here identify possible risks. Stakeholders are characterised

mainly by their importance to the project success and by their influence over the

project outcome. Both synergistic and conflicting relationships among them are
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also identified. Appropriate ways of involving the stakeholders in the project

are devised. This technique is particularly useful in large projects where there

are many stakeholders affected by the project outcome (many indirectly);

. checklists - checklists are a very simple but useful technique which primary

aim is to prevent important issues to be missed out by management. Checklists

often compile lessons learned from past experiences and are updated from

project to project;

Delphi method - the purpose of the Delphi technique is to help a group of

persons to reach a consensual opinion (e.g. a decision to be taken, a cost

estimate), in a way that none feels intimidated by the others hierarchical

position, dominant personality, or by other forms of power. It is based on a

process wherein everyone receives compiled feedback, without knowing

specifically who has produced what opinion;

. nominal group technique - this technique has a similar purpose to the Delphi

method, but the process is different. It is based on opened discussion of

opinions and secret voting;

influence diagrams - as described in appendix H, influence diagrams are the

qualitative side of the System Dynamics approach. Reference to the use of this

technique is becoming popular in project management text books (Turner

1993), in particular regarding project risk management (Chapman 1997). Their

aim is to diagnose complex situations where "everything affects everything",

identify likely outcomes and devise possible solutions.

In this section, a review of the traditional project management framework was

described. This description focused on the project management process and on

the core set of procedures, tools and techniques employed within. The project

implementation process was considered as a dual process of management and

engineering work. The latter refers to the product development activities and the

former refers to project control which includes the two main managerial functions of

monitoring and re-planning. The set of techniques described in this section are

based on the WBS, PERT/CPM logical networks and the EVM concepts.
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The following sub-sections briefly discuss the "other side of the coin", of the project

management "state-of-aft': most projects fail to achieve their targets. Why is that

so? What developments have been attempted to address the causes? Have

these succeeded? Is there anything missing?

Current scenario: "management by projects" versus "project failure"

The increasing rate of change and the complexity of the new technologies and

markets impose the need for quick and effective responses. As a consequence

many organisations started adopting "management by projects" as a general

management approach: "To achieve their corporate strategy, organisations must

respond quickly to changing circumstances... (and) To respond to this pressure

many organisations are adopting management by projects as a new general

management." (Turner 1993). As already discussed in this chapter, projects are

the natural vehicle to implement, manage and react to change. In the last decade,

project success therefore became a primary factor for the survival and prosperity of

most organisations. At the same time, projects have become increasingly more

complex.

Unfortunately, project failure has been a major problem: "Many projects appear as

failures... (and) are often completed later or over budget, do not perform in the way

expected, involve severe strain in participating institutions or are cancelled prior to

their completion, after the expenditure of considerable sums of money." (Moms and

Hough 1987). Overall, over-runs of 40% to 200% are common, while other projects

are cancelled before completion and after considerable expenditure (Moms and

Hough 1987). In the software industry, a fairly recent MIT-PA survey showed that

more than half of development projects fail to meet their targets: over-expenditures

range from an average of 40% in commercial developments to an average of 210%

in the defence industry, while schedule overruns range from 90% to 360%,

respectively (Cooper and Mullen 1993). A more recent project management global

survey currently underway by PA Consulting (Cooper 1999), indicates an average

35% over-runs across many various industries. The situation in the software

industry is widely accepted, with the familiar "software crisis" still persisting

(Pressman 1997). Many other authors appear to assume that project failure is a
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fact (e.g. Davidson and Huot 1991, Turner 1993). These andother discussions

about project failure agree in general that the nature of project failure is of

strategic, human nature. For example, Williams (1997) argues that as modem

projects became complex, strategic human issues became a crucial factor of

success and the traditional approach does not address them properly.

While "managing by projects" will continue to be the preferred way for companies

to implement and react to change (e.g. the pie- and post-Y2K projects, continuous

business-IT alignment), the overall social welfare will depend on whether project

management performance is improved in the future. Sophisticated software based

tools that support project management are being launched in the market. Major

technical breakthroughs are being achieved to increase product development and

support increasing productivity levels. Will this solve the problem? Along with

these favourable factors, within an increasingly competitive environment the scope

of most projects is becoming more ambitious and complex. Projects themselves,

as social and technical systems, became more complex and harder to manage.

The complexity of the problems may therefore outweigh the power of technical

breakthroughs. Most likely, the main causes for project failure are not being

addressed properly or are being ignored by the traditional approach. It is therefore

fundamental to identify these causes, verify and improve the traditional project

management approach, so that they are addressed. This may imply changes to

the general process logic of the approach and the introduction of new techniques

and tools.

The following sub-section briefly discusses the nature of project failure and how the

traditional approach fails to address the causes.

The nature of project failure and the traditional approach

Overview

Project failure can be blamed on many factors. Uncontrollable external forces are

often cited but the real causes may well be internal: a defective project

management system, with ineffective organisational practices and procedures
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(Nicholas 1990). Good project management should be able to cope with many of

the adverse external influences and thereby ensure a successful completion,

despite the environment. However, while during the last decade considerable

attention has been devoted to improve project management practices, such as the

development of project risk management, dramatic failures still occur. it is

therefore critical to address the question of what are the causes for project failure.

Projects can fail due various reasons. Problems in projects seldom result from

single isolated events. Instead, they are generally caused by different interacting

factors. This makes it more difficult to identify the causes. Problems can be of

different nature, as they emerge in different areas of the project. Without intending

to be exhaustive, the following areas and examples can be considered:

strategic context of the project - the project is not properly aligned with the

business objectives of the parent organisation. The project may also be

competing with other higher-priority parallel projects, within the parent

organisation;

. poor management— this may include: inadequate estimation of costs,

resources required and schedules; lack of basic planning and control system,

poor Client management, poor sub-contract management, poor scope

specification and control, inadequate resources, among many other factors;

. technical problems - unsuccessful R&D andlor innovation, wrong choice of

technical platforms for product development, lack of required technical know-

how;

. organisatIonal issues of human nature - hierarchical conflicts within the project

team, "political" factors, project objectives conflicting with "personal agendas".

Project management is a fairly new management discipline, often unknown to

many practising project managers. This can also be related to the causes of

project failure: the above examples are more likely to occur in those organisations

which do not have a proper project management "know-how".

While the causes of project failure are not always of management nature, it is the

author's opinion that most of them can be prevented or attenuated if a proper

project management system is in place. In many industries, it has been recognised
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that the management arena offers the greatest opportunities for improvements on

project performance (e.g. Boehm 1983). With a "standard" project management

process, well equipped with various tools and techniques, as described in the

previous sub-section, it could be expected that most problems would be eliminated.

However, even organisations that implement such process experience major

failures. Often, many of the core traditional techniques such as PERT/CPM are

abandoned half-way through the project (Moms and Hough 1987). So, what is

really causing projects to fail? Is the traditional project management approach

missing something critical?

There are not many extensive studies available in the literature which explore this

question in detail. However, there appears to be a strong evidence that most

causes of project failure are to be found at the strategic level, and relate to human

factors (Moms and Hough 1987). The main problem of the traditional approach

appears to be the lack of a strategic perspective, and an undue focus on the

operational issues (Turner 1993).

Strategic issues, human factors and the traditional approach

Morris and Hough (1987) undertook a survey which suggests that the main causes

of project failure are to be found in areas such as the political/social environment,

legal agreements and human factors. The majority of the factors relate to strategic

issues of project management and are not addressed explicitly by the traditional

project management techniques.

At the same time, with the increasing complexity of projects and their key role

within the organisations' businesses, strategic project management has become

crucial issue to project success. Despite this growing importance of strategic

management, project managers have a reputation as excellent "fire-fighters", more

interested in the here-and-now of next steps rather than strategic questions of

definition, which were generally seen as someone else's responsibility..." (Moms

1994). Turner (1993) also notes project managers' common emphasis on short

term planning, identifying the need for a model for the strategic management of

projects. This relative lack of emphasis on strategy in project management is also
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reflected in the literature: while the concept of strategy has been examined

exhaustively in the context of other management areas, e.g. corporate strategy

(Andrews 1980) and operations' strategy (Anderson et all 1989), there has been

relatively little explicit analysis of project management.

However, translating definitions of strategic management to a project context, the

characteristics of a project management strategy would be:

. the individual scheduling, budgeting and resource allocation decisions should

have some pervasive logical pattern;

strategic decisions have a widespread effect (e.g. on numerous activities);

a project's strategy should define its position relative to its environment

recognising the critical constraints;

the strategy should ensure that the project contributes to the organisation's long

term objectives.

Turner (1993) distinguishes three levels of project management reflecting these

characteristics:

. level I - the interaction of the project with the rest of the business; do the

project's objectives contribute to the business's objectives?

. level 2 - the individual project's strategy; this may be centred on the systems

design providing the basis for determining the major targets (e.g. milestones),

and the appropriate allocation of responsibilities;

. level 3 - the tactical plan, specifying the means of achieving the project's

targets, typically via the activity schedule.

In level I management is primarily concerned with the project's compatibility with

the organisation's objectives (project selection I portfolio management). At this

strategic level, managers are concerned about issues beyond the individual

success of a project: as an example, within a strategy of market diversification, a

project resulting in high overspend and overrun might still have contributed to the

long term organisation's success. Level 2 also refers to strategic management but

now focused on an individual project (or set of projects being implemented in

parallel). In this research, the term "strategic project managemenr will be used to

correspond to level 2 of Turner's classification above.
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Within the traditional approach, the core techniques offered to project managers

are designed for use at the tactical level (level 3). Operational issues are more

readily analysed and are natural candidates for the discrete models incorporated in

the traditional techniques. The operational decisions typically assume well defined

objectives and constraints, which provide the boundaries for the decomposition of

the project into a set of well specified tasks, resource availability and costs. Given

this detailed specification, a simple discrete analysis can deliver a precise output

providing a comforting timetable of activities and the associated cash-flows.

However, identifying the appropriate objectives and constraints, a major element of

the strategic analysis of the project (level 2), requires a different approach. A

proper strategic analysis demands a more flexible tool which can model a variety of

complex and not so readily quantifiable issues. However, contrasting with the

proliferation of analytical techniques that assist the detailed planning and

operations, there seems to be little analytical aid on these strategic higher level

issues (Cooper 1980). The lack of a strategic analysis as the basis of project

management has been cited as a major reason for the failure of many projects

(Moms and Hough 1987).

It appears that project managers have been using informal mental models, based

on their own experience and vision of reality, to support strategic decision-making

in project management. Having made the key strategic decisions, the traditional

techniques are deployed to support the detailed operational planning, but the

crucial mistakes may already have been made. This suggests that poor, informal

strategic judgement may be the root cause of many project failures. This problem

has been reinforced by an apparent reluctance of organisations to learn effectively

from these failures. The transfer of lessons from the past into the future can offer a

crucial competitive advantage (Senge 1990), but in practice this process is seldom

implemented to its full extent; often it is constrained by cultural and political factors

(Abdel-Hamid and Madnick 1990).

Human factors have a critical influence on the strategic issues of project

management. At the strategic level, their influence is of greater magnitude and

their subjectivity is more difficult to manage. The process of estimating tasks'
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duration in a project network analysis provides a good example. The estimated

duration of project tasks are based on the assumption that the staff employed will

work at a certain productivity level. On making this estimation, the project manager

naturally considers subjective factors, like workforce motivation, schedule pressure,

workforce experience, and possible errors. However, if in practice this informal

analysis fails, most of the effort employed in the development of the work schedule

plan may be wasted. A good, experienced project manager may well make

adequate allowance for all these factors but the traditional techniques do not

encourage their consideration by any explicit analysis.

Another good example of the disruptive influence of human factors relates to

project monitoring: project control is based on human perceptions of the project

status. In the real world errors tend to remain unperceived. As a consequence, the

real progress often differs from the perceived progress. This illusion of project

progress may be exacerbated by political factors, which encourage a trend to

overlook errors in the early development stages of projects (Abdel-Hamid and

Madnick 1990). Detailed plans based on these misleading perceptions can result

in ineffective or even counterproductive efforts. Eventually the problems will have

to be confronted and considerable effort is then expended in correcting errors.

Despite much activity and expenditure, time passes with little change in the

apparent progress with the project remaining at the nearly, or 90%, completion

level; this phenomenon is usually referred to as the "90% syndrome" (Abdel-Hamid

1988; Cooper 1993); its persistent occurrence highlights poor organisational

learning. Cooper (1993, 1999) has been arguing about the importance of the

strategic management, with special emphasis on managing rework, something the

traditional approach has been failing to address.

Two main reasons can be identified for traditional techniques not to consider

explicitly most of these human factors (so called "soft factors"), at the strategic

level: (1) their intrinsic subjectivity seriously restrains an appropriate quantification,

particularly at the level of detail assumed by the traditional techniques; (2) their

local impact on the individual elements of the project system is perceived of minor

relevance and hence empirical assumptions can easily be made; their long-term

impacts result from less visible compounding effects that ripple throughout the
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project life-cycle. These same arguments support the idea that an appropriate

analysis requires a strategic perspective. As an example, the use of schedule

pressure to ensure high staff productivity might look a simple issue when the

analysis is focused on a single individual task: while the small team might have

been able to meet the tight schedule, the longterm effects of staff exhaustion and

low work quality are not visible, yet. To cope with these effects the manager needs

a more holistic view of the problem and hence a strategic perspective: how should

schedule pressure be used throughout the project life-cycle, in order to provide a

beneficial outcome? Reinforcing this idea, the explicit definition and possible

quantification of many other human factors like staff attrition, training and

communication overheads, or management willingness to change workforce, also

demands such an aggregated view. While other soft factors might take place at

lower levels of detail, the assessment of their impacts on project performance still

demands a strategic perspective to which traditional techniques are not aimed.

A project is a man-made goat-oriented open system and as such it tends to be

unpredictable and unstable. The complexity of projects and of their environment

has increased the disruptive effect of subjective human factors at the strategic

management level. Personal judgement based on past experience is no longer

sufficient to cope with this problem. There appears to be a need to understand

better the strategic issues of project management and to learn effectively from past

failures; this can only be achieved through a more formal systemic analysis.

The route cause for project failure is often bad project management (Nicholas

1990). The traditional approach has placed an undue focus on the operational

issues (Turner 1993). Bad project management therefore comes from the strategic

arena. The need for a new model capable of addressing the systemic and "softer"

issues in this area has been widely recognised (Moms and Hough 1987, Davidson

and Huot 1991, Cooper 1993, Williams 1997).
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Further developments

Overview

Despite its usefulness, the limitations of the traditional approach have been

recognised. Further developments have been undertaken and others are

underway, in an attempt to overcome these limitations. It is not the purpose of this

research to investigate and present all these developments exhaustively.

Obviously, they are numerous and can be found, for example, in the proceedings

of the more important project management conferences, like the ones organised by

the IPMA and the PMI. In this section, some of the more significant developments

which are relevant for the purpose of this research are briefly discussed.

In concept, improvements to the traditional project management framework can be

developed in two main areas: the underlying process logic of the approach, and the

techniques and tools employed within. Improvements to the process logic

generally imply changes to the way in which managerial actions are combined (e.g.

sequencing, adding new actions or removing existing ones). Improvements to the

techniques and tools may consist in improving existing ones or creating and

introducing new ones. This may also imply changes to the process logic to

consider the use of the new techniques and their integration with the existing ones.

There are some weaknesses in the traditional process logic, some of which have

been recognised by both researchers and practitioners: (1) an undue focus on

operational issues, (2) a reactive perspective, failing to give the required emphasis

to a more pro-active control, and (3) the lack of a structured risk management

process as an essential element of proactive control. In order to overcome these

weaknesses, some developments have been undertaken. First, there has been an

increased concern with the strategic issues (e.g. Turner 1993, Davidson and Huot

1991; Morris and Hough 1987). Structured project risk management frameworks

have been proposed (Chapman 1997, Simon et a! 1997, Wideman 1992), some of

which will be briefly discussed. Computer based simulation tools are being used

more frequently to support a more pro-active approach to the management process
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(e.g. the Monte Carlo technique described above, and the System Dynamics

models (Cooper 1980)). Interestingly, these developments are strongly inter-

related: risks are complex events which demand a strategic approach to control,

and computer simulation models provide a "test-bed" to analyse these risks and

devise mitigating actions. The most recent development in the process area of

project management is the Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM) approach

(Goldratt 1996). The CCPM approach proposes a new way of developing project

plans (still based on the logical network, like PERT/CPM), new working practices

and gives special emphasis to a more pro-active risk management.

Regarding the techniques and tools, many different types of developments have

been undertaken. In part, this resulted from the availability of computer power to

support complex models and their analytical requirements. Many of these

developments focused on improving the basic PERT/CPM network model to

include a wider range of factors and project conditions. Very often, these

developments resulted in complex analytical models, few of which have moved

successfully into practice. Two main reasons can be identified for this: (1) the

modes typically require an extensive set of input data, most of which is not

available, and (2) their underlying logic tends to be complex, difficult to understand

by project managers and thus difficult to validate.

For the purpose of this research, the relevant developments and trends are

identified with the purpose of verifying whether they are addressing the major

causes of project failure.

A good review of latest developments can be found in Williams (1997), where

various emerging techniques aimed at coping with complex projects are described

by their authors. This work presents developments in the following areas:

modelling techniques, corporate structures, management techniques and

programme management. The motivation for this work was the acknowledged

insufficiency, or even inadequacy, of the traditional project management approach

to cope with complex projects (Williams 1997). Regarding modelling techniques,

the interesting conclusions from this work were that PERT/CPM based models are

inadequate to cope with complexity because they do not incorporate management
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actions, do not address uncertainty adequately, and do not capture human "soff'

factors and "systemic" effects. It is important to note that both PERT and CPM

were developed in the late 1920s to cope with large-scale complex projects

(Nicholas 1990). If PERT/CPM has been used in practice since then, it is probably

because it addresses some important issues correctly and thus helps project

managers. One of its greatest merits is its simplicity and accessibility to practising

managers. It therefore appears appropriate to conclude that, as it stands, the

PERT/CPM technique cannot cope with complexity on its own. It needs to be

improved and complemented by other techniques. Some advances to the

PERT/CPM basic model are presented in Williams (1997): stochastic controlled

networks (the GAAN model), and diffusion activity networks (the DiAN model). A

risk management framework is also presented as well as the application of System

Dynamics. There are other important extensions to the PERT/CPM approach like

the PDM and GERT methods.

In addition to the PERT/CPM extensions there has been attempts to apply other

types of network modelling techniques to represent projects, like Petn nets and

object oriented modelling (00). Another area where considerable effort has been

underway to improve existing techniques and develop new ones, is front-end

estimating. The aim is to develop accurate estimates of the effort, time and

resources required, early in the project, prior to the development of a work plan.

Finally, as already mentioned, a recent new approach to project planning and

control has been deserving considerable attention: Critical Chain Project

Management (CCPM).

Except for the System Dynamics approach, which is the subject of a more detailed

study in appendix H, these developments are now briefly described separately.

PERT/CPM based models

Various extensions have been proposed to the basic PERT/CPM model aimed at

addressing the various limitations in representing certain aspects a project's reality.

Most of them try to address the uncertainties inherent in a project, capturing the

various routes that a project may follow. These models are generally referred to as
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"stochastic network models" (Golenko-Ginzburg 1997).	 However, the first

extension to the PERT/CPM basic model was the PDM method which introduced

various types of relationships among the project tasks. The PDM is described first,

followed by the stochastic network methods.

Precedence Diagramming Method (PDM)

The PDM model is based on the Activity-On-the-Node (AON) representation of the

project logical network. 	 Basically, it considers three additional types of

dependencies and considers "lags" in all dependencies. The three extra

dependencies are: "Start-to-Start" (e.g. activity B can only start after activity A has

started), "Finish-to-Finish" (e.g. activity B can only finish after activity A is finished),

and "Start-to-Finish" (e.g. activity B can only finish after activity A has started). The

use of "lags" means that the restrictions imposed by the dependencies can be

"delayed". For example, a "Start-to-Start" dependency from A to B with a lag of 2

weeks means that B can only start 2 weeks after A has started. Negative lags may

also be considered. For example, a "Finish-to-Start" dependency with a lag of —3

weeks means that B can only start 3 weeks before A is expected to be completed.

The extra dependencies and the lags in the PDM model provide more flexibility to

represent certain aspects of project's reality, which in the basic PERT/CPM model

would have to be simplified or ignored. The disadvantage of PDM is that the

interpretation of the network is more difficult. In particular, it is difficult to anticipate

the impacts of changes in the tasks' schedules (e.g. shortening the duration of a

critical task does not always lead to a shortening of the whole project duration).

The basic PERT/CPM model can be considered as a simplified instance of PDM.

Most project management software tools currently in the market implement the

PDM model.

While PDM provides more flexibility to represent the project, this model is still

focused on the technical operational issues of work scheduling. It does not

consider new features to address the systemic causes of project failure discussed

above.
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Stochastic network models

Stochastic network models incorporate special features to address the uncertain

nature of projects. Various models have been proposed over-time and there are

several reviews in the literature (e.g. Golenko-Ginzburg 1997, Elmaghraby 1995).

The more well-known method which appears to have gained the support of

practitioners is the GERT method (Nicholas 1990), which is considered in the

PMBOK (PMI 1996). Further developments led to more elaborated and

mathematically complex models, like the DiAN model (Elmaghraby 1997) and the

GAAN model (Golenko-Ginzburg 1997). Methods to cope with resource constrains

in stochastic networks have also been developed (Bowers 1996). To illustrate the

nature of stochastic network methods, the GERT model is briefly described.

GraphIcal Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT)

The GERT model addresses various issues regarding the non-deterministic nature

of the project, including both the network logic and the tasks' duration. For

example, it considers that:

• for a task to start, it may not need all of its predecessors to be completed;

• loops can occur in the network, where activities can be revisited;

• mutually exclusive alternative paths can be considered, with associated

probabilities (i.e. the project can follow different courses of work depending on

uncertain events associated with the outcome of certain tasks).

The GERT model considers conditional dependencies, uncertain tasks' duration

and uncertain outcomes of tasks. Both tasks' duration and the network logic are

therefore treated in a probabilistic manner. As a consequence, some tasks may

not be performed, others may only be performed partially and others may be

performed more than once (i.e. loops can occur). Because of its probabilistic

nature, a GERT network is simulated in a Monte Carlo fashion. Occurrences of the

project are sampled and the results are recorded in frequency histograms.
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The implementation of the GERT model requires the support of an appropriate

software tool. It provides an extended set of options to represent the reality of a

project. For example, in many projects the work needs to be re-done several times.

This can be captured in the GERT model because it considers loops.

The GERT model is still focused on the operational aspects of work scheduling. It

requires that various probabilities are estimated as input parameters. The logical

network itself is not as easy to interpret as in PERT/CPM because it encapsulates

alternative instances of the project, as opposed to the PERT/CPM network which

provides a single occurrence. The GERT network represents more a work flow

process rather than a work plan with scheduled tasks. Because of the probabilistic

branches, the GERT model requires that different possible outcomes are

anticipated for the project. In practice, this may not be easy to specify. Perhaps

because of these reasons, the GERT model is not commonly used.

The Generalised Alternative Activity Network model (GAAN)

The GAAN model was proposed by Golenko-Ginzburg (1997) as an extension to its

previous CAAN model (Controlled Alternative Activity Network model, Golenko-

Ginzburg 1988). The concept of 'generalised activity network" (GAN) is described

by Elmaghraby et al (1995) as a relaxation of the basic PERT/CPM model, to allow

for non-deterministic paths in the network. The GERT model described above is an

example of GAN. However, the GAAN model is much more sophisticated and

complex than the simpler GAN concept.

The GAAN model builds upon the CAAN model which considers deterministic and

random outcomes from nodes in the network, as well as decision-making nodes.

Complex algorithms are considered to produce optimal management decisions in

these nodes. These decisions select one sub-network from a possible set (called

joint-variants), to represent the future project work. The aim is that when a decision

needs to be made, the project will always follow the optimal path. This type of

model thereby captures part of the management process. However, management

decisions are considered in a discrete manner at specific moments in time. The

decisions taken consist in selecting a predefined network of tasks for the project
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future. Golenko-Ginzburg (1997) further argues that the CAAN model dos not

address projects with "non fully-divisible" networks (i.e. cannot be subdivided into

non-intersecting fragments). The GAAN model is developed with the purpose of

handling this limitation of the CAAN model.

As presented by the author (Golenko-Ginzburg 1997), the GAAN model appears as

a rather complex mathematical approach totally out of reach to most practising

project managers. A likely cause for this complexity is the attempt to capture the

managerial decision-making process at the detailed operational level. It requires

that alternative paths for the project network at the decision nodes are identified by

the project manager in great detail. This is clearly a major obstacle to the practical

implementation of the model. Without the support of an expert highly educated in

the approach, or without the use of a powerful software tool that implements the

method, it is unlikely that practising project managers can use this model in real life.

When faced with this question, Golenko-Ginzburg argued that this model not only

identifies delays as the PERT/CPM model does, but it also helps to select better

corrective actions; he further argued that this had been used in practise in small

projects (a network with 40-50 tasks) (Williams 1997). In the author's opinion, this

argument appears vague and self-directed. Stronger evidence is required that the

model has been used successfully in practise and that it is accessible to managers.

The GAAN model is characterised by a complex mathematical approach. It stands

at the detailed operational level of the PERT/CPM model. Its main contribution is to

capture explicitly some aspects of decision-making in project control. As a

consequence, it may help to identify optimal reactive decisions to problems at the

operational level. However, the overall focus is still on the detailed project work

and all the "hard" quantifiable factors.

The Diffusion Activity Network Mode! (D1AN)

The DiAN model was proposed by Elmaghraby (1997) and is aimed at addressing

the uncertainties associated with completing tasks on time, due to dynamic

changes to their remaining work contents. This approach clearly tries to address a

most relevant problem in project planning and control: the scope of most tasks is
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often very difficult to estimate and measure. Under pressure, thedesire to finish on

time leads to optimistic estimates. As the work is underway, the remaining work

contents of a task may change for various reasons and it will not necessarily follow

a steady decrease down to zero, within the planned schedule.

The D1AN model focuses on the dynamic and uncertain nature of the remaining

work contents (rwc) in the project tasks. It considers a diffusion process to model

their uncertain progress and suggests "reflective barriers" to limit the growth of rwc.

This model is stochastic and is implemented via Monte Carlo simulation. For each

task in the network, the model requires two inputs: an estimate of the mean of the

duration, and the changes in the variance over-time. The second input is probably

difficult to obtain from project managers. When faced with this question

Elmaghraby argued that a set of intuitive questions may provide the required

information (Williams 1997). In terms of results, when compared with the use of

Poisson and Uniform distributions via Monte Carlo, the DIAN model appears to give

higher probability to early completions and a smoother cumulative probability

function which also extends to late completions.

The DiAN model tries to address a most relevant issue in project control:

uncertainty in scope estimating and scope growth. However, it does this at the

detailed operational level by modelling individually each task's uncertainty. The

main contribution is an enhanced way of modelling this uncertainty by focusing on

the variations of the tasks' remaining work contents. The result is a fairly complex

mathematical model, which most likely is not accessible to the practising project

manager. The consequent limitations are similar to the ones discussed for the

GAAN model. More practical evidence of successful applications is required.

Specialised computer software is probably required to pose friendly questions to

managers and to "hide" the mathematical complexities.

Resource constrained network models

The basic PERT/CPM model schedules the project tasks according to their

precedence relationships. The start date of a tasks depends on the completion

date of its predecessors. However, in reality resources availability is often a crucial
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factor that restrains the start date of tasks. This is particularly true when resources

are scarce and in smaller numbers than required by the "ideal plan". Very often, all

the predecessors of a task may have been completed, but the task may not be able

to start because it needs to wait for the required resources to be available.

Generally, other tasks with no precedence relationship in the PERT/CPM network

need to be completed so that these resources become available. In this scenario,

awaiting tasks will often compete for the resources being made available and thus

priorities need to be considered. Different policies for prioritising the resources will

lead to different project results. This scenario is referred to in the literature as

"resource constrained networks" and it has been the subject of extensive study

(Gemmill and Edwards 1999). Resource constraints are particular important in

stochastic networks, where the tasks' duration is uncertain and thereby resource

requirements may also vary considerably. Various methods have been developed

to consider explicitly the impact resource constrains in PERT/CPM network

planning.

A brief review of resource constrained network methods is presented in Gemmill

and Edwards (1999). Weist (1964) first noted that the critical sequence of activities

in a project should consider both technological dependencies and the

dependencies implied by the sharing of scarce resources. Woodworth and

Shanahan (1988) further implemented the concept and Bowers (1995) further

proposed a simplified algorithm. These developments consider deterministic

networks. Bowers (1996) further examined the problem in stochastic networks and

proposed the concept of "criticality probability" as a measure of a task's overall

criticality to the project, and which he compares with an alternative measure

previously developed by Williams (1995), also for stochastic networks. Further

studies to improve these methods using "look-ahead" techniques have been

developed (Gemmill and Edwards 1999).

Overall, the methods developed to cope with resource constrains in both

deterministic and stochastic networks are important and very useful. This is

because they address a very real and critical factor of project performance.

Nowadays, most projects need to be implemented with scarce resources. By

identifying a measure of criticality for the tasks which accounts for this factor, these
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methods provide the project manager with valuable information for work planning

and control. However, because the heuristics are not simple and are laborious to

implement manually, the practical usefulness of these methods depends on the

availability of specialised software tools. Like PERT and network Monte Carlo

simulation, these methods stand at the operational level. They also model the

tasks' uncertainties independently and focus on the outcome of those uncertainties

rather than on the causes. The systemic and soft nature of uncertainty is not

addressed.

Other network based approaches

There has been many other developments of network based models, most of which

aimed at coping with uncertainty. Generally, these developments take the form of

complex mathematical models based on specific techniques.

For example, there have been attempts to develop models based on Petri nets. A

Petri net is an abstract model used to describe and analyse information and control

flow in asynchronous concurrent systems. They have been used to model projects

in order to handle with time-independent issues. In these developments, the Petri

net modelling approach has often been combined with other modelling approaches

like PERT (Lee and Murata 1994), or its has been extended to incorporate the

specific issues of projects (e.g. the WBS) (Liu and Horowitz 1989; Lee et al 1994).

Object models have also been used to represent projects as a network of inter-

related elements. For example, Brandl and Worley (1993) developed an object

state model of a software project, which included the following elements:

management tasks, development tasks, people, systems, artifacts, versions,

assemblies, products, builds and releases. This object oriented state model was

then implemented as a software tool and was used to help controlling a project.

Many other advanced mathematical models have been developed over-time

around the concept of the project logical network. Tavares (1999) provides a good

overview of some of these developments in five main areas: modelling and
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structural analysis, simulation and stochastic risk analysis, resource scheduling,

project assessment and evaluation, and synthetic support to decision making.

These advanced models are all based in complex mathematical approaches and

thus require the support of specialised software tools to become accessible to the

practising project manager. These tools should have a user-friendly interface and

must "speak the language" of practising managers. Most of these complex models

are not used in practice because they lack this support. Another serious obstacle

is the level of expertise required to develop a valid model, and the large amount s

of input data often required. In other cases, as these complex models try to cover

a wide range of issues at the detailed network level, they also tend to impose a

large number of restrictions and thus their domain of application in the real world

becomes narrow. While some of these models can be useful to project manager

they are lacking practical testing.

Overall, most network models stand at the detailed operational level of the

PERT/CPM model. They capture a wider range of factors and project conditions

thus delivering a greater flexibility to represent the project reality accurately.

However, the systemic causes of human and social nature, which in reality interact

with the work scheduling and resource allocation issues, are still not being

addressed. These models are keeping a focus on the project work. This is

important but not sufficient. In order to address the systemic causes and human

factors, a more strategic and holistic perspective is required.

Front-end estimating

Front-end estimating is aimed at providing high-level estimates for a project

regarding the effort required, schedules and resource, prior to investing effort in

developing a detailed plan. For many reasons, front-end estimates are important.

They are often used at the bidding stage of a project by the contractor to develop a

proposal, and by the Client to decide whether it is worth moving ahead with

requests for proposal. Front-end estimates are also often used as the basis of a

top-down planning process, where the high-level estimates are decomposed down

the WBS.
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Since the techniques used for front-end estimating do not look at the details of the

project to produce an estimate (i.e. bottom-up), they are generally based on

knowledge taken from past similar projects and from management experience.

The role of these techniques is to structure and explore this knowledge so that

accurate estimates ca be derived. The estimating process is often referred to as

"knowledge-based estimation" and most of the techniques are based on empirical

regression analysis. A large database of past projects is developed over-time. To

estimate a new project, the most similar projects are identified in the database.

Regression analysis is carried out to identify which factors or project characteristics

correlate most with the project outcome. Based on the factors and characteristics

of the new project, estimates are produced based on the regression curves. This

technique emerged successfully in the software industry (Boehm 1981) and is

nowadays becoming the dominant approach to front-end estimating (Putnam and

Myers 1999). Various software tools are now available in the market and have

been the basis of progressive refinement and improvement (Jones 1998). This

estimating technique is also used in other industries and it has been the subject of

continued research. For example, there are efforts underway to improve the

process through the use of neural networks (Sequeira 1999).

Front-end estimating techniques are important to successful project management

because they encourage the project to be initially planned with realistic estimates.

Optimistic estimates typically lead to schedule pressure and quality problems.

Pessimistic estimates lead to the prevalence of Parkinson's law, with unnecessary

over-expenditures. Studies suggest that the initial estimates can have a great

impact on the project outcome (Abdel-Hamid and Madnick 1990). Finding a stable

estimate that provides the best outcome is a difficult task.

While poor front-end estimating can be an important cause of failure, once the

project is started there are many other factors that need to be handled carefully.

These are not addressed by front-end estimating techniques.
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Critical Chain Project Management (CCPM)

Over the last few years a new approach to project planning and control called

"Critical Chain Project Management" (CCPM) has been developed, based on the

theory of constraints (TOG) (Goldratt 1997, Goldratt 1999). CGPM has been the

subject of much debate and controversy among researchers and practitioners (e.g.

Duncan 1999, PMNetwork April 1999, Pinto 1999, Cabanis-Brewin 1999,

Rodrigues 1999). A detailed description of this new approach can be found in

Goldratt (1999). Zultner (1999) and Patrick (1999) provide a good overview of the

key principles.

One of the basic motivations of CCPM is the poor estimating of the individuals

tasks' duration in a PERT/CPM network, It is argued that technical developers

always pad their estimates, asking for more time than what would really be

necessary. This tendency is due to a conservative attitude to protect them against

uncertainty. It is also argued that top-managers are aware of this general trend

and therefore have themselves the tendency to compress the schedules to remove

the extra safety-time. Zultner (1999) describes these two opposing forces as

creating a vicious circle: compressed estimates lead to actual delays; these delays

lead to longer conservative estimates in the next project, which in turn motivate top-

management to cut the extra safety further. CCPM is based on the premise that,

generally, staff will ask for a conservative schedule so that they feel they will have

a 90% chance of succeeding (Zultner 1999). This is, in PERT/CPM safety extra-

time is considered in each individual task of the network. CCPM proposes the

opposite approach: the extra safety time should be removed from the individual

tasks and should be added to the end of the project, creating a project-wide

protection buffer. Goldratt suggests that the duration of each individual task should

be compressed down to a 50% probability of success. Based on TOC

mathematics, Goldratt suggests that the whole compressed project, with the

protection buffer at the end, will require a shorter duration in order to have a 90%

probability of being complete on time (Zultner 1999), than the original PERT/CPM

plan - an overall 15% to 25% reduction is claimed (Zultner 1999). Once all tasks

will now have only a 50% chance of being complete on time, many of them will

complete late. In that case, the required extra time is taken from the project buffer
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and is added to the late task. Likewise, when a task is completed earlier, the extra

saved in the task is added to the buffer. According to Zultner (1999), the use of the

project buffer in this way provides an excellent framework for risk management:

whenever time is removed or added to the buffer these events are recorded as well

as their justification. The size of he buffer throughout the project provides an

excellent indicator of the project overall risk of being late, regardless of what is

happening in each individual task. In this way, a specific task considered as critical

may last twice as planned and the overall project may still be in good shape. This

prevents over-reactive management actions.

Compressing the tasks' duration creating and managing a project buffer are not the

only new features proposed by CCPM. The others include:

• the critical chain - this is identified as the longest sequence of tasks linked not

only by precedence relationships but also by resource constraints (i.e. the

resource constrained critical path, a concept already analysed by Weist (1964),

Woodworth and Shanahan (1988) and Bowers (1995));

feeding buffers - other non-critical sequence of tasks will eventually link to the

critical chain. In order to protect the critical chain of being late from delays in

non-critical chains, a local buffer is created for each non-critical chain, called

"feeding buffer". This buffer is managed for the respective non-critical chain in

the same way as the project buffer;

no multi-tasking - this principle suggests that resources working on critical tasks

will not carry out any other parallel work in other tasks. This prevents

distractions and ensures that the critical work is accomplished with maximum

concentration and focus. This is particularly important since the schedules are

aggressive (50% probability of completion on time);

• no fixed dates - the tasks are not planned ahead to be completed in specific

fixed dates. Instead, the work is carried out as fast as possible within the

compressed durations. The star and finishing of the tasks is continuously re-

planed in a dynamic manner depending on actual progress of its predecessors

• resource alerts - because the schedules are dynamic, resources are asked to

provide an advance warning of when they will complete their current task. The

resources planned to work on the following task in the chain receive this "alert"

and will get ready to be available to start the work.
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These are the main principles underlying the CCPM approach. There are clearly

differences to the traditional PERT/CPM approach. However, not all is new. First

the concept underlying the critical chain is old (Weist 1964) and has been the

subject of much study on resource constrained networks (e.g. Bowers 1995,

Gemmill and Edwards 1999) - it is somewhat surprising that some authors are

claiming the concept as new under CCPM (e.g. Uyttewaal 1999). Secondly, CCPM

resembles in many aspects a flexible and dynamic implementation of PERTICPM

where the initial plan is considered as a "living object", continuously revised based

on updates of actual results and forecasts. This is probably why Duncan (1999),

the author of the guide to the PMI's PMBOK (1996), argues that while CCPM brings

about some good ideas, these are not innovative. While some authors describe

the approach with much excitement, claiming to be a promising success (e.g.

Zultner 1999, Leach 1999, Patrick 1999, Rizzo 1999, Uyttewaal 1999), others

advise caution. For example, Duncan (1999) argues that, according to CCPM,

around 90% of the past projects planned using traditional PERT/CPM should have

been completed on time (because individual tasks were planned for this degree of

success), but they have not. Pinto (1999) also draws the attention for some

practical constraints on the "theory of constraints" (TOC) when applied to project

management:

• the difficulty in attaining fully dedicated resources and prevent multi-tasking;

• compressing the schedules by half may be eliminating essential "learning

curve" time;

• the TOC assumes a highly motivated team willing to work within highly

compressed schedules. In reality, motivation and team cohesion is often not a

given.

In a brief response to Zultner's article (Zultner 1999), Rodngues (1999) also

argues that CCPM needs to be addressed with caution and raises two critical

issues: (1) the diagnosis of many past projects indicates that excessive schedule

compression is often the main cause of failure due to the various "knock-on" effects

of schedule pressure and consequent low work quality (e.g. Cooper and Mullen

1993), and (2) CCPM assumes a non-changing critical chain identified at the

beginning of the project. Dramatic changes in the project may lead to changes in
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the actual critical chain. CCPM does not appear to provide a solution to this

scenario, which will certainly require a heavy rework of the overall project plan.

The CCPM approach is based on valid concerns and proposes interesting

alternatives to cope with the uncertainty associated with the project work. The

focus is still on operational planning, at the same level of detail of PERT/CPM. The

alternative principles proposed by CCPM are aimed at addressing important human

factors, like the disruptive effects of multi-tasking, and the Parkinson's law which

tends to prevent early finishes. It introduces the project buffer as an interesting

element of risk management. The use of project buffer in this way assumes a

more aggregated perspective of uncertainty, which is claimed to be more effectively

handled at this level than at the operational level of individual tasks. These

principles are valuable and will probably bear useful in the future. However, the

essence of CCPM is still on operational network planning and control, where

problems are identified and solutions are devised. Aggregate human factors and

strategic issues of managerial nature are not explicitly addressed.

Project risk management

Project risk management has been the focus of much attention in the last few

years. Williams (1993, 1998) has been carrying out a classified bibliography

research in this field, identifying the more relevant developments.

Project risk management can be seen as one of the most proactive aspects of

project management. Risk management looks at those events that may threaten

the project, and which occurrence is uncertain and out of managerial control. A risk

management process works like a "window' to the outside, from where

unpredictable disturbances can be foreseen to a certain degree of confidence.

Given the increasing rate of change of the business environments wherein projects

take place, and the increasing complexity of projects, risks and their management

became a crucial factor for project success.

Like project management, risk management evolved in two main dimensions: the

process and the techniques and tools. Chapman (1997) argues that a good risk
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management process is vital and should work as a framework to employ

techniques and tools. The risk management process should also be closely

integrated within the project management process. Chapman (1997) proposes a

formal structured process called "Project Risk Analysis and Management" (PRAM),

also described by Hilson and Newland (1997) and which is adopted by the APM

(the UK chapter of the IPMA). This process comprises eight main stages: define,

focus, identify, structure, ownership, estimate, evaluate, plan and manage. This

process gives a strong emphasis to the analysis of the risks and the context within

which they take place, before mitigating actions are devised. A good

understanding of the risks and of their impacts on the project are essential. The

PMI (1996) also proposes a risk management process fully integrated within the

project management process, comprising four main stages: identification,

quantification, response development and response control. This process is also

described in Wideman (1992). The PMI risk management process gives special

emphasis to the quantification of the risks and to the control of the responses.

Various tools and techniques have been developed over time to support the risk

management process. Some of these have been described in a previous section

and include: PERT analysis, Monte Carlo simulation, decision-trees, stake holder

analysis and influence diagrams. According to the reviews undertaken by Williams

(1993, 1995, 1998), there are two main inter-related areas of continuous

development: risk networks and simulation. The term "risk networks" is used to

describe sophisticated models where the logical PERT/CPM like network is

enhanced to incorporate important aspects of risks. Examples of these

developments include the GERT model, the GAAN model (Golenko-Ginzburg

1997) and the DIAN model (Elmaghraby 1999) previously described. The first form

of risk network used in project management was the PERT model. The more

commonly used technique nowadays is the basic Monte Carlo network simulation.

Techniques based on risk networks incorporate risk analysis as part of planning

and control, using a common logical network. As already discussed, sophisticated

network models tend to proliferate in the research arena, but unless they are

presented in a user-friendly and accessible fashion to project managers, they will

never be tested and therefore fail become of practical use. Simulation is often

used in risk networks in the form of Monte Carlo, which consists in sampling
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simulation. Williams (1995) comments that simulation is becoming the main

generally used tool, and later that it has become established to analyse risk

networks (Williams 1998). System Dynamics simulation also started to be applied

for risk management purposes (Williams 1995). System Dynamics is based on

continuous process simulation and thus it is clearly different from Monte Carlo type

of simulation. Later, Williams (1998) describes this technique as becoming

increasingly important for the analysis of the cumulative and systemic effects of

complex risks. This approach and its application to project management is

discussed in great detail in appendix H. A preliminary review of some applications

can be found in Rodrigues (1994).

There has been an increasing emphasis on establishing a well structured risk

management process, integrated within the project management process, and

commonly shared among researchers and practitioners. Because risk

management is part of pro-active control, most of the techniques used are based

on a PERT/CPM network, which is the core of planning and control, and on Monte

Carlo simulation. The result are complex risk networks, which struggle to get

acceptance from practitioners. A major limitation of risk networks is that they stand

at the PERT/CPM operational level. At this level they cannot address the "softer"

and higher level strategic issues, where the main causes of project failure can be

found.

System Dynamics simulation is being increasingly used for risk analysis purposes.

This modelling technique focuses on systemic issues and assumes a more

strategic view of risks. It is not based on the network logic of the project at the

operational level. System Dynamics is fairly new to the project management arena

and unknown by most practitioners. A reflection of this is its reference in the

PMBOK (PMI 1996) as an "activity-sequencing" tool. This shows a narrow view

and limited understanding of its potential applicability. As it will be seen, System

Dynamics has a much wider scope of application, and thus it can provide support

to many other aspects of project management.
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Conclusions: what is missing?

The project management discipline has developed a well established and

comprehensive body of knowledge. It considers the project management process

as a control mechanism wherein a large collection of techniques and tools are

employed. Project control is achieved primarily through reactive monitoring and re-

planning actions: actual results are monitored, deviations against the targets are

identified and corrective actions are generated. The overall approach is based on

a top-down decomposition and analysis of the project, followed by the bottom-up

aggregation of results. The project is decomposed into many elementary simple

tasks. Their results are aggregated to form the overall project outcome. If these

tasks are managed effectively and completed on target, the whole project will also

be implemented successfully. The WBS, OBS, responsibility matrix, PERT/CPM

networks and earned value (EVM), are the main techniques employed to implement

the project management process. The traditional approach delivers a logical view

where the high-level outcome is imposed by the results achieved in the detailed

tasks at the bottom level of the project. This portrays a classical analytical

perspective, where the micro-events are studied in detail to derive the outcome at

the macro level.

This perspective has motivated a focus on the operational issues of projects. The

tools and techniques based on the WBS and logical network cope effectively with

problems at this level. This traditional approach has some important merits. First,

it delivers a detailed work plan which can be readily used to direct the work in the

field. It also monitors progress at this level, allowing management to analyse both

performance and deviations in great detail and identify the sources and persons

responsible. Ultimately, it provides a robust framework to implement control at the

basic project level. While this is not sufficient to ensure control of the whole

project, it is an essential requirement. The success and usefulness of the network

based techniques at this leve' has motivated extensive research to develop more

complete and flexible models. Even new approaches like CCPM, which take a

different perspective of planning issues, are based on the project operational

network.
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Experience has shown that operational control is not sufficient to cope with

emerging complexities in modem projects. As already pointed out, an undue focus

on the operational issues has prevented the project management discipline to

tackle problems of different nature, which appear to be the cause of most failures.

As previously discussed, these causes relate to systemic issues of human nature,

which take place mainly at the strategic level of projects. A simplistic analogy

would be to argue that it is not just the mechanical aspects of the car that matters;

it is essential that driver gets the right perceptions of the problem and takes the

right direction. The need for a complementary systemic analysis has been

previously identified (Rodrigues and Bowers 1996b), in particular for risk

management purposes (Williams 1998). Attempts to employ the traditional

techniques in order to cope with these systemic problems are counter-productive

and are likely to fail. These techniques take a narrow and discrete view of the

project and were not designed to address these systemic issues. For example,

they do not quantify human factors, they do not capture the continuous interaction

between technical development and managerial decision-making, they do not

consider the dynamics of rework generation, and they do not consider the impacts

of managerial policies and initial project estimates. All these elements are

examples of systemic issues which have a crucial impact on the project outcome.

A systemic view is required, focusing on the various dynamic interactions among

the project elements, where the whole becomes much more than just the linear

sum of the parts.

The important role of project management in modem life has highlighted some

deficiencies of the traditional approach and the need for an alternative. Traditional

techniques encourage a narrow, operational view of the project, concentrating on

the detailed planning.. Several studies (e.g. Davidson and Huot 1991; Morris and

Hough 1987) have identified the need for a more strategic approach. As it will be

seen in the following sections of this chapter, Systems Dynamics modelling

appears to offer this strategic alternative, assuming a holistic view of the

organisation, with an emphasis on the behavioural aspects of projects and their

relation with managerial strategies. There has been a number of academic and

practical applications of System Dynamics to project management. The remainder
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of this chapter addresses the need for a better understanding of the nature,

differences, similarities, and purposes of traditional and System Dynamics

approaches. If System Dynamics models are to play a core role in the future

developments of project management, it is important to understand their distinctive

contribution to the current body of knowledge and their place in a future

methodology.
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Overview

This appendix presents a methodological overview of System Dynamics. There is

no well established and widely accepted modelling process. Views of different

authors are considered, compared and discussed. For future reference a generic

process is here proposed.

The overview here presented includes a brief historical background, explaining why

and how the methodology emerged in the early 1960s, and a discussion of the

term "System Dynamics" regarding both concept and scope, since the term is also

used in other fields. This section then follows to describe the modelling process

underlying the approach. This includes the discussion of how this has evolved

since the early days up to present, and the different methodological and practical

perspectives advocated by different authors. As it will be seen, there are currently

some unsolved critical issues likely to have a great impact on the future of the

methodology. Perhaps the most important one, the problem of model validation is

discussed first separately, in more detail. This discussion is expanded to the more

general context of validation in the field of Operational Research. The other

important critical issues of System Dynamics are then discussed in some detail.

This includes the problem of the endogenous perspective, continuity and

aggregation among others.

Historical background

Proceeding from previous work initiated at M.I.T, in the late 50s (see Forrester

1958, reprinted in Roberts 1978), Professor Jay Forrester published in 1961 a

book entitled "Industrial Dynamics" (Forrester 1961). The contents of this work

would become in the following decades the subject of much controversy within the

research community, as well as the inspiration for many dedicated efforts to pursue

his cause. Nowadays, some fundamental problems that the methodology has to

face remain unanswered. While these form a rich source for further improvement

through an on-going continuous research in the field, it can be asserted some
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confidence that Forrester's work has now its own place within the theory and

practice of Management Science.

In his book, Forrester proposed a new computer-based modelling methodology and

with it an underlying paradigm of thinking about managerial problems which, at that

time, he summarised as follows: "... the investigation of the information-feedback

character of industrial systems and the use of models for the design of improved

organisational form and guiding policy." Initially, his work focused on analysing

large industrial systems, and hence the methodology was termed as Industrial

Dynamics. Further academic and practical developments would shift the focus to

many other types of social systems, and this name soon gave way to the more

general term System Dynamics.

As the motivation for Industrial Dynamics, Forrester identified the need for a solid

scientific basis for the effective management of large industrial systems. At that

time, this need was emphasised by the many observed failures in the design and

management of this type of systems. While the search for such a scientific basis

was not a novelty, the underlying motivation of the dominant modelling approaches

at that time was essentially of mathematical nature, rather than managerial, hence

focusing on optimum solutions. According to Forrester, this misleading objective

was imposing unrealistic simplifications and so the resulting mathematical models

were proving ineffective in practice.

The critical issue in the management of social system was the failure to translate

past experiences into a common frame of reference, so that lessons learned could

be transferred in time and space, and thereby be used by other managers in other

situations. This failure to understand that the many observed problems were often

produced by a same underlying system, encouraged a focus on the individual parts

of management systems at the lower management levels, where automation of the

processes is easier. This way, the resulting operational models would fail to

capture the holistic nature of a systems' behaviour and hence to deliver effective

solutions.
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The core argument presented by Forrester to justify a radica! change in the

scientific approach to the management of industrial systems was that, as these

systems were growing larger and more complex, the knowledge of their parts taken

separately was not sufficient. The interconnections and interactions between the

components of a system would prove more important than the separate

components themselves. If Management Science were to be useful, it would have

to evolve effective methods to analyse these key interactions among all the

important components of a company as well as the interactions with its external

environment. Furthermore, these methods would have to speak the language of

the practising manager, dealing with both the pertinent information that is available

and with the intangibles where these are important (Forrester 1961).

With Industrial Dynamics, Forrester proposed a new modelling paradigm as an

attempt to deliver such useful models, which were to be used at the higher

management levels. These simulation models were primarily characterised by

dealing with the time-varying interactions between the individual parts of an

industrial system, and by incorporating explicitly the human decision-making

processes. These features would allow the models to assess the performance of

management policies. The strategy of Forrester's approach was to use the power

of digital computers to implement these complex models. At the same time, the

idea of computer-assisted policy analysis would become the focus of further

independent research, like the work developed by Bossel (1977). At that time, the

study of the human decision-making processes in social systems would also

become the focus of much attention (e.g. Eden and Hams 1975).

It is not the purpose of this research to present an exhaustive description of

Forrester's modelling methodology, as this can be found in several books and other

publications (e.g. Forrester 1961, Goodman 1974, Coyle 1977, Richardson and

Pugh 1981, and more recently Wolstenholme 1990, and Coyle 1996). However,

for the purpose of it is important to outline the underlying process of the

methodology, and to clarify the wide nature of the concept System Dynamics.
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System Dynamics: a discussion of concept and scope

The term "System Dynamics" is not unique to the field developed by Forrester. In a

book entitled "Introduction to System Dynamics" (Shearer 1967), the author

proposes "... a unified engineering treatment of mechanical, electrical, fluid, and

thermal dynamic systems", and argues that "...System Dynamics interacts

with.. .[and] is important in many fields of engineering and in scientific, economic,

and business activity." On the other hand, in one of the most important

publications after "Industrial Dynamics", Roberts (1978) provides "...an overview of

past and continuous applications of system dynamics philosophy and methodology

to managerial issues...". He defines System Dynamics as "...the application of

feedback control systems principles and techniques to managerial, organisational,

and socio-economic problems." The common use of the term "System Dynamics"

reflects the fact that both studies focus on systems that exhibit dynamic behaviour.

Both apply the same general principles of systems theory, systems analysis, and

control theory, but the type of systems targeted is clearly different.

A system is a collection of parts which act together, in a co-ordinated way and for a

certain purpose (Churchman 1968). Any system is embedded within a surrounding

environment with which it interacts, and which affects its status. A dynamic system

is one that changes its status over time. This continuous change is called system

behaviour. Systems can be classified according to various perspectives, like their

complexity, the way in which their components are interrelated, and how they

interact with the environment. Boulding (1956) proposes a taxonomy for classifying

systems into a hierarchy of levels of growing complexity:

(1) static structures (e.g. a map);

(2) simple dynamic systems (often referred to as "clockworks");

(3) control mechanisms, cybernetic systems, or self-regulated systems. These

exhibit a goal seeking behaviour, but with no self-changing of goals;

(4) open systems, self-maintaining, or self-reproductive systems (e.g. a cell);

(5) genetic-societal systems. These a have life-cycle genetically programmed;

(6) animal systems, exhibiting both self-awareness and instinctive goal seeking

behaviour;
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(7) human systems, which exhibit self-consciousness (awareness of being aware),

goal formulation, reflection and planning;

(8) social systems, exhibiting characteristics of human organisations: values, roles,

culture, and other forms of human interaction.

The first book from Shearer (1967) is about "Engineering Control Theory" and

targets systems mainly at level (3) in the above classification. These systems are

some times complex, but their internal structure is well understood, since it has

been fully designed by human mind. Their study is usually aimed at achieving an

optimal structural design in respect to how the system reacts to exogenous shocks

(called system inputs). In building a model, the engineer seeks being able to

predict the system output as a reaction to the stimulus of certain inputs, as well as

to understand how the system structure can be re-design in order to achieve an

"optimum" performance (Shearer et at 1967).

The ideal of Forrester's breakthrough in Industrial Dynamics was to apply these

same principles to the understanding and re-design of social systems. In this line

of thought, a recent definition of System Dynamics (certainly not intended to be

comprehensive) has been proposed by Coyle (1996): "...the application of the

attitude of mind of a control engineer to the improvement of dynamic behaviour in

managed systems." The aim of System Dynamics is therefore: "...to achieve in

socio-economic systems the standards of controllability and dynamic behaviour

which are common place in engineering systems" (Coyle 1996). Roberts (1978)

also identifies this transition in the application of the information-feedback

principles of engineering control theory, from simple mechanical systems to more

complex electronic systems, and finally to social systems. Forrester (1961) also

proposes the study of engineering systems and models as the source of inspiration

for Industrial Dynamics: "The manager deals with the components of his

organisation just as the engineer does with the components of his air plane..." - for

a more detailed discussion on this topic the reader may refer to Richardson (1991).

Forrester's approach to System Dynamics targets systems at level (8) in the

classification above. Like the engineering physical systems at level (3), social

systems are self-regulated and exhibit goal-seeking behaviour. However, the
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presence of the human organisational element generates novel properties like self-

consciousness, goal formulation, self-change, planning, while incorporating various

forms of human interaction, like cultural values. These new properties have major

impacts on various aspects of the modelling approach proposed by Forrester.

Given the mathematical complexity of Forrester's models, analytical analyses would

prove unfeasible. These models were only viable through the use of high-speed

digital computers, where they could be easily translated into simulation models.

The same type of developments also progressed in the field of control engineering,

with digital computers facilitating the design, development and implementation of

reliable simulation models for complex systems (Seborg et all 1989).

As the discipline of Industrial Dynamics gained enthusiasm, further developments

emerged and the methodology was soon termed System Dynamics ( Roberts 1978).

At the same time, this term continues to be used in the engineering fields related

with process control (e.g. see Ogata 1993). In this area of literature, terms like

"improve understanding of the processes", "train personnel", and "design control

laws and strategies" (e.g. see Seborg 1989), can be found frequently. All of these

concepts and terms are also common in Forrester's related literature.

Undoubtedly, the similarities will prevail: as Shearer (1967) discusses, System

Dynamics interacts with many other fields, of which Management Science is just

one. The common root of the different applications rests on the principles of the

feedback-based Control Theory. Regarding Forrester's work however, it is the

author's opinion that the difference in the type of systems being targeted gave birth

to a new discipline. In this way, and without disregarding the meaning and

application of the term in other fields, Forrester's discipline will be hereafter referred

to as System Dynamics.

The System Dynamics modelling process

Overview

This sub-section is intended to provide an outline of the generic process of the

System Dynamics approach. Forrester's initial description of the methodology is
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first summarised. Further methodological developments proposed by other authors

are then discussed. An overall generic structure for the SD process is proposed

as comprising five main stages, which are presented and discussed separately.

Finally, some of the different perspectives about the System Dynamics process, as

assumed by different authors, are discussed.

The process proposed by Forrester

As presented by Forrester in Industrial Dynamics, the SD modelling process should

evolve towards the development and use of quantitative simulation models. These

models are used to support the structural re-design of management systems, in

particular of their control policies, towards improved performance. Used in this way

as management "laboratories", these models have the potential to sustain

accelerated managerial learning.

Forrester's general method comprised several stages, starting with problem

analysis, following onto formal model development, and finally to model application

through repeated experimentation. Forrester proposed the following steps:

1. the goals - a model must address an important goal. In this step, the questions

to be answered by the model are clarified. The model is set for a purpose;

2. the description of the situation - development of an unambiguous verbal

description of the factors that bear on the questions to be answered, and their

interrelationships. This is where intuition and insight have their greatest

opportunity;

3. the mathematical mode! - the verbal system description is converted into a

formal mathematical form, which allows for experimentation. This is a simulation

model containing the mechanisms of the interactions that have been visualised

between the parts of the system in the verbal description;

4. simulation - the model takes the place of the real system and simulates its

operation under specific circumstances, with a match to real life. This simulation

consists of tracing the system's time evo'ution;

5. interpretation - the results from the experimentation (i.e. the system behaviour)

are interpreted. These often contradict managers' expectations. This analysis
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may uncover defects in the system description implemented in the model and

highlights counter-intuitive aspects of the system behaviour;

6. system revision - the goal of the modelling exercise is usually to improve the

performance of the system, which exhibits problematic behaviour. The first

model is usually developed to represent the system as it "has been". The next

step in the search for improved performance is to test alternative system

structures. The simulation model is revised to reflect these changes, just as like

they would be implemented in the real system;

7. repeated experimentation - at each step in this sequence, the prior steps may

need to be revisited. Each simulation results "teaches" additional questions,

until the difficulties have been reduced to a point where the new resulting

system design can be translated into the real system.

Like any other modelling methodology, the process comprises three main phases:

(1) the problem is identified and described, (2) a model is developed with the

purpose of analysing the problem, and (3) the model is used as a "tool" to help

designing a satisfactory solution for the problem. The SD process is described by

Forrester as being iterative, as opposed to a linear progression: at any stage it can

cycle back to previous steps, thus feeding-back improved understanding and

knowledge about the system and the problem. The emphasis is on interpreting the

simulation results and revising the simulation model, in the search for better

structures and policies. This emphasis on iteration and model revision highlights

that the process is not intended to consist of a pure sequence of "model

development" followed by "model use". A perfect model is never achieved first

time, and changing the model is an essential issue to analyse the problem and to

identify solutions.

Further developments to the System Dynamics process

Forrester proposed a general method for the SD process, but over the years the

need for methodological improvements has been recognised (Coyle 1973). Further

advances have been made in an attempt to achieve a more formal and clear

definition of the SD process (Forrester 1968, Goodman 1974, Coyle 1977, Roberts

1978, Richardson 1981, Wolstenholme 1982, Richmond 1990, Wolstenholme
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1990, Coyle 1996). Much effort has also been directed towards formalising various

particular aspects of this process (e.g. Bums 1977, 1979; Forrester and Senge

1980, Randers 1980, Wolstenholme and Coyle 1983, Wolstenholme 1994,

Richardson 1995, Barlas 1996, Coyle 1996, Lane and Smart 1996).

Wolstenholme (1982, 1990) proposed a clear split of the methodology into two

phases: (1) "qualitative analysis", through system description, and (2) "quantified

analysis", through simulation techniques. In respect to the original approach, this

development was aimed at enhancing the role of the qualitative phase of system

description. According to Wolstenholme, this phase should be seen as an useful

method of system analysis on its own right, and as an aid to compatibility of

System Dynamics with other methods of system enquiry (see for example Eden

1994). At the same time, and partially as a consequence, the qualitative phase of

system description shifted from the use of Forrester's initial notation (sources,

sinks, valves, and other symbols), to the use of "signed digraphs" (Wolstenholme

1982). This alternative notation has its origins in the discipline of Control Theory,

and is more commonly known in the social sciences as Influence Diagrams (IDs)

(see Morecroft 1980 for a review of diagramming tools, and also Richardson 1991

for a discussion of the origins).

Over the years other several authors have proposed other descriptions for the SD

process. Table 2.1, compares some of these descriptions. There is a main

sequence of five steps which is recognised by all authors (left column), so is the

overall iterative nature of the process. These five steps are as follows:

(1) problem definition and system conceptualisation;

(2) development of an ID;

(3) useof the ID;

(4) development of a quantitative simulation model;

(5) use of the simulation model.

Richmond (1990) describes the modelling process using Stella/iThink. This author

does not consider the use of lOs for system description, replacing this type of

description with high-level maps of the simulation model and with descriptions of

several reference modes of system behaviour (i.e. graphs over-time). Richardson
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(1981) also proposes the identification of the reference mode of behaviour for the

problem, as the starting point of the modelling process. The development of an ID

consistent with this reference mode is proposed as the appropriate step forward.

This ID is then the basis for the development of the simulation model, using

Forrester's notation (Richardson 1981). Like Woistenholme (1990), Coyle (1996)

presents the qualitative phase of System Dynamics as an independent process of

system analysis. Both of these authors propose an intermediate stage of

"qualitative analysis" using lDs, wherein alternative system structures and policies

are assessed based on an informal inference of the system behaviour. They stress

that if a satisfactory solution is eventually found at this stage, there will be no need

to proceed to the quantitative phase of simulation modelling. As it will be discussed

later, this approach raises a potential conflict of opinion between those authors that

consider the qualitative phase as a method on its own, advocating that IDs must be

used and a solution can be found at the qualitative stage (Wolstenholme 1990,

1999; Coyle 1996, 1999), and other authors (e.g. Sterman 1994; Richardson 1981,

1996) who consider influence diagramming as an important and useful phase, but

yet an non-mandatory requirement for quantitative simulation modelling. The split

of the process into two major phases of "qualitative influence diagramming" and

"quantitative simulation modelling" is not fully agreed within the SD community, nor

is the mandatory use of lDs and the imperative need for the process to move

towards quantitative simulation. Recently, there has been recent strong evidence

that the qualitative phase of System Dynamics can be a method of its own (Coyle

1999)

In this research, the two phases of qualitative and quantitative analysis will be

considered explicitly in the description of the SD process. It will be considered that

IDs are the most appropriate precedent for simulation modelling and hence should

be used in the qualitative phase (which may also find valuable support in other

techniques like cognitive mapping; e.g. Eden 1994, Ackerman et al 1991). It will

also be considered that the complete SD process should include the quantitative

phase, through the development and use of simulation models.
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Four main characteristics of the SD process are present in all descriptions of table

2.1:

(1) a logical sequence of steps, starting with problem definition and system

conceptualisation, moving through system analysis and leading to the

identification of a satisfactory solution;

(2) an overall process of two main phases wherein a more informal qualitative

analysis is followed by a more rigorous quantitative analysis based on

simulation modelling;

(3) a continuous re-iteration of the process, with the feedback of knowledge

contributing to improved understanding. The identification of a satisfactory

solution almost always requires more than one iteration and hence the process

can be considered as iterative by nature;

(4) two major distinctive outcomes result from this process: (i) improved

understanding about the feedback nature of the problem and of the system's

"working laws", and (ii) the "solution" to the problem, defined by a set of

structural and policy changes, and the expected improvement in the system

performance.

Figure H.1 depicts the overall structure of this iterative process, highlighting the two

phases of qualitative and quantitative System Dynamics, as well as the two main

outcomes. Each of the phases is divided into the two sub-phases of "model

development" and "model use". The two main phases of qualitative influence

diagramming and of quantitative simulation modelling can be seen as continuous

activities which are carried out throughout several iterations, with the ID and the

simulation model being continuously revised. In an ideal scenario, the two types of

analysis will interact in a complementary manner, contributing to the continuous

improvement of the modeller's understanding of the problem and of the models

themselves.
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Figure H.1 - A generic view of the System Dynamics process

Having summarised the overall SD process, the following sub-sections describe

separately each of the five main individual steps, and introduce the basic SD

notation to be used throughout this research. The last two sub-sections provide a

brief discussion about the use of different modelling elements throughout the SD

process and about the different perspectives about the process advocated by

different authors within the SD community.
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a) problem identification and system definition

A System Dynamics study is generally motivated by the need to improve the

current performance of a system. It is therefore recognised that there is an

undesired scenario (i.e. the problem) which needs to be eliminated. However, not

all problems are appropriate for the application of the SD method. The problem

must be of dynamic nature and caused by endogenous forces within the system.

The dynamic nature of a problem implies the presence of an undesired mode of

system behaviour over time (e.g. a continuous loss of market share). This

undesired behaviour should be primarily caused by the internal interactions within

the system. A SD study is not appropriate to analyse problems which are more

characterised by discrete events and which are caused by uncontrollable random

forces external to the system.

Defining a problem dynamically consists of identifying which are the system

characteristics of concern and their undesired patterns of behaviour. In other

words, "'what" is going wrong and "how"? A list of the relevant characteristics of the

system is therefore first developed, and their (undesired) current behaviour is

drawn in a graph over time, within a specified time horizon. This set of patterns is

referred to as the "reference mode" of behaviour for the problem. It describes the

actual system dynamic evolution which needs to be changed towards an improved

performance.

A good example is the typical problem of schedule slippage in a software

development project. This can be described dynamically by the way in which some

of the relevant project characteristics evolve over time. An experienced manager

will be able to identify these characteristics and describe their dynamic pattern of

change. An initial verbal description would include comments about how

unexpected errors emerged half way through the project, requiring extra an effort

above the planned budget. The typical management reaction would be to try

keeping the original schedule, transferring pressure to the staff. As progress is still

slow, extra staff is ten hired in order to increase the daily man-power available. As

time moves towards the original deadline, and the work is still behind the original

schedule, managers are forced to re-negotiate schedule extensions, while still
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putting pressure on the staff and hiring more people. From this type of description,

some relevant project characteristics can be identified as follows: planned

schedule, staff in the project, errors detected, among others. Figure H.2 below

describes this problem dynamically, showing how these characteristics are likely to

evolve within the problematic scenario of persistent schedule and budget overrun.

Like any conceptual model, the graphs serve as maps to debate the problem.

Further relevant characteristics are identified and described dynamically, until a

consensual reference mode of behaviour for the problem is achieved.

Schedule (day)

Staff level
(man-power)

Errvrsto be
revrld

(error)
- Actual - - Planned

Figure H.2 - Some dynamic characteristics of a software project

Defining a problem dynamically raises questions about the relationships between

the several behaviour patterns identified. For example: (i) more staff was needed

because unexpected errors were detected; (ii) exerting pressure over the staff may

have increased error generation; (iii) hiring more staff in the later stages decreased

productivity, because of to training and communication overheads. This type of

discussion leads to the identification and introduction of new factors in the study.

The key premise of SD is that the problematic behaviour is generated by the

underlying system structure. At this stage, the aim is to define the scope of this

system, identifying which factors must be considered.
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Defining the system scope involves several decisions. In the first place,

boundaries must be drawn to define which sub-domain of the real world will be

considered as the system under study. Secondly, not all the elements within this

boundary will be considered explicitly and some will need to be aggregated to an

appropriate level of detail. While these decisions will often be subjective they must

be always justified, even at this preliminary stage.

At the end of this qualitative stage in the SD process, the following information

should have been structured:

1. problem identffication

. a list of the relevant system characteristics: from which the problem can

be identified, described, and analysed;

• the reference mode of the system behaviour for the problem: how the

above characteristics evolve over time in the problematic scenario, and

within the time horizon established to analyse the problem;

2. system definition

system boundaries: a list of factors that must be considered as internal

to the system, and their perceived relevance to the problem; a list of all

the identified relevant factors which were excluded from the study,

followed by the justifying assumptions;

• a preliminary discussion of the likely level of aggregation required for the

factors identified within the system boundaries

This initial attempt to clarify what the problem is, and to define the scope of system,

is common to any systemic approach to problem analysis (Churchman 1968,

Checkland 1991), as well as to the OR methodology (Keys 1991, Rosenhead 1989,

White 1985). Formulating the problem outlines the objectives and purpose of the

modelling process. One of Forrester's novelties is that all the relevant factors must

be considered explicitly in this process, regardless of their subjective or intangible

nature. The particular SD perspective is the dynamic view of the problem and its

endogenous nature: the cause for the system behaviour is primarily a consequence

of its internal structure. This focus on the internal view is intended to prevent the

problematic behaviour to be explained by means of exogenous factors (Forrester

1961).
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Like in any modelling exercise, the next stage is to convert this verbal description of

the system and problem into a more formal model. This model will provide a more

clear representation of the system and will be used as the basis to devise and test

possible solutions. In the SD process, this model initially consists of a qualitative ID

which identifies the system's factors and their cause-effect relationships. The

resultant feedback structure should be able to explicate the observed dynamic

problem. This ID will then be translated into a quantitative simulation model.

b) development and use of influence diagrams

The two following steps in the proposed generic SD process are the development

of an ID model and its practical use for problem analysis and identification of

solutions. The basic principles and notation of IDs will be first introduced. This is

followed by a description of the general methods available to support the

development of Ids. Finally the use of IDs is discussed.

Basic principles, notation and terminology of Influence Diagrams

The term "influence diagram" (ID) has already been referred to in this chapter.

Other alternative terms are some times used to refer this type of diagrams, like

"causal loop diagrams" (Goodman 1974; Richardson 1981, 1991), or "signed

digraphs" (Wolstenholme 1982, Bums et al 1979, Bums 1977). When Forrester

introduced Industrial Dynamics he proposed the use of "level/rate diagrams" (also

called "pipe diagrams"). Although some authors argue that IDs and "level/rate

diagrams" are two alternatives for the same purpose (Wolstenholme 1990, Coyle

1996), it is argued in this work that in many cases they might not be exactly the

same, as it will be discussed.

The representation of feedback structures using IDs follows a specific but simple

notation. There are some variations followed by different authors. The one

presented is intended to be simple and as generally accepted as possible.
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The primary purpose of an ID is to represent the system in the form of a dynamic

feedback structure, capable of explaining the occurrence of the observed problem.

This structure consists of a set of elements linked through cause-effect

relationships which originate closed loops. What is a cause-effect relationships? A

causal relationships means that a certain element of the system affects the other.

An element can be a physical component or an abstract concept about the system.

As an example of a cause-effect relationships is: the higher the "number of

inexperienced staff' (cause) the lower the "overall productivity" (effect) of the

project team. A causal relationship can represent two types of effects which are

referred to as "positive" or "negative". Since the elements of a dynamic system

change over time, a negative effect occurs when a change in the element which is

the cause has the opposite effect in the element that suffers the effect. In the

example above, the more the inexperienced staff the less the productivity. On

other hand, a positive effect takes place when the changes in the causal

relationships follow the same direction. For example, the higher the productivity

the higher the progress rate. Causal relationships are represented in lDs through

the use of arrows, which point from the element "cause" to the element "effect".

The arrow has sign "+" or "-", which indicates the type of effect (some times the

letters "s" for "same", and "o" for "opposite" are used instead, to represent positive

or negative effects respectively). The relationships for the examples mentioned

above would be represented as follows:

Inexperienced	 Overall
staff	 productivity

Staff	 Progress
productivity	 rate

Figure H.3 - Representation of positive and negative cause-effect relationships in IDs

Dashed lines are some times used to represent abstract relationships, which

represent information flows, whereas full lines are used for physical relationships.

For the sake of simplicity, this distinction will not be made, If dashed lines are , used

their meaning will be clarified.
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It is important to note that the concepts of "positive" and "negative" causal

relationships should not be confused with the idea of "desired" or "undesired"

effects. For example, the "staff experience level" has a negative effect on "error

generation" in a software project. This is a desired effect. The concepts simply

refer to type of change, either in the same direction (positive) or in the opposite

direction (negative).

Several causal relationships tend to originate a closed chain, which is called a

feedback loop. Throughout a feedback loop a change in one element will

propagate throughout the chain, eventually affecting itself. For example,

"inexperienced staff' in a project reduces "productivity". Low productivity motivates

managers to "hire more staff'. But new staff is usually inexperienced, thereby

increasing the number of "inexperienced staff' in the project (the original element.

Like causal relationships, feedback loops can be "positive" or "negative". A positive

loop occurs when an initial change reinforces itself by propagation throughout the

chain, just as in the above example. A negative 'oops occurs in the opposite

situation, where the initial change propagates effects throughout the chain which

eventually counter itself. For example, as staff productivity increases and the work

is accomplished at a higher progress rate, the staff starts feeling less pressured to

work hard. This "relaxation" brings down the initial increase in productivity.

Positive loops are also referred to as "reinforcing loops", "degenerative loops",

"vicious circles" or "virtuous circles". Negative loops are may also be called

"balancing loops" or "control loops". According to the notation here proposed,

feedback loops are represented in a ID by an internal arrow which is intended to

identify the set of causal relationships that create the loop. This arrow has an

indication of the type of loop in the middle. The sign "RI-" will be used for positive

loops, and "B-" for negative loops. The above examples can be represented as

follows:
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Overallstaff	
productivity

Staff)
hiring

Staff
productivity	 Progress

rate

Pressure to
work hard

Figure H.4 - Representation of positive and negative feedback loops in lDs

Again the concepts of "positive" and "negative" feedback loops should not be

confused with the idea of "desired" or "undesired" loops. Positive loops often

represent undesired "snow-ball" effects, On the other hand, negative loops are the

essence of managerial control in managed systems. In fact, they often represent

the managerial control mechanism, which the SD study is aimed at improve. The

generic management control loop can be represented as follows:

Perceive""
Managementproblem	

decision

Desired
effect

Figure H.5 - Generic negative loop of managerial control

As a problem is perceived, corrective actions are generated through management

decision-making. These actions are aimed at producing a certain effect on the

system, which will eventually reduce or eliminate the initial problem.

Feedback loops will often incorporate a large amount of causal relationships. In

this case the type of loop is not obvious. One way of identifying the type of loop is

to multiply the signs of all the relationships in the loop, with the resulting sign

indicating the type of loop.

Causal relationships identify effects that the elements of a system exert one

another. These effects are seldom instantaneous: in reality, some time elapses

until they take place. As Forrester (1961) notes: "Time delays arise in every stage
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of system activity - in decisions, in transportation, in averaging data, and in

inventories and stocks of all kinds." The concept of delay is critical in System

Dynamics: problems observed in social systems often occur because of the delays

present within the control mechanisms. Two different types of delays are

considered in System Dynamics: physical delays and information delays. A

physical delay has to do with the flow of a physical entity within the system. For

example, the time it takes for newly hired staff to go through training and become

available in the project. An information delay has to do with how information about

the system state is transformed to generate human perceptions, decisions and

human behaviour. For example, changes in the staff productivity take some time to

be fully perceived by management. These delays can be more or less continuous

(or "smoothed"), or even discrete, depending on the type of real world effect being

modelled.

Delays are often represented in IDs through the symbol "D", with the name of the

delay in subscript. Delays are present in many cause-effect interactions between

elements of a system. The explicit representation of delays in lDs is sometimes

omitted, as it is assumed to be implicit in the relationship. In this work an explicit

representation will be used whenever there is a particular interest in highlighting the

presence of the delay (e.g. the delay is of significant magnitude).

An example of information delays in a software project are when staff perceive that

progress is behind schedule and start feeling pressured to work harder. The

cause-effect relationship between the elements "perceived work progress" and

"schedule pressure" is not instantaneous: progress takes time to be assessed by

the staff, and "schedule pressure" also takes some time to build-up. Furthermore,

the impact of this pressure on the work rate is also progressive, as staff take their

time to find ways of increasing their productivity. This can be represented in a ID

as follows:
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Staff
produthvity	 Progress

rate

Pressure to
work hard

Figure H.6 - Information delays represented in an ID

Delays are extremely important in System Dynamics, as they are in the real world.

As problems occur, it takes some time for managers to perceive their occurrence

through changes in the system state. It takes further time for them to analyse this

information and take a reactive decision. The effects from these decisions (often

not the expected ones), also take some time to produce an impact on the system

state. Coyle (1996) proposes the following ID to highlight the importance of delays

in managerial feedback:

information

sYstemIedge
state	

(awareness)

Consequences	

Choice )Action
(decision)

Figure H.7 - The importance of delays in managerial feedback

Finally, it is important to note that the use of IDs in the form of "word and arrow', as

described above, is not shared among all authors. Some suggest the immediate

use of "level/rate" type of diagrams, as a direct means to describe the feedback

structure. However, this type of diagrams is more formal then the "word and arrovV'

IDs as they impose the need to classify the variables into certain categories (e.g.

level, rate). The "level/rate" notation was the one initially proposed by Forrester

(1961) and is closer to the quantification level of a simulation model. In fact, in

most SD simulation tools this notation is used to represent them model and is

directly translated into the equations. In the author's opinion this level of formality

restrains the modeller's ability to develop an initial high-level qualitative image of

the system feedback structure, which is more naturally perceived by "words and
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arrows" forming feedback loops (with no need to decide what is a level and what is

a rate). As it will be shown, "level/rate" diagrams are better at identifying the

physical process flows within the system, but are weaker at representing feedback

loops. Nevertheless, this is an issue opened to discussion and is not the purpose

of this research to propose a final judgement. In this research, the use of IDs as

described above will be considered as preceding the use of "level/rate" diagrams

for simulation modelling (which will generally be more ids-aggregated)

Developing an Influence Diagram

Developing an ID is a process that requires some caution, as these diagrams may

quickly grow too complex, becoming confusing and difficult to read. The scope of

an ID and the level of detail to be considered must both be well balanced, so that

the diagram is simple enough to provide useful insights. If a certain aspect of the

system requires a high level of detail, then the scope of the ID should be restricted

to the specific sub-domain of interest within the system. On the other hand, less

detail usually represents the need to achieve a wider view of the problem, and

hence a wider scope should be considered. In order to overcome the conflict

between scope and detail, and the resultant complexity, several IDs can be

developed for the same study, as suggested by Coyle (1996). Each individual ID

should incorporate a limited number of feedback loops. This can be achieved

either by adopting a high level perspective, by looking at a particular part of the

system, or by looking at a particular set of feedback effects at a time.

Given the dynamic description of the problem develop in the previous step in the

SD process, the modeller now wants to develop the appropriate ID that captures

this description. There is unfortunately no formal method that can ensure the

development of the appropriate ID (at least commonly adopted within the SD

community). However, structured approaches can be used in order to bring some

discipline to this process and thereby promote validity. Coyle (1996) reviews some

of the methods available in the literature, and Wolstenholme (1990, 1994) also

reviews two of these methods. Overall, these are as follows:
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1. the list extension method (Coyle 1977. 1996): this is based around the idea of

starting with a small list of factors, identify the direct interrelationships, and

gradually extending the list "to the right", until the feedback loops emerge;

2. the entity/state/transition method (Coyle 1996): this gives emphasis to

identifying first the entities in the system and their life-cycles. The life-cycle of

an entity is defined by a sequence of states through which it flows

continuously. The method then follows to developing the information processes

that dictate the transition rates between these states;

3. the feedback loop approach (Wolstenholme 1990, 1994): this method evolves

by identifying the key feedback loops individually, and then linking them

together. These feedback loops are then refined into more detail, with

intermediate variables being introduced in the relationships, until they can be

eventually classified as levels or rates;

4. the common modules method or modular approach (Co yle 1996; Wolstenholme

1990, 1994; Wolstenholme and Coyle 1983): this is based on the use of

generic standard modules that can be linked together to represent the system

feedback structure. The system should be decomposed until the fitness to the

modules is recognised. This method is appropriate to be used in conjunction

with (2).

None of these methods is the best or more appropriate. In practice the modeller

often uses all of them, although in an informal manner.

Use of Influence Diagrams throughout the SD process

Influence diagrams are useful during and after the development process. When

developed with a group of managers, the IDs can provide a useful forum for the

debate of ideas and sharing of mental models (a crucial discipline for learning

organisations (Senge 1990)). In this modelling process managers are "forced" to

represent explicitly their personal "beliefs" and views about the system structure. In

this way, the consequent need to share an agreed vision enables mental models to

be improved. Figure H.8 provides a very simple example of how developing IDs

enables this learning process: in the face of schedule slippage in a project, one

manager believes that the problem can be solved by hiring more staff. Another
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manager has a different perspective: bringing more staff can make things even

worse because new staff needs training; this will create overheads and the work

rate is more likely to decrease. By sharing mental models it is possible to identify

explicitly these different mental models and achieve a common improved

understanding (and model). A shared mental model will consider both effects (i.e.

feedback loops), as shown in the final ID represented in figure H.8.

:;:)	
Work rateWork rate

slippage	 communication
Schedulle	 Training andSchedulie

slippage
overheads

sthff	
ng+Hiring

staff

A

-.. 0-D--:c
I

D
_,c •:c

V

Training and
Schedulle
slippage

Work rate	

O:erheads
Communication

Hiring
staff

Figure H.8 - Sharing mental models while developing influence diagrams

After a final shared feedback structure is developed, the influence diagram is used

to analyse the feedback-based causes of the observed problem. This qualitative

analysis consists of two main steps:

(1) relate the feedback structure with the obse,ved behaviour— this includes

identifying the main feedback loops, recognising their impact over the observed

behaviour and their likely dominance over time;

(2) infer how possible changes in the system structure will affect behaviour— the

basis of this analysis is that the system behaviour results from the several

feedback loops dominating the course of the events at different periods in time.

The search for solutions is focused on strengthening existing desired loops or

creating new ones, and on weakening or eliminating the undesired loops.
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The degree of confidence with which the system feedback structure, as described

in an ID, can be used to infer about the system behaviour is the subject of much

disagreement (see the contrast of opinions between Richardson 1996,

Wolstenholme 1990, and Coyle 1999). Changing the strength of the feedback

loops (and thereby their dominance over the system behaviour), and eliminating

and creating new ones, generates new feedback structures and therefore unknown

scenarios for system behaviour. The ideal of the qualitative phase is to infer about

the general trends of the system behaviour within these scenarios. In simple

diagrams that represent scenarios with which the modeller is familiansed, this

inference may appear to be reliable. However, experience shows that when these

same scenarios are tested using quantitative simulation models, counter-intuitive

effects often emerge. The "mathematical" complexity of the feedback structure of a

social system is often overwhelming, far beyond analytical reach, and hence it may

hold some surprises. Familiarity with the problem, modelling experience, and

model complexity are important factors that restrain the reliability of qualitative

inference.

Nevertheless, qualitative analysis does bring light to why problems occur:

undesired positive loops (so called "vicious circles") are often the responsible for

problematic behaviour. By analysing how the effects from undesired loops can be

eliminated, and how the dominance of "beneficial loops" can be strengthened, an

ID provides a useful tool to devise successful solutions.

At the end of this stage of qualitative analysis in the SD process, the feedback

structure of the system is defined and the key feedback loops identified. The

problem is diagnosed and possible solutions are identified. The SD process now

moves into the quantitative phase of simulation modelling. Quantitative simulation

models hold the promise of providing a much more reliable and rigorous inference

of how changes in the feedback structure of a complex system will affect its

behaviour.
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C) development and use of simulation models

The following two steps in the generic SD process proposed refer to the

quantitative phase of simulation modelling. The notation and basic the principles of

continuous simulation in System Dynamics are fist introduced. This is then

followed by a brief discussion about the practical use of SD simulation models.

Basic principles and notation of simulation in System Dynamics

System Dynamics models differ in some aspects from other more traditional types

of simulation models (for a review of computer simulation see Pidd 1984). There

are currently a few specialist software packages that support the development of

System Dynamics models, like Stella/iThink, Vensim, Powersim, Dynamo, or

Cosmic (Coyle 1996). One of the distinctive characteristics of System Dynamics

models is that they quantify subjective elements of human nature in a system (so

called soft factors), regardless of their intangible nature (e.g. "staff motivation or

"experience level"). As will be discussed later, this feature raises some important

issues in terms of validation.

The relationship between the feedback structure captured within a SD simulation

model and the dynamic behaviour it produces can be visualised as feedback loops

"spinning" continuously over time (e.g. A affects B, then B affects C, then C affects

A, and so on). Figure H.9 illustrates this concept by showing how a simple

reinforcing loop generates behaviour patterns: as more staff is hired into the

project, the number of inexperienced staff increases and the overall productivity

decreases, leading in turn to even more hiring.
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Figure H.9 - The feedback structure within the model generates the behaviour
patterns

The ideal of a SD simulation model is to implement this process quantitatively,

thereby establishing a formal relationship between the feedback structure and the

dynamic behaviour of the system. Without simulation this relationship can only be

established intuitively, as also suggested in figure H.9. The core principle of a SD

simulation model is that, given the system feedback structure, as represented in

the ID, it is possible to derive with mathematical rigour the resultant system

behaviour.

The first requirement of a SD simulation model is therefore to capture the feedback

structure represented in the IDs. The system elements in the ID need to be

translated into variables in the simulation model and their causal interrelationships

into mathematical equations (which define the variables). Conceptually, a

simulation model can be considered as a complex system of equations. However,

simulation models are certainly more than this. Most of the specialist software

packages associate a "level/rate" type of diagram to the model (as initially

proposed by Forrester (1961) ), which is used as the basis to define the equations.

In this research it will be considered a SD simulation model includes both this

"level/rate" diagram which identifies the system elements and relationships, and the

mathematical equations which quantify the relationships.

The "level/rate" diagrams used in simulation models are developed using a small

set of elementary "building blocks": levels, flow rates, information links, and

auxiliaries. Except for information links, each building block is itself a variable. The
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underlying principle is that systems can be seen as being composed by entities

which flow continuously throughout several states. As an example, the diagram in

figure H.1O represents the entity "staff', flowing throughout a project. This entity

enters the project system from the outside world (represented by a cloud), it then

flows within the project through the states "staff in training" and "staff in the

project", and finally leaves the project again to the outside world (another cloud).

Target Staff Level	 Total Staff Level

Hiring Rate	 Trainning Rate	 Leaving Rate

Figure H.1O - Example of a "level/rate" diagram considered in a SD simulation model

The squared boxes represent "level" type of variables, which can be seen as the

accumulation of a certain type of entity in a certain state of its life-cycle. The flows

with a round valve attached represent the "flow rate" type of variables, and can be

seen as the mechanism responsible for transferring entities from one state to

another, or between a state and the outside word. The round circles with no flow

attached represent "auxiliary" type of variables, which contain information about the

system. Finally, the arrows linking variables represent "information flows", which

identify how variables affect one another. This process can also be seen as water

(instead of staff) flowing throughout several tanks, wherein it accumulates for some

time. This water-flow is controlled by the valves in the pipes (i.e. the flow rates).

The information links are used to implement the feedback control mechanism:

information about the system state, which is represented by the levels and

auxiliaries, is used to generate control decisions (also in the form of information).

These decisions are an input to the flow rates which will change to affect the

system state.

The concept of "system state" is important in SD. At any moment in time, this is

determined by the values of all the "level" type of variables in the model. The flow
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rates, on the other hand, dictate how this state changes over a period of time.

These variables will often represent management decisions, and depend on the

system state. The closed loop between the system state and the rate of change

implements the feedback mechanism of managerial control present in managed

social systems. The auxiliary variables in the model can be used for different

purposes, but they are primarily designed to represent information about the

system state which is derived from the levels. This information is implicit in the

levels and the auxiliaries make it explicit, thereby clarifying the logic of the

feedback control mechanisms. Auxiliaries can also be used to represent external

factors which affect the system rate of change but do not depend on the system

state. In this case, they do not participate in the feedback loops and are therefore

referred to as "exogenous" variables. Finally, auxiliaries can also be used to

represent a particular property of the system, which affects the way it changes

over-time. In this case they will be hereafter referred to as "intrinsic" factors. Like

the exogenous variables, these factors are either constant or a function of time.

Figure H.11 provides a generic representation of how a "level/rate" diagram

represents a feedback control mechanism based on these concepts.

Information about the system
(Auxiliaries)

System

Information	 state

about the system

System rate
of change

Environmental
disturbances

Intrinsic system property
(Auxiliaries)

System rate of change
(Flow rates

Exogenous factors
(Auxiliaries)

System state
(Levels)

Figure 11.11 - "Level/rate" diagram representing a generic feedback control
mechanism

A "level/rate" diagram specifies which are the variables in the model and their type.

It also identifies which variables affect which. The next step in the modelling

process is to quantify these causal relationships through the use of equations.

There are some restrictions to which variables can affect which, and how. These
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restrictions have to do with some underlying principles of the 'level/rate"

representation, which are summarised as follows:

(1) levels can only be affected directly by rates. As they represent accumulations

they depend only on their input and output flow rates;

(2) rates can only affect directly levels. As they represent the flow of an entity

moving from one state to another, or between states and the outside world,

their role is to accumulate and deplete entities from levels;

(3) rates can only depend directly on levels and auxiliaries. As they represent how

the system changes over a period of time, they will depend only on the system

state and on external factors;

(4) auxiliaries can only depend directly on levels and on other auxiliaries (as far as

this does not originate a closed loop of auxiliaries). This is because they

represent information about the system state, in a certain moment in time,

implicit and derived from the levels. A rate does not represent a static

characteristic of the system state;

(5) time is the only independent variable in the model (i.e. it changes but it does

not depend on any other variable), and can influence directly auxiliaries and

rates. Levels are also influenced by this variable, but only indirectly through the

flow-rates.

It should be noted that some SD software packages violate some of the above

restrictions. For example, Stella/iThink package allows a rate to affect directly an

auxiliary or another rates. However, in these cases a delay should be implicit, like

in the smoothing of information. An intermediate level is therefore also implicit. In

general, although in practice these principles can be violated, it is here suggested

that it is a good modelling practice to preserve their meaning in mind thereby

avoiding cumbersome structures.

The ideal of SD simulation is to implement continuous processes. In practice, this

is impossible to implement in digital computers. The simulation is implemented

instead on a discrete "time-step" basis according to which time progresses in

discrete steps. This time-step is constant and is defined by a constant called DI.

The smaller the DT the more the simulation approaches continuity. In this way, it is
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considered that for every interval of time DT, the rates are constant. The equations

for the levels are automatically defined as follows:

Level(t) = Level(t - DT) + Rate( [t - DT,t] ) x DT

This "time-step" approach to continuous simulation has further technical impacts.

In particular, it restricts the definition of information and material delays in the

model. To counter this problem, the value of DT should be set as small as possible

but this also has a serious undesired impact: the amount of time required to run the

simulations. Furthermore, changing the value of DT may affect the results

produced by them model. It is not the purpose of this research to discuss this issue

in detail, and the interested reader may refer to the explanations in Forrester

(1961), Richardson (1981), Wolstenholme (1990) or in Coyle (1996). In order to

prevent problems with the value of DT, the most commonly regarded "rule of

thumb" has been proposed by Forrester (1961) as follows: "...the value of DT

should always be less than half of the time delay of the highest order delay in the

model, divided by its order. If there are several delays with the same highest order,

then choose the on with the shortest time delay".

The simulation in the SD model runs continuously over time (i.e. in a time-step

basis). All the variables in the model are continuously updated as they affect one

another, in closed loops. This process of deriving the value of the variables from

their inputs follows a logic sequence: the levels are first affected by the rates and

new information is generated about the system state. The new system state will

affect the rates for the following DT and the process repeats. In a certain moment

in time t, the following computational steps are implemented:

(1) update the levels from the rates according to the following equation:

Level(t) = Level(t - DT) + Rate( [t - DT,t] ) x DT

(2) update the auxiliaries from the levels, and eventually from the independent

variable time. Auxiliaries that depend on other auxiliaries are updated only after

all their predecessors have already been updated;

(3) update the rates for the next time interval [t, t+DT1], from the auxiliaries and

eventually directly from the levels;
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(4) advance the time variable to t-i-DT and repeat the process, until the time horizon

established for the simulation has been reached.

Practical use of SD simulation models

The modelling process forces the analyst to assume an even more rigorous view of

the system than in the ID. This is because in the simulation model the variables

must be first classified, and further quantified into a measurement scale.

Relationships must be translated into mathematical equations, and dimensional

consistency must be ensured. Several simulations are usually run before the final

model is complete. As the results produced by the model are not as expected,

assumptions must be revised. This conceptual revision includes not only the

quantification of the causal relationships, but also the feedback structure captured

in the model as translated from the ID.

The simulation model provides a more rigorous description of the system and of the

description of its behaviour. When the model is run, behaviour patterns are plotted

in graphs over-time. Unlike in the qualitative analysis using the ID, this behaviour is

not influenced by the modeller's personal expectations and often proves counter-

intuitive.

Figure H.12 provides an example of the typical quantitative output produced by a

system dynamics project model. In this example, the simulation runs from 0 to 276

days. Four patterns of project b behaviour are shown: productivity, number of staff

working, estimated completion (days), and work rate. Each of these variables has

its own scale on the vertical axis. The project was originally scheduled to take 100

days but the initial estimate of completion (curve 3) is 298 days and consequently

more staff (curve 2) is hired, in an attempt to reduce the schedule slippage.

However, the individual productivity (curve 1) falls as efforts are diverted into

training and communications overheads. The overall work rate (curve 4) increases,

but only to a limit beyond which the various disruptive factors dominate. At this

point in time, the estimated completion is 220 days and management reacts by

recruiting even more staff. However, the training overheads and other disruptive

factors cause both the individual and total productivity to decline. Clearly, keep
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hiring more staff is not the to the answer to this project's problems.

1: 0.67
2: 59.39
3: 298.36
4: 9.20	

2

1: 0.38
2: 34.69
3: 259.53
4: 4.60

1: 0.09
2: 10.00
3: 220.70
4: 0.00

0.00
	

69.00
	

138.00	 207.00
	

276.00
Days

Figure H.12 - Example of graphical representation of a project's behaviour produced
by a simple System Dynamics simulation model

Managers can use SD simulation models to test how changes in the system

structure affect the outcome. In this way, the model plays the role of a

management laboratory, where alternative scenarios can be assessed quickly and

through reliable "what-if' analysis.

d) the modelling stages and the different types of models

As just described, the SD process evolves throughout several stages of system

description. Throughout these stages the level of formality increases, reflecting

gains in knowledge and a more consistent and deeper understanding about the

problem and the system. This evolution towards increased formality is reflected in

the use of different concepts and modelling elements of system description, as

shown in table HI.
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Modelling stage	 Elements of system description

Problem identification
	

Verbal description. Behaviour patterns

Causal mapping (e.g. using GCope)
	

Main concepts and relationships

Influence Diagram
	

System characteristics, signed arrows, delays,
feedback loops

Level/rate diagram (simulation model)	 Entities, variables: stock levels, rates,
auxiliaries; relationships: entity process-flows,
information links

Quantified simulation model 	 the above, plus mathematical equations

Table H.1 - The modelling stages and the formality of system description

Increasing the level of formality brings more discipline and rigour to the knowledge

incorporated in the model. However this can be at the expense of some clarity and

model flexibility. The SD process should be regarded as iterative, where all models

are important and hence should be used and updated throughout the whole

process.

e) different perspectives of the SD process

As discussed before, there is no commonly agreed definition of how a System

Dynamics study should be implemented. Over the years, there has been a number

of applications in different fields wherein the SD process was implemented in

different ways. In some cases, these applications were carried out under very

different methodological perspectives. It is important for this research to clarify

some of these issues.

The "stability" of the SD model

A first issue has to do with the stability of the SD model developed. The SD

process, as described in this section, can be considered as implying a two-phase

perspective of "tool development" followed by "tool application". This perspective

suggests the idea of a "finalised" model emerging from the "tool development"

phase, and thereafter being kept unchanged while being used as a "solution-

finding tool".	 While this is not completely true in more "classic" modelling
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approaches, it is even less the case in System Dynamics where the search for

better solutions implies testing structural changes in the model, as originally

stressed by Forrester (1961). Furthermore, while the model is being used and new

insights are gained, the need for structural changes and improvements emerges.

The continuous change of the model structure throughout the modelling process is

a characteristic of the SD approach, very much emphasised by its iterative nature.

Qualitative versus Quantitative System Dynamics

Another important issue has to do with the relationship between the qualitative and

the quantitative sides of System Dynamics. This is recognised as a crucial issue

that still remains unclear (Richardson 1996). When Forrester introduced Industrial

Dynamics, the modelling process was presented as evolving towards the

development and use of a simulation model. Later, the emergence of diagramming

tools to conceptualise the structure of feedback systems (Morecroft 1980) has led

to the use of influence diagrams, and with this the emergence of the qualitative

phase in the SD process. Some authors then started advocating the use of IDs as

a necessary requirement to develop simulation models (Woistenholme and Coyle

1983, Wolstenholme 1990, Coyle 1996). The same authors further proposed that

this qualitative phase would have its own role within the methodology, having great

potential to provide insights and even to deliver solutions (Coyle 1996, 1999).

Further developments suggested a combined use of IDs with other qualitative

techniques, like cognitive mapping (see Eden 1994, Ackerman et al 1991). These

developments reflected a growing interest in the use of qualitative techniques,

without recurring to simulation modelling. However, this idea, that solutions can be

found at the qualitative level, contrasts with on-going arguments from other authors

that reliable inference about policy implications cannot be achieved without

simulation (Richardson 1991, Sterman 1994). It is the author's opinion that

perhaps the most promising way ahead is towards improving the techniques on

both sides and further integrate them formally.
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SD notation: "word-and-arrow" versus "level / rate" diagrams

The emergence of the qualitative phase of System Dynamics has also led to some

disagreements regarding the notation used to represent the feedback structure of a

System Dynamics model. The two alternative representations are "word-and-

arrow" influence diagrams, as already described in this chapter, and the "level/rate"

diagrams also presented in this chapter as part of a quantitative simulation model.

The initial notation proposed by Forrester (1961) was the "level/rate" type of

diagram, where the primary aim of the SD process was the development and use

of a quantitative simulation model. However, soon the "word-and-arrow" type of

notation emerged as being preferred to represent and identify feedback loops and

structures, prior to the use of "level/rate" diagram, which afterwards would be used

as the basis for quantification (e.g. Roberts 1974, Richardson 1981). Later

Wolstenholme (1990) suggested that both type of representations would be

identical (referring to "level/rate" diagrams as "pipe diagrams"). Eventually, the

preference for "word-and-arrow" diagrams has encouraged some authors to use

these diagrams at detailed levels of formality (Woistenholme and Coyle 1983),

where they represent directly the structure of the quantified simulation model (e.g.

Coyle 1996 - see "Cosmic" software tool accompanying the book). On the other

hand, other authors preferred the use of "level/rate" diagrams only, even at the

qualitative level (e.g. Richmond 1990). The preference for "level/rate" diagrams

was strongly based on the importance of policies and their direct identification with

"rates" in a "level/rate" diagram. This focus on model development centred around

policies, was further explored by Morecroft (1982, 1984).

The shared view within the SD community appears to be a flexible approach

wherein both types of representations are complementary one another. Each can

be used with more or less emphasis, depending on the problem, on the audience

and on the purpose of the model. Beyond this apparent compromise, it is the

authors' opinion that each representations has its own strengths and weaknesses,

and hence they should be used in combination. The "word-and-arrow" IDs are less

formal because they do not impose any classification of the "words" (i.e. variables)

present in the diagram. On the other hand, "level/rate" diagrams impose such

classification: a variable is either a level (i.e. accumulation), a rate (i.e. policy or
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system change), an auxiliary (i.e. information about the system, exogenous

factors), or an information link (i.e. a causal effect). "Word-and-arrow" diagrams

can be used to link aggregated concepts, according to more subjective and

possibly more aggregated influences. Therefore they look more appropriate to

identify individual feedback loops and more general feedback structures, at the

higher strategic level of aggregation. On the other hand, the formality of "level/rate"

diagrams suggests a final level of detail ready for quantification. This diagram is

therefore more appropriate for a direct translation into a simulation model. Another

strength of the "level/rate" notation is its appropriateness to represent the life-cycle

of the system's entities, which is not so clearly represented in a "word-and-arrow"

diagram. The feedback structure of a managed system involves the presence of

material or abstract entities which have their own "life-cycle" of states through

which they flow. These life-cycles are an important element of a system, which can

be a good starting point for model conceptualisation (Wolstenholme 1990). Again,

this entity / life-cycle perspective is in general more detailed than the high-level

view assumed in the "word-and-arrow" lDs.

Based on these arguments, in this research "word-and-arrow" influence diagrams

will be used in the qualitative phase of System Dynamics. "Level/rate" diagrams will

be used in the quantitative phase, as an integrative part of the simulation model

itself.

"Modelling to learn" versus "modelling to find a solution"

One of the novelties claimed by System Dynamics was its "openness" to managers

(i.e. white-box modelling) and its role in organisational learning. This has been

advocated as a "modern view" of modelling, at the core of the methodology

(Morecroft and Sterman 1994). On the other hand, practical applications show that

the more classic "solution-finding" route has been followed with success (e.g.

Cooper 1980, PMMS 1993, Williams et al 1995). Perhaps this reflects that there is

a wide domain of application, where different routes can be followed (Lane 1995).

The key difference between these two routes is the main purpose of the modelling

process: "modelling to learn" or "modelling to find a solution". This issue has

various important implications in the modelling process: how close should
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managers be involved? Should models be simple or complex? is there a clear

distinction between model development and model use?

"Modelling to learn" refers to applications where the modelling process is aimed at

creating a learning environment. Here, the involvement of managers as "model

builders" is essential (Morecroft 1994). The models are likely to be simple, since

the main source of learning is the iterative process through which managers

develop, run and readjust the models. On the other hand, "solution-finding"

applications usually demand a more rigorous correspondence of the model to the

real world, hence restricting simplifications. Because reality is complex, the result

is often a more complex model. In this scenario, the "model development" phase is

usually undertaken by a team of experts. Managers are partially involved just to

provide the required input. A "finalised" model is then used test alternative

solutions and the most satisfactory one is selected and proposed to managers.

Practical applications indicate that both routes can be implemented with success.

They can both take advantage the distinctive benefits of System Dynamics.

Ultimately, it is the practical success of the various types of application which

dictates their appropriateness.

Although the System Dynamics methodology has been applied extensively in

practice, there are still some critical issues that remain be solved. They have been

the subject of much disagreement and discussion in the past and are currently the

focus of on-going research. The following sub-sections discuss some of these

issues. Particular attention is given to the subject of model validation, which is

critical for the purpose of the research here presented.

Model validation

Overview

In a previous sub-section the System Dynamics process was presented in a

structured manner. The methodology holds the promise of delivering a new

modem view of systemic modelling of social systems. However, there are also

some unsolved critical issues which are likely to have a major impact on the future
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of the methodology. Criticisms regarding both conceptual and practical aspects

have been following the emergence and evolution of the methodology. This sub-

section discusses perhaps the most critical issue: model validation.

Validation is simultaneously such a critical and passionate issue in the modelling of

social systems, that I would like to start by stating those principles which underlay

most of the meaning of the research proposed in this work. Throughout this

section, I will try to develop a brief but consistent rationale to support these

principles, as well as regarding all related issues. The proposed principles are as

follows:

• what is "to predict"? In a model of a social system, to predict is to anticipate a

future scenario implied in the human knowledge and "beliefs" incorporated in

the particular model.

• what does it mean to say that a prediction is "accurate"? A prediction produced

by the model is accurate if this anticipated future scenario has a good chance

to be achieved;

• when is a prediction "correct"? A prediction will proof correct if the expectations

are fulfilled;

• what is a "valid model"? A valid model is not the one that represents reality as

it is, delivering a true image of the inevitable future. Instead, a valid model is

the one that describes the system in accordance with the modellers' mental

models, while delivering consistent and achievable images of the future;

• what is a "useful model"? In real situations, there is usually a range of possible

prediction which are both consistent and achievable. The useful model is the

one that helps the analyst to select and plan better achievable futures.

The usefulness of the research here proposed rests on these principles. The

following sub-sections provide a discussion and rationale.

The early criticism to validity in System Dynamics

It is important to note that the problem of model validation is not unique to the

System Dynamics field. Apparently, the concept is not fully understood and agreed

within the wider field of Operational Research (see Landry and Oral 1993 for a
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discussion). In System Dynamics, there has been heated debate on this issue

since the early days of the methodology (for a more detailed discussion see Barlas

1990; for particular examples see also Ansoff and Slevin 1968, Forrester 1968,

Nordhaus 1973, Forrester et al 1974, Forrester and Senge 1980, and Zelner 1980).

One of the most ferocious attacks to System Dynamics came from Berlinsky

(1976), who comments about the novelty of SD models in the following way (pp

45): "...the apparatus that is actually developed is nothing more than the traditional

method of handling changes through time, by means of differential equations. The

principles of systems [as proposed by Forrester] that were to hold universally turn

out to involve nothing more than a clumsy application of the calculus." This author

conceives a SD model as an attempt to achieve a "true" mathematical formulation

of a system's dynamic behaviour over time. It follows that his criticisms are

directed to the inappropriateness and the difficulty in validating the many equations

used in a model like this - in particular, in the models presented in the World

Dynamics and Limits to Growth (Berlinsky 1976, pp 75). It can be argued that

there is certainly much more in System Dynamics than the goal of attaining a

"mathematical formulation" for a system, as it generally happens in the natural

sciences. Any attempt to structure knowledge involves the exercising and shanng

of mental models, which in turn leads to improved understanding. Furthermore,

and more important, quantitative modelling in social systems must be approached

under a different perspective than in the engineering and in the natural sciences

fields. As it will be discussed, in the social sciences the concept of "validity" of a

model requires a shift in perspective from the path of "realism" to the path of

"constructivism". In turn, this further implies a different perspective regarding the

concepts of "prediction" and "accuracy" (often misused to distrust the validity of

models in social sciences).

The problem of validity in models of social systems

Conceptually, a "perfectly valid" model would be no more than an exact replica of

the real system being modelled. However, not only this is not possible as the aim

of a model is to provide a simplified view of reality, retaining only what is relevant

for the specific problem. Furthermore, a model usually targets a specific sub-
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domain of the real world, and hence it tends to divorce a system from its

environment. From here, problems regarding validity emerge: how to judge what is

relevant and what is negligible in the real world? How to ensure that a system

"handicapped" from what appears to be negligible, will behave in the same way as

in the real world? The search for satisfying answers to these questions leads

inevitably to some "concessions": the system, as represented in the model, will not

be required to behave exactly in the same way as in the real world; instead, an

approximate behaviour is acceptable, and only regarding those aspects of concern

to the problem.

Isolating a system from its environment is always a problematic task: in the real

world everything affects everything. While the modeller should focus only on the

relevant interactions, the truth is that our understanding of how complex social

systems work is poor. Flood (1987) asserts that the concept of complexity

emerges in great part from this lack of knowledge about the system, which restricts

our ability to judge what elements are relevant and how they interact within the

system. Checkland (1981) argues that there are other difficulties beyond the

problem of system complexity: in human systems its elements are aware of, and

are affected by, their own awareness about the system. For example, if a model

which is used for planning and control in a project affects the life of the staff, how

will that same people counter-react to the use of the model itself? Since the act of

observation may have a great impact on the system, this results in the theoretical

impossibility of "predicting the future. In theory, the problem could only be

countered by a model capable of incorporating within its own structure the process

by which its own use as a predictive tool would affect the system structure -

something hardly conceivable in social systems, for both practical and theoretical

reasons.

The solution: a shift from "realism" to "constructivism"

Roy (1991) argues that a satisfactory answer to these and other conceptual

problems requires a shift in perspective from the path of "realism" to the path of

'constructivism". The first considers that a system is independent from human

observations and can be isolated from its environment. On the other hand,
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constructivism considers explicitly that, given the above restrictions, while a model

must not be taken as a true final representation of reality, it can incorporate

valuable knowledge in a consistent manner. This knowledge can be "exercised" by

testing hypothesis with the model. This analysis can produce valuable conclusions

and recommend well defined solutions, which otherwise could have not been

achieved (i.e. without the "imperfect" model). The "gain" from "constructivism" is

that the use of "imperfect" knowledge within the model is acceptable. The

concession is that the results produced, in particular numerical results, can no

longer be seen as accurate predictions (unlike with a model of a "well-known" and

"observer-independent" system).

According to this perspective, a model of a social system always represents a

"biased" view of the reality. The predictive results produced are therefore implied

by a relative view. Since in social systems humans tend to adjust their behaviour

according to anticipated expectations, a model's prediction is better considered as

an "achievable target", rather than as an inevitable event independent from the

prediction. Therefore, to predict is to anticipate a future scenario implied in the

human knowledge and "beliefs" incorporated in the particular mode!. A prediction

produced by the model is accurate if this anticipated future scenario has a good

chance to be achieved; and the prediction will proof correct if the expectations are

fulfilled. A valid model is not the one that represents reality as it is, delivering a true

image of the inevitable future. Instead, a valid model is the one that describes the

system in accordance with the modellers' mental models, while delivering

consistent and achievable images of the future. In real situations, there is usually a

range of possible consistent and achievable predictions. The useful model is the

one that helps the analyst to select and plan better achievable futures.

Model validity defined in this way depends on two elements:

the rigour with which the consistency between the formal model structure and

the modellers' mental model can be verified one another

. how useful the model proofs to be in practice by producing "good predictions"

(i.e. good achievable results).
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Clearly, validation cannot be achieved by means of a single and objective formal

procedure. Instead, model validation will rest on a progressive process of building

confidence.

Proposed frameworks for validity in System Dynamics

In the System Dynamics field, the issue of model validation has always been

approached around the idea of model usefulness in fitting a purpose: "The validity

of a model should be judged by its suitability for a particular purpose... validity as

an abstract concept, divorced from a purpose, has no useful meaning." (Forrester

1961). Richardson (1981) emphasises the two important aspects of validation in

SD, which he terms as "suitability" and "consistency". Suitability means that a

model must be able to address the plausible alternatives that ensure improved

behaviour. Consistency means that the mechanisms represented in the model

must correspond, as close as possible, to how the modeller perceives the

mechanisms in the real system. Furthermore, the model must not only help to

identify good solutions, but it must also be able to explain the predictions.

Richardson (1981) further argues that the ultimate test of model validity would

therefore consist in waiting to see whether, once implemented, the policies

recommended by the model would produce the predicted results, and whether that

happened for the same reasons as explained by the model (i.e. the predicted

results for the predicted reasons). Not only such test is difficult to implement, as it

would require a prohibitive amount of time, of effort, and of risks, so that the

specific model could be tested several times.

In order to cope with the problem of validation, Forrester and Senge (1980)

proposed a well defined set of confidence tests. They argue that "...there is no

single test that serves to validate a SD model. Rather, confidence in a SD model

accumulates gradually, as the model passes more tests, and as new points of

correspondence between the model and the empirical reality are identified."

Richardson (1996) argues that this work is still the most comprehensive statement

on model validation in System Dynamics. Homer (1983) further advanced the idea

of "partial-model testing", which applies to circumstances where dis-aggregated

information is not available to estimate parameters, or select formulations. Barlas
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(1985, 1989, 1996) has dedicated a considerable amount of effort to the quest of

validation. He provides an interesting discussion about the philosophical roots in

some depth (Barlas and Carpenter 1990). This author has also recently suggested

that while validation in its essence is a continuous and gradual process throughout

the SD process, there are benefits in having a well defined phase of "formal

validation", wherein confidence tests are carried out more intensively in a well

structured manner (Barlas 1996). Lane (1995) also proposes extensions to the

basic framework of model validation, based on confidence tests. In turn, Peterson

and Eberlein (1994) argue that in practice confidence tests are usually not

implemented as extensively as desired, and are not properly documented. These

authors developed a facility to define and include tests with the model and

automatically executing them.

The importance of model legitimisation

Recently, Landry et al (1996) have argued about the importance of the differences,

and relationship, between the distinctive concepts of model "validation" and model

"legitimisation" in the field of OR. The authors argue that although the two

concepts overlap, they are different: validation relates to how confidently the model

can be taken as a representation of reality; on the other hand, legitimisation

relates to the model being accepted within the persons with the organisation where

it will be used. The fundamental difference is that the first refers concept to a

scientific code, while the second refers to a social code. While validation should be

considered as exhaustively as necessary for legitimisation, this is not a sufficient

condition. On the other hand, legitimisation must not jeopardise validation: the

modeller must not sacrifice, in any circumstance, the model scientific correctness

for the sake of acceptability. These authors conclude that model legitimisation in

OR is very important for the success of any modelling approach, which has

unfortunately been so often overlooked. The importance of model legitimisation is

a crucial to the success of System Dynamics, in particular because of the audience

of a SD model (i.e. top executives) and because this audience often seeks good

predictions from the model.
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Further critical issues

Overview

An interesting discussion about the future of System Dynamics was recently

presented by Richardson (1996). This author identifies what he believes to be the

most crucial current problems for the future of System Dynamics:

• the need for tools to aid understanding model behaviour;

• accumulating wise modelling practise;

• advancing practise to further levels of knowledge and skill;

• accumulating results achieved in particular types of systems;

• making models accessible to a wider audience;

• qualitative mapping and formal quantitative modelling: when to use?

• the need to widen the range of people that can potentially understand SD;

• the need for well defined and robust procedures to ensure confidence and

validation of SD models within the various types of application.

The author discusses each of these topics individually and concludes that other

problems of same importance are likely to be beyond this list. Hence much needs

to be done in the future. A more recent review of the current trends in System

Dynamics undertaken by the same author (Richardson 1999) reveals that while

some progress has been made in some of these areas, the need for further deeper

developments still remains.

As a modelling technique, the methodology itself has important characteristics

which affect its scope of application. Some of these issue are here discussed

separately.

In first place, some criticisms emerged and are still being debated in respect to the

actual capability of SD to address the many facets of complexity in social systems:

a brief discussion presented by Dash and Murthy (1994) suggests that "...it is clear

that the range of complexity explicitly addressed by SD is rather narrow", and that it

gives privilege to "computational complexity" and "non-linearities". Other criticisms
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include the inadequacy of differential equations for the description of cognitive

processes in decision-making, and to other aspects of systems behaviour (Bossel

1977). It is argued that the simplistic modelling of the decision making processes

as a "pre-programmed stimulus-response-transformation", and the excessive

"endogenisation" of uncertainty regarding future scenarios, leads to a kind of

determinism which does not exist in reality.

While these criticisms are debatable, it is a fact that some of the characteristics of

SD restrict the scope of its application, and have implications for model validation.

These characteristics include: aggregation, continuity, endogenous perspective,

quantitative simulation, incorporation of human factors, and incorporation of

decision-making processes, among others. These are some of the SD features

that must be handled with special attention.

The endogenous perspective: a strength or a limitation?

The endogenous perspective of System Dynamics may imply that the system, as

represented in the model, has little or no interaction with the environment: the core

principle of the SD approach is that the system behaviour is primarily generated by

its internal feedback structure. For this, the methodology has been criticised to

assume a "closed view" of the system and hence inappropriate for social systems,

since their behaviour depends considerably on their continuous interaction with the

surrounding environment (see Eden and Hams 1975, and Richardson 1991 for a

discussion). This problem reinforces the need to ensure that the specific problem

being addressed is essentially of endogenous nature, and hence a "closed view" of

the system is acceptable. Richardson (1991) also argues that if the interactions of

a certain part of the environment are really important, then these must be included

within the closed boundaries of the model.

A continuous perspective in a discrete world?

The continuous perspective of the approach also raises some problems: viewing

the system as a set of continuous of material and information flows is, in some

ways, contrary to the idea that many important events and changes in social
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systems are of discrete nature. In fact, most people, including managers, tend to

see the world as discrete. The use of averages and the aggregation of system

entities and processes into flows, may therefore be an obstacle to the user in

understanding the model. While there are ways of incorporating discrete events in

SD models (e.g. see Coyle 1996), the underlying perspective is still continuous.

Continuity does demands a shift in perspective that must be well understood by

both modeller and user. In order to become comfortable with the continuous

perspective, a strategic and longer-term view of the events in the real world is

required. Experience with SD modelling and managerial maturity help.

Aggregation: overlooking fundamental "seeds" of behaviour?

Aggregation may also be a problem. Aggregation is related with continuity: both

impose a high level perspective of the system. It is often argued that in social

systems, major changes can emerge suddenly from within underlying sub-

structures at the bottom of the system. These low-level processes responsible for

these "internal shocks" are usually overlooked by the level of aggregation adopted

in a SD model. Given the practical inadequacy of SD in capturing these low level

processes, the alternative is to act on the real system in order to keep these shocks

as under control as possible. In other words, efforts must be made so that the real

system becomes an appropriate candidate for the aggregated perspective of SD.

Quantifying the unquantifiable?

As previously mentioned, a SD model incorporates and quantifies human factors.

The methodology makes a point in capturing explicitly this type of subjective

factors, arguing that they have a fundamental impact on the system behaviour.

However, this requires valid scales for measurement as well as the availability of

reliable procedures of data collection. It also requires a valid quantification of the

interactions that this type of factors have with the rest of the system (e.g. within a

project, how to measure "schedule pressure" and how to quantify its impacts on

"productivity" and "error generation"?). This is perhaps one of the most critical

problems when a model is used with the purpose of producing accurate estimates.

Some factors and relationships are simply not measurable, and hence validation
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cannot be achieved through a direct match with reality. Expert judgement from

those who have experience with the system is crucial. This judgement should be

further refined by exercising with model the recreation of historical scenarios. The

use of "partial-model testing" techniques may also be helpful regarding this matter

(Homer 1983; see also Graham 1977, Hamilton 1977, and Peterson 1977).

It should be noted however that the quantification of subjective factors and effects

is an inherent difficulty of any technique which attempts to quantify this type of

"soft" factors. One of Forrester's strongest arguments is that an approximation to

these factors is far less damaging than simply omitting them.

Modelling decision-making: simulating managers minds?

Another ambitious aim of System Dynamics models is to incorporate and reproduce

the decision-making processes, which in the real world generate managerial

decisions. Simulating how people take decisions in real-life can be expected to be

extremely difficult. Bossel (1977) criticises the SD approach because, he argues, it

considers these processes in an overly simplistic manner, which he calls a "pre-

programmed stimulus-reaction-transformation". It should be noted however, that

the adequacy of a SD model to reproduce managerial decision-making is explicitly

restricted to a limited set of simple and general decision-rules. The underlying

assumption is that the lack of managerial understanding is not in each of the

individual decisions, but on how, altogether, these decision should be combined

over-time to ensure a better managerial control. If complex decisions which are

well beyond reach of mathematical formulation are relevant to the system, then this

problem can be approached through "flight simulation", where the model interacts

periodically with the players (i.e. managers), leaving them the responsibility of

generating these decisions. Another alternative is to develop more complex

decision-making structures within the SD model, which will probably incorporate a

composite of various simpler decision-rules.
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Appendix F: Basic project management tools and techniques

A static model to represent a dynamic system?

Finally, another problem is the static perspective of the system structure of a SD

model, during the simulation. In reality, the feedback structure of a real system is

likely to be affected by the system behaviour and will therefore it may change over

time. As some relationships become loose and others emerge, new feedback

loops are created and others disappear. While some of these changes are beyond

managerial direct control, in many cases they will reflect transformations within the

decision-making processes (in particular changes in the information which is used

as inputs to the decision rules). In order to cope with this problem, structural

parameters can be used to model policy changes (see Coyle 1996). However, this

technique forces the modeller to anticipate all the alternative policies, and thereby

the emergence of new feedback structures. For those structural changes which

are difficult to anticipate, either because they are too complex or because they are

beyond management control, it will be difficult to consider them in the model in this

way. It is therefore clear that the system targeted should preferably exhibit a fairly

stable feedback structure within the time horizon of the analysis. It is also desirable

that, if relevant structural changes occur, these can be anticipated with confidence

within the time horizon of the analysis.

All the issues discussed above are critical to the success of a SD modelling

application, in particular model validation. However, it should also be noted that

the difficulties identified steam from the ambitious aim of the methodology. Any

other approach attempting to address the same type of problems within complex

social systems, is just as likely to face these same difficulties. In other words,

these limitations are not a characteristic of the SD methodology but rather a result

of its ambitious aim.
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